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CHAPTER  I 
THE  PROBLEM  AND  DEFINITIONS  OF  TEffi~S USED 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
During recent  years  the  education of  exceptional 
children has  gained a  great deal  of  popular support. 
Public  awareness  of  the  necessity to provide  adequate  ed-
ucational experiences for  children who  are handicapped 
emotionally,  mentally,  or physically had necessitated an 
increase in the  amount  of  knowledge  about  such children. 
Indiana State Teachers  College maintains a  Special 
Education Clinic whose  purpose is to minister,  as far as is 
possible,  to  the needs  of  such  children. 
II.  THE  PROBLEM 
Statement  of  the  problem.  It was  the  purpose of  this 
study  (1)  to  evaluate  the  characteristics of  children re-
ferred to the Special Education Clinic at Indiana State 
Teachers College;1  (2)  to  draw  a  clinical profile of the 
average outpatient referred to  the  clinics;  and  (3)  to 
evaluate the necessity tor such clinical services to  the 
school  systems  of Indiana. 
-· 
lL  Hereinafter referred to as  the  Clinic. 
~  '  '  )  l  ~  '  ' 
~  '  '  ~  '  '  '  ' 
JJ  'l  l  l  ,,  ' .  2 
Importance of  the  study.  The  importance  of  this 
study lies in the fact  that no  study of the  characteristics 
of  the  exceptional  child based  on  clinical case studies has 
been made.  The  need for research in the.field of  the  educa-
tion of  the  exceptional child was  expressed in a  succinct 
manner  by  Samuel  A.  Kirk when  he  said: 
This yearbook will  serve its purpose if 
it can help  to  stimulate progress •••  through 
the  initiation of new  and  different projects 
•  •  .more  extended research in the field.2 
III.  DEFINITIONS  OF  TERMS  USED 
Children.  The  word  children was  used  to  include  only 
those male  and  female  persons  between  three  years of age, 
chronologically,  and  17 years and  11 months  chronologically, 
who  have  been  examined as outpatients at the  clinic. 
·outpatients.  The  clinic maintains as  a  part of the 
facilities,  services  to  children and adults who  are referred 
for  examination  by  people who  are not  employed  on  the staff 
of  the  Laboratory School.  Such children and adults are  con--
sidered outpatients. 
Clinical profile.  One  of the  objectives of  this study 
was  to describe  the  characteristics of  the  children examined 
2  Samuel  A.  Kirk,  49th Yearbook,  National Society for 
the Study of Education,  Vol.  2.  (Chicago:  University of 
Chicago Press,  1950). .i 
i 
' 
' 
'  } 
.  3 
through psychological  techniques as part of the  "o!ltpatient" 
service offered  by  the  Clinic.  These  characteristics were 
analyzed and  compiled in a  table which  summarized statisti-
cally the results of  the  study. 
Exceptional  child.  For  the  purposes of  this study 
a  child was  considered an exceptional  child when  he  or  she 
was  included  by  the  following definition: 
The  term exceptional  children includes 
both the  handicapped and  the gifted,  or 
children who  devjate from  the  average  child 
to  such an  extent as  to require special 
treatment or  training in order to  make  the 
most  6f their possibilities.3 
"determine mental ability".  This  phrase was  used  to 
describe  the  cases in which the  person referring  the  child 
requested that the  child's level  of mental ability be  deter-
mined without  any specific reference  to  educability. 
"determine  educability".  This  phrase was  used  in 
those  cases  in which  the  purposes  of  the  examination was  to 
determine  the educability of  the  child. 
IV.  ORGANIZATION  OF  T:EfE  REMAINDER  OF  THE  THESIS 
Chapter II includes  the  following  units.  (1)  a  review 
3 Whitehouse  Conference  on  Child Health and Protection, 
Section III, Education and  Training  (New  York:  The  Century 
Co.,  1931).  -4 
of  the literature and  (2)  limitations of  previous studies. 
Chapter III includes  the  following  units: 
I.  (1)  Description of the method  used  in the  study. 
(2)  Report  of  the  findings  on  group  "A". 
(3)  Tabulated results and  profile. 
II.  (1)  Report  of  the  findings  on  group  "B". 
(2)  Tabulated results and  profile. 
III. 
IV. 
(1)  Report  of  the findings  on  groups  "A"  and  ttB". 
(2)  Tabulated results and  profile. 
(3)  Comparison of groups  "A"  and  "B". 
(4)  Explanation  of  certain results. 
(1)  Summary. 
( 2)  Conclusions. 
(3)  Recommendations. 
Bibliography. 
Appendix. CHAPTER  II 
REVIE1N  OF  THE  LITERATURE 
liJiuch  has  been written about  the  exceptional  child, 
the  types  of  disabling factors,  the  presence  of multiple 
factors and  their incidence;  but  only a  brief  summary  of  the 
studies considered relevant  by  the  investigator will  be 
given. 
The  49th Yearbook  of  the National Society for the 
Study of Education,  Vol.  II is a  very  comprehensive  study of 
.!.  the  exceptional  child.l  The  last chapter,  by  Samuel  Kirk, 
'i, 
describes needed projects and research in the  areas  of  the 
visually handicapped,  the acoustically handicapped,  the 
mentally retarded,  the  socially maladjusted,  etc. 
Baker2  presents a  thorough analysis  of  the  types  of· 
exceptional  child and  the  educational  needs  and  objectives 
for special education.  This  book  is  of  note  since it condenses 
what  would  be  covered in several volumes  into  one  volumeo 
A committee  in Cincinnati attempted,  from  a  study  of 
children enrolled in special classes  (1)  to  discover how  many 
1  49th Yearbook.  National Society for  the  Study of 
Education,  Vol.  II.  (Chicago:  University of  Chicago Press, 
1950)'  p.  346. 
2  Harry J.  Baker,  Introduction to Exceftional Children, 
(New  York:  The  MacMillan Company,  1944J,  p.  96. 6 
pupils had multiple  handicaps,  (2)  what  these additional 
handicaps were,  and  (3)  what  could  be  done  to meet  the  needs 
of  these  children.3  There  were  evidences  that  placement  for 
one  handicap left the other serious  handicaps  uncared for. 
Fouracre4  and  others made  a  study of  129  handicapped 
children. 
The  children were  studied with respect  to intelli-
gence,  educational status,  chronological age  and  sex.  I.Q.'s 
ranged  from  18  to  146.  The  mean  was  in  the  subnormal  and 
dull:~·  normal  levels.  In addition 80.58 per  cent  of  the  child-
ren had multiple handicaps. 
Another  study of orthopedically handicapped  children 
was  made  by  Donofrio.5  The  purpose  of his  study was  to  com-
pare  the  intelligence,  achievement,  and  emotional  adjustment 
in crippled children with  (1)  the  same  factors  in the  normal 
population,  (2)  the  following factors  in crippling:  cause or 
type,  length of  stay in the  institution,  severity of crippling 
3 Althea Beery,  "Exceptional  Children with Multiple 
Handicaps," Journal  of Exceptional  Children.  14:11,  October, 
1947. 
4 Maurice H.  Fouracre,  Gladys  Reid  Jann,  and  Anna 
Martorana,  "Educational Abilities and  the  Needs  of  Ortho-
pedically Handicapped Children," Elementary School Journal. 
50:33,  February,  1950. 
5  Anthony F.  Donofrio,  A Study of the Intellifence, 
Achievement,  and Emotional Adjustment  of crippled Ch  ldren in 
~  Orthopedic-asspltal School.  Ph.D.  dissertation,  New  York: 
University. 7 
at  the  time  of  psychological examination. 
I.  LIMITATIONS  OF  PREVIOUS  STUDIES 
The  studies reviewed  cover many  aspects  of  the  educa-
tion and  the  characteristics of  the  exceptional  child.  Rela-
tively few  studies  based on  case records are available and 
none  appear to  have  been made  on  the  characteristics of  the 
exceptional child from  the  clinical viewpoint  as was  stressed 
in this study. CHAPTER  III 
PROCEDURE  AND  FINDINGS 
I.  PROCEDURE 
Since it was  decided that 100  cases would  be  used  in 
the  study it was  deemed  advisable  to  break  up  the  100  cases 
into  two  groups  of  50  cases  called group  "A"  and  group  "B". 
This was  done  tor  two  reasons:  (1)  to  expeditte  the  treat-. 
ment  ot data,  and  (2)  to  ensure homogeneity among  the  100 
cases.  The  two  groups were  composed  ot children referred to 
the  clinic  between December 12,  1949,  and  March  7,  1951. 
The  two  groups  run  consecutively from March,  1951,  back  to 
December,  1949. 
II.  GROUP  "A"  FINDINGS 
The  first data from  this group which was  analyzed  in 
Table  I  was  chronological  age.  The  age  was  reported in all 
50  cases and  the mean  chronological age was  9  years,  4  months. 
The  mean  grade  placement  ot  29  cases  in which  grade 
placement  was  recorded was  3.7 grades. 
An  analysis ot  the  sex distribution showed  that  twice 
as many  boys  as girls were  present  in the  group.  There were 
34  boys  and  16  ~irls. 
In 21  cases  the results ot pure-tone audiometric  ex-q 
'  !  ,, 
T.ABLE  I 
SUMI.v.f.ARY  OF  THE  RESULTS  CONCEl:U'Ul'JG  OHHONOLOGIC.AL  AG-E, 
SEX  DISTRIBUTION,  LA'J.1El1.ALI'rY,  AND  AUDIONIT£TRY 
Factor  Result  Number 
cases 
Mean  chronological  age  9  yrs.,  4  mths.  50 
Sex distribution  34 males  50 
16  females 
Laterality  2  left-handed  "  ~ 
1  uncertain 
Audiometry mean  loss  left ear  27  db. 
right  ear  24  db.  21 
binaural  25  db. 
Mean  grade  placement  3.7 grades  29 
9 
of . 10 
aminations were  reported.  This  is 42  per  oent  of  the  group, 
a  significantly large percentage.  Losses were  as follows: 
Mean  loss for  the left ear,  27db. 
Mean  loss for  the right ear,  24  db. 
Mean  loss for  both ears,  25  db. 
Left or right handedness was  not  recorded  completely. 
Mention was  made  of  two  left-handed children and  of  one  child 
whose  handedness was  reported as "uncertain". 
The  Keystone  Visual Survey was  administered  to  seven 
children.  See  Table  II.  This  is a  vision test administered 
under circumstances very close  to  those in operation during 
l 
(  reading.  Failures were  numerous  and  vary from  0  per cent  to  I 
.i 
J  56 per cent.  The  last figure is for test #8,  a  test of 
.~~ 
"clearness of  image."1 
The  test of  personality used most  frequently at the · 
clinic is the California Test  of Personality.  Results were 
average.  No  significantly high scores and  no  significantly 
low scores appeared.  The  lowest mean  score was  on  the  39th 
percentile and was  for  school relations.  Most  of  the scores 
were  below  the  50th percentile.  This test was  administered 
to  16  children.  See  Table III,  page 12. 
The  intelligence test given most  frequently was  the 
Binet Scale Form  L.  Twenty-eight  children were  given this 
1  See Appendix A for a  description of this test. TABLE  II 
RESULTS  OF  THE  KEYSTONE  VISUAL  SURVEY 
Test number  I  II  III  IV  v  VI  VII  VIII 
Number  passing  5  6  7  6  6  5  3  3 
Number  failing  1  1  0  1  1  2  2  4 
Number  of  cases  6  7  7  7  7  7  5  7 
Per cent  of 
failures  16.6 14.2  0.0 14.2 14.2  28.4 40.0  56.8 
IX  X 
5  7 
2  0 
7  7 
28.4 0.0 
XI 
4 
3 
7 
42.6 
XII 
3 
1 
4 
25 
.  ' 
1--' 
1--' 12 
T.ABLE  III 
:ME.AN  RESULTS  OF  THE  CALI~ORNIA 
TEST  OF  PERSONALITY 
:::j 
est 
number  I  .A  B  c  D  E  R 
:II! 
i 
e~Mean per-
41.00  58.00  40.00  47.00  46.00  :~·;  centile  45.00  42.00 
Test 
number  II  .A  B  c  D  E  F 
Mean  per- Total 
centile  48.99  48.00  46.00  45.00  50.00  39.00  51.00 
46.00 
2  See  Table  VIII for  a  description of  the  test  ite~. i 
I  .  ' 
13 
test and  their mean  Intelligence  ~uotient was  77.59.  The 
range  of  I.~.'s w~s 38  to  120,  and  the Standard Deviation 
was  21.90.  The  mean  Binet Mental  age  was  5  years  and  1 
month. 
The  Wechsler  Intelligence Scale for Children,  given 
to  18  children,  had  a  mean  Intelligence  ~uotient of 77.55 
and  a  Standard Deviation of 17.04. 
Only  one  adult Wechsler,  the  Bellevue-Wechsler Scale 
of Intelligence,  was  given.  The  Intelligence  ~uotient was 
117. 
The  Merrill-Palmer Scale  of  Intelligence was  adminis-
tered to  young  children.  The  four  children who  were  given 
the  test had  a  mean  mental  age  of  three years,  five months. 
Fifteen children were  given  the  Vineland Social 
Maturity Scale.  The  mean  social age was  seven years and 
six months.  The  range  of  social age  was  three and  one-hal~ 
to  ten years.  The  mean  reading achievement,  as measured  by 
the Durrell Achievement  Tests administered  to  nine  children 
was  1.88 grades.  The  range  of reading ability was  from  low 
first grade  to  fourth grade. 
Further study of  olinic  records  shows  that the  children 
who  were  sent  to the  clinic were  referred for a  number  of 
reasons  the  chief of which was  to  determine  their mental 
ability.  Twenty-two  ohildren were  referred for this reason 
and  the other twenty-eight  children were  referred to determine ., 
I 
14 
the reason for  low  school  achievement,  to determine  eduoa-
bility, for  behavior  problems,  for hearing difficulties, 
speech problems,  to  determine  fi.tness for adoption,  for 
vocational  advisement,  and for reading problems.  See Table 
IV. 
The  results of the  testing by  the  clinic staff were 
reported under thirteen headings.  The  conclusion most fre-
quently reported was  that  the child was  mentally retarded. 
This  conclusion was  reported in twenty oases.  Six children 
were  reported as  of  average  intelligence.  Six had  hearing 
losses and  five were  reading problems.  These  and  other re-
sults are  summarized  in Table  V,  page 16. 
In most  oases  the  diagnosis  reported only one  problem. 
In a  few  oases  children were  found  to  be  disabled  by more 
than one  factor.  There  were  three  such  oases  in this group. 
Mental retardation and  cerebral palsy accounted for  two  of 
the  children and  the  other child's difficulties were  found  to 
be  due  to  a  state of anxiety and '!!difficult parents".  See 
Table  VI,  page 17. 
In some  oases  the  diagnosed  problem did  not  agree with 
the reason for which  the  child was  referred.  Two  children 
were  reported as  behavior problems  and  turned out  to  be  men-
tally defective.  Two  other children were actually reading 
problems and  neither a  behavior  problem,  as was  suspected in 
one  case,  nor a  child whose mental ability was  uncertain,  in TABLE  IV 
REASONS  FOR  REFERRAL--
SUSPECTED  PROBLEMS 
Type  of  problem  or reason for referral 
Determine  mental  ability 
Determine  reason for  low  school  achievement 
Behavior problem 
Determine  educability 
Hearing 
Speech problem 
Vocational  advisement 
Reading. problem 
Adoption 
15 
N = 50 
Frequency 
22 
6 
5 
6 
3 
4 
1 
1 
2 TABLE  V 
DIAGNOSES  AND  REC01lMEI\f.DATIONS 
Diagnosis 
Average  intelligence 
Mentally retarded 
Hearing loss 
Reading  problem 
Speech problem 
Personality problem 
Untestable 
Environmental  difficulties 
Suitable for adoption 
Incomplete  case 
Suitable vocational  choice 
Suitable for  crippled children's room 
Placement  in the  6th grade 
16 
N  =  50 
Frequency 
6 
20 
6 
5 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 17 
TABLE  VI 
INCIDENCE  OF  llrr.LTIPLE-PROBLEM  DIAGNOSIS 
Type  of  diagnosis  frequency 
1.  State of  anxiety  2.  Difficult parents  1 
1.  Mental  retardation  2.  Cerebral palsy  2 
Total  3 18 
the other case.  See  Table  VII. 
Table VIII,  page  20,  is a  summary  of  the  findings 
about  the  children in group  ".A".  This  table  covers as many 
of  the  findings  as  could  be  adequately reported in this 
type  of  table.  The  figures  are  based on fifty children,  and 
cover intelligence,  mental  and  chronological  age,  reading 
achievement,  personal and  social adjustment,  grade  placement, 
and  social maturity. 
III.  GROUP  "B"  FINDINGS 
The  results obtained from  the  analysis  of  the  case 
records of  group  "B"  cover the  same  topics as  the  results 
found  in the  records  of  group  "A". 
The  mean  chronological  age for this  group  of  50  child-
ren was  nine years,  eight months.  These  children were  in 
mean  age four months  older than those  in the  other group. 
The  mean  grade  placement  for  34  children was  4.1 
grades. 
Sex distribution paralleled the results of  group  "A". 
There were  35  boys  and  15  girls, more  than  two  boys for  every 
girl. 
There was  one  case  of left-handedness  and  one  case  in 
which laterality was  reported as  uncertain. 
Eight children had hearing losses.  The  mean  loss for 
the~., lett ear was  27  db.,  tor the right ear,  25:.·db.,  and  the ., 
: 
j  . 
',(  .,  ,, 
• 
TABLE  VII 
TYPES  AND  INCIDENCE  OF  CASES  IN  WHICH 
THE  DIAGNOSED  PROBLEM·  DID  NOT  AGREE 
WITH  THE  CAUSE  FOR  REFERRAL 
Reason for referral  Diagnosis  Incidence 
Determine  mental  ability  Reading  problem  1 
Behavior problem  Mentally retarded  2 
Behavior problem  Reading  problem  1 
19 20 
TABLE  VIII 
PROFILE  OF  GROUP  "A"  RESULTS 
Intelligence quotient  points f  0  50  100  . •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  • 
Mean  Binet I.Q.  28  77.59  I 
Mean  W.I.S.C.  18  77  51)  l 
Mean  .Adult  Wechsler I.  Q..  1  117  I 
Years  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10 
•  •  •  •  . . . •  . . 
Mean  cnronologJ.cal  age  jU  '-1  yrs.4 mtns.  \ 
Mean  Binet mental  age  28  ?  yrs.  I 
Mean  Merrill Palmer  ~  yrt  mental  age  4  4  mo 
Mean  Vineland Social  7  yrs~  I  Maturity age  15  6 mths. 
Grades  1  2  3  4  5  6 
•  . . . . . . . •  . . .  • 
Mean  grade  placement  29  3.z  ~rad.l 
Mean  Dur~ell reading  I:8'8 
achievement  9  gr<is 
Percentiles  1 Q ?O ]J 1p ~  6_0 7.0 ?p 9.0 $  • 
Calif.  Test  of Personality  16 
Mean  results 
Full scale  45.87  I 
Self adjustment  ~~~.69 I 
Self reliance  58.31  J 
Sense  of  personal worth  39.75 I 
Feeling of  belonging  45.00  l 
Sense  of personal fDeedom  46.87  I 
Withdr.  tend.  (freedom from)  141.88  l 
Nervous  symptoms  1~5.  'C:>  l 
Social adjustment  148.2  l 
Social standards  47.81  l 
Social skills  46.0  I 
Anti-soc.  tend.  (freedom from)  45.0  I  . 
Family relations  50.31  l 
School relations  39.13 I 
Community  relations  51.25  I 21 
binaural loss was  26  db.  See  Table  IX. 
The  Keystone Visual Survey was  administered with  the 
following results.  See  Table X,  page  23.  Failures occurred 
on all tests but  test #7.  The  highest  percentage  of failures 
was  44.4 and  occurred on  tests #7  and  10.3 
For  a  description of the  sub-te.sts of  the  California 
Test  of Personality,  see Table  VIII,  page  20.  This test was 
administered  to  seven children.  None  of  the  scores was  sig-
nificantly high or low.·  The  lowest· mean  percentile rating 
recorded was  37.14 on  test #2B  of  the Social Adjustment 
section of  the  test.  This  test is called "Social Skills." 
Mean  results are  shown  in Table XI,  page  24. 
Twenty-nine  children were  given  the  Binet Scale, 
For.m  L.  Their mean  Intelligence Quotient  was  76.10,  and  the 
standard deviation was  21.54;  the range  was  35-140  I.Q. 
points.  ·The  mean  mental age as measured  by  the Binet Scale 
was  seven years--0 months  •. 
The  Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children was 
given to 16  children in group  "B".  Their mean  Intelligence 
~uotient was  73.5,  with a  standard deviation of  21.59.  The 
results of this test are very similar to  the  results of  the 
Binet Scale as  shown  above. 
Three Adult  Wechslers--the Bellvue-Wechsler Scale  of 
3 See Appendix A for a  description of  the  test. TABLE  IX 
SUMMARY  OF  THE  RESULTS  CONCERNING 
CHRONOLOGICAL  AGE,  SEX  DISTRIBUTION, 
LATERALITY,  .AND  AUDIOlllETRY 
Factor 
Mean  chronological age 
Sex distribution 
Laterality 
Audiometry mean  loss 
Mean  grade  placement 
result 
.9  yrs.  8  months 
35  males 
16  females 
48  right-handed 
1  left-handed 
1  uncertain 
left ear,  27  db. 
right  ear,  25  db. 
binaural,  25  db. 
4.1  grades 
No.  of 
cases 
50 
50 
50 
8 
34 
22  . TABLE  X 
RESULTS  OF  THE  KEYSTONE  VISUAL  SURVEY 
Test number  I  II  III  IV  v  VI  VII  VIII  IX  X  XI  XII 
Pass  9  8  8  8  6  10  5  5  7  5  6  5 
Fail  1  2  3  2  2  5  4  3  2  4  2  0  .. 
No.  of  cases  10  10  11  10  8  15  9  8  9  9  8  5 
Per cent of 
failures  10.  20.  27.2  20.  25.  33.3  44.4  37.5  22.2  44.9  25.  o. Test  number 
Mean 
percentile 
Test  nwnber 
Mean 
percentile 
TABLE  XI 
MEAN  RESULTS  OF  THE  CALIFORNIA  TJI:ST 
OF  PERSONALI'l'Y  . 
I  B  c  D 
51.  44.  57.  54.  63. 
II  A  B  c  D 
54.  64.  37.  61.  62. 
24 
E  F 
51.  56 
E  F 
40.  53 
Total  52 Intelligence--were administered.  The  mean  Intelligence 
Quotient was  114. 
25 
The  mean  Vineland Social Maturity Scale  age  for  thir-
teen children was  six years,  1  month. 
Six Merrill-Palmer Scales were  administered.  The  mean 
mental  age  being  three  years,  nine moriths.  This  test is 
given to young  children so  the results would  normally  be 
lower  than  those for  the  Bine~ mental  ageo 
Reading as measured  by  the Durrell Achievement  test 
had  a  mean  grade  achievement  of  1.5 grades. 
The  children in this group were  referred to  the 
Clinic for  ten reasons.  The  two  most  numerous  reasons were 
to  determine mental ability,  and  to determine  educability. 
These  and  other reasons are recorded  in Table  XII. 
Table XIII,  page  27,  shows  that twenty-one  of  the 
children· in this group were  found  to  be  mentally retarded. 
The  other conclusions were  low  in frequency and  were fairly 
evenly distributed. 
The  children in group  "B"  showed  a  higher incidence 
of multiple-problem diagnosis.  A combination of  low mental-
ity and  poor vision was  found  in two  cases.  In one  case  a 
child was  found  to  be  handicapped  by  three factors.  These 
and  other results are  summarized  in Table XIV,  page  28. 
There  were  three  oases  in which  the  diagnosed problem 
did not  agree with the  reason for referral.  A case  of  sus-26 
TABLE  XII 
REASON  FOR  BEFBl~L--SUSPECTED PROBLID~ 
Type  of  problem or reason for referrai 
Determine  educability 
Determine mental ability 
Speech problems 
Reading  problems 
Determine  reason for  low  school  achievement 
Vocational  advisement 
Hearing 
Behavior 
Determine  laterality 
No  stated· problem 
N •  5o  Per 
Frequency  cent 
12 
12 
6 
5 
3 
3 
1 
6 
1 
1 
24 
24 
12 
10-
6 
6 
2 
12 
2 
2 TABLE  XIII 
DIAGNOSES  AND  RECONThrnNDATIONS 
Diagnosis 
Superior intelligence 
Nor.mal  ineelligence 
Slow learner 
Mentally retarded 
Emotional  problems 
Hearing loss 
Speech problem 
Short memory  span 
Neurological  involvement 
Good  social adjustment 
Unsui ta  bl·e  for public  schools 
Ambidextrous 
Domestic  situation problem 
Poor environmental  adjustment 
Referral  to u.  s. Employment. Office 
N •  5o 
Frequency 
2 
3 
5 
21 
6 
2 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
27 
Per 
cent 
4 
6 
10 
42 
12 
4 
6 
2 
2 
2. 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 28 
TABLE  XIV 
INCIDENCE  OF  MULTIPLE-PROBLEM  DIAGNOSIS 
Diagnosis  Frequency 
1.  Home  difficulties  2.  reading difficulties 
3.  writing difficulties 
1.  Short·memory  span  2.  poor reading habits 
1.  Emotional problems  2.  poor  teaching 
1.  Low  mentality  2.  poor motor-coordination 
1.  Low  mentality  2.  poor vision 29 
pected low mentality was  found  to  be  a  case of  emotional  dif-
ficulties.  One  child was  referred for anti-social  behavior 
but  was  found  to  be  of  low mentality.  Another child referred 
for behavior was  handicapped  by  a  speech defeat.  These  re-
sults are  shown  in Table  XV. 
Table XVI,  page  31,  is a  summary  of  the findings  on 
the  children in group  "B".  This  table  does not  include all 
the results,  but  only those which  could  be  summarized  in a 
profile  chart. 
IV.  SUMMARY 
This  section is a  summary  of  the  results given in 
sections I  and  II of  this  chapter.  The  information given 
here is the  information gathered  on  the  group  of  100  child-
ren chosen for  the  study.  Totals for  the  group as  a  whole 
were  based  on  the  raw data. 
The  group  consisted of  100  children whose  mean  chrono-
logical age  was  9  years,  6  months. 
follows;  69  males  and  31  females. 
Sex distribution was  as 
This would  tend  to  show 
that more  than  two  males for  every female  are  seen at the 
clinic. 
Mean  grade  placement,  reported in 63  cases,  was  4.1 
grades.  This  compares  favorable  with the  mean  chronological 
age. 
The  tabulation of  laterality for 100  cases  showed  a TABLE  XV 
TYPES  AND  INCIDENCE  OF  CASES  IN  WHICH  THE  DIAGNOSED 
PROBLEM  DID  NOT  AGREE  ~~TH THE  REASON  FOR  REFERRAL 
Reason for :referral  Diagnosis  Frequency 
Suspected low mentality  "Deepse~ted emotional 
problem"  1 
Anti-social  behavior  Low  mentality  1 
Behavior  ·  Speech defective  1 
30 TABLE  XVI 
PROFILE  OF  GROUP  "B"  RESULTS 
Mean  Binet  I.~.  29 
Mean  W.I.s.c.  I.~.  16 
Mean  Adult  Wechsler  I.~.  J 
ach. 
Percentiles 
Calif.  Test  of Personality 
Mean  results  7 
Full scale 
Self adjustment 
Self reliance 
Sense ot'pr'l worth 
Feeling.of  belonging 
Sense  of  personal  freedom 
Withdrawing tend.  (freedom from) 
Nervous  symptoms 
Social adjustment 
Social standards 
Social skills 
Anti-social tend.  (freedom from) 
Family relations 
School relations 
Community  relations 
0  0 
•  •  •  •  •  •  0  0 
.1 
73.5 
11 
10 
0 
J  4  5  6  . . . . 
Q •  0  0  0  50 0  0  0  •  99 
Jl . 32 
few left-handed  children.  There  were  three left-handed 
children recorded,  and  in two  cases laterality was  uncer-
tain. 
Hearing losses found  by  pure  tone  audiometry were  re-
ported for  29  children.  Losses were  as  follows: 
Mean  Loss for left ear tldb. 
Mean  Loss  for right ear 24  db. 
Mean  Loss  for  both ears  25  db. 
Twenty-eight  children were  given the  Vineland Social 
Maturity Scale.  The  mean  social maturity age  was  six years 
and  ten months. 
Reading  achievement  for  17  children was  at the  2.5 
grade level. 
Visual  defects were  present;  the  percentage  of fail-
ures appeared greatest on  test #8  of  the Keystone  Visual 
Survey.  This  test is a  test of  "Clearness  of  Image."  A 
table  of the  complete  results as reported in  the clinic files 
follows.  Eighteen children were  given  this  testo  See  Table 
XVII. 
IIi personality the  children surveyed in this  study are 
not  a  significantly deviate  group  in so far as  their percen-
tile ratings lie above  75  percentile or  below  25  per  cento 
It is of note,  however,  that their personal adjustment,  was 
below the  50th percentile.  The  complete results for the  23 
cases  in which results were  recorded followo  See  Table XVIII, TABLE  XVII 
RESULTS  OF  THE  KEYSTONE  VISUAL  SURVEY 
Test  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12 
Pass  14  14  15  14  12  15  10  8  12  12  10  8 
Fail  2  3  3  3  3  7  6  7  4  4  5  1  .  ' 
Frequency  16  17  18  17  16  22  16  15  16  16  15  9 
Percentage of 
failures  12.5  17.9  16.6 17.6  20.  31.8  37.5 46.6  25.  25.  33.3  11.1 34 
which  follows  on  page  35. 
The  intelligence scale most  frequently administered 
was  the  1937  revision of  the  Biney Scale,  Form  L.  Fifty-
seven children were  given  this  scale.  Their mean  I.Q.  was 
76.81.  The  standard deviation  of  the  scores was  21.79. 
The  mean  mental  age  of  the  children according  to  this scale 
was  six years,  one  month. 
The  second  scale  of  intelligence in frequency of  ad-
ministration was  the  Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Child-
ren.  The  mean  results were  similar to  those  of  the  Bine~ 
Scale,  although this scale  was  given  to  only  34  children. 
The  mean  I.Q.  was  75.64 with  a  standard deviation of 17.68. 
The  middle  68  per cent  of  the  cases were more  normally  spread 
than  the  comparable  cases for  the  Binet Scale. 
The  Merrill-Palmer Scale was  given  to  ten  children. 
They  had ·a  mean  Mental .Age  of  three years,  seven months. 
Only four  children were  given  the  Bellevue-Wechsler 
Scale  of Adult  Intelligence.  Their mean  Intelligence Quotient 
was  114.75. 
In the  statement  of  the  problem,  one  of  the  purposes 
of the study was  to  draw a  profile  of  the  characteristics of 
the  average  outpatient.  Table  XIX,  page  36,  is a  profile of 
the  characteristics of  the  one  hundred  cases  used  in the 
~tudy.  It covers as much  of  the  data analyzed as  can  be  re-
corded in a  profile  chart. -. 
35 
{ 
!  TABLE  XVIII 
I 
RESULTS  OF  THE  CALIFORNIA  TEST  OF  PERSONALITY4 
Test  I  A  B  c  D  E  F 
Mean  per-
centile  44.  54.  45.  49.  51.  45.  49 
Test  II  A  B  c  D  E  F 
Mean  per- Total 
centile  50.  53.  43.  50.  54.  40.  52.  48 
',' 
4 For sub-test descriptions,  see Table XIX. .I 
\ 
. 3 .. 
TABLE  XIX 
PROFILE  OF  THE  TEST  RESULTS  FOR  THE  100  CASES 
Mean  B~net I.Q.. 
Mean  Wechler I.Q.. 
Mean  Adult  Wechsler  I.Q.. 
Years 
Mean  chronological age  lOO 
Mean  Binet Mental  age  57 
Mean  Merrill-Palmer ment.age  10 
Mean  Vineland Soc.Mat.  age  28 
Grades 
Mean  grade  placement  63 
Mean  reading achievement  17 
Percentil·es 
/Calif.  Test  of Personality 
Mean  results  23 
Full scale 
Self-adjustment 
Self-reliance 
Sense  of personal worth 
Sense  of  personal  freedom 
Feeling of  belonging 
Withdrawing  tend.(freedom from) 
Kervous  symptoms 
Social adjustment 
Social standards 
Social skills 
Anti-social tend.  (lack of) 
Family relations 
School relations 
Community  relations 
100  . . . . 
9 yr.  6  mo.  I 
6 'r  .1 mo .\  ·- -
g- 1 
9  •  •  •  .  ~0.  •  •  • 99 
36 l 
i 
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The  results tabulated are:  intelligence,  chronologi-
cal and mental  age,  social maturity age,  grade  placement, 
reading achievement,  and  personal  and  social adjustment. 
An  examination of  Table  XX  shows  that  of  the  reasons 
for referral determining mental ability was  the  most  frequent. 
Thirty-four per cent  of  the  cases were  referred for  this 
reason.  In eighteen per cent  of  the  cases,  the  second high-
est frequency,  children were  referred to  determine  their 
educability.  Ten  per cent  of  the  oases were  speech problems, 
eleven per  cent  were  examined  because  of  problem behavior, 
and nine per cent  came  to  the  clinic  because  of  their low 
school  achievement.  Reading  problems accounted for six per 
cent  of the  children,  and  problems  such as vocational advise-
ment,  determining fitness for adoption,  and  determining 
laterality,  accounted for  the rest.  A  summary  of  these re-
sults is· given in Table  :XX. 
Th~ diagnoses  of  the  children seen at the  clinics 
sgow  that a  large percentage are mentally retarded.  Forty-
one  per  cent  of  the  children were  diagnosed as mentally re-
tarded.  Ten  per cent had  emotional  and  personality problems. 
Nine  children were  reported as  of  average  intelligence and 
eight per  cent  had  hearing losses.  Five per  cent were  clas-
sified as reading problems. 
There were  twenty-two  diagnoses  and  recommendations 
altogether.  Eleven of them had frequencies  of  one  and  two 38 
TABLE  XX: 
FREQUENCIES  AND  TYPES  OF  THE  REASONS  FOR  RE~ERRAL 
Frequency 
Reason for referral  A  B  Total 
Determine mental  ability  22  12  34 
Determine  reason for  low  school  ach.  6  3  9 
Problem behavior  5  6  11 
Determine  educability  6  12  18 
Hearing  3  1  4 
Speech problem  4  6  10 
Vocational  advisement  1  3  4 
Reading problem  1  5  6 
Determine  fitness for  adoption  2  2 
Determine laterality  1  1 
No  stated problem  1  1 
Total  50  50  100 39 
per cent.  The  results are  presented  in Table  XXI. 
Multiple  problem diagnosis was  recorded  in nine per 
cent  of  the  cases.  The  results recorded  in Table  XXII,  page 
41,  show  the  types  of  problem  combinations  that handicapped 
the  children.  There were  eight  cases  of  two  problems  and 
one  case  in which  three factors were  diagnosed  as the  cause 
of  the  childs difficulty. 
In one  case  there were  two  children handicapped  by 
mental retardation and  cerebral palsy,  and  in another  case 
two  children were  found  to  have  low mentality and  poor vision. 
The  results of  Tables XXII  and  XXIII  reveal that in 
ninety-one  per cent  of  the  cases  there was  a  single  causa-
tive factor,  in eight per  cent  of  the  cases  there were  dual 
causative factors,  and  in one  per cent  of  the  cases  there 
were  triple  causative factors. 
Table XXIII,  page  42,  shows  that the  diagnoses made 
by non-specialists in the  public schools were  not  entirely 
reliable.  In seven per cent  of  the  oases assistance was  re-
quired because  of  a  problem other than that for which  the 
child was  referred by  the  public schools. 
V.  COMPARISON  OF  GROUPS  "A"  AND  "B" 
The  two  groups  were  very similar.  The  children in 
both groups  had  essentially the  same  characteristics and  the 
discrepancies  between  them  were  very slight.  This,  the  two TABLE  XXI 
FREQUENCIES  OF  PARTICULAR  DIAGNOSES 
Frequency 
TlEe  A  B  Total 
Superior intelligence  2  2 
Average  intelligence  6  3  9  Slow learner  5  5  Mentally retarded  20  21  41 
Emotional  and personality problems  4  6  10 
Hearing loss  6  2  8 
Speech  problems  1  3  4 
Short memory  span  1  1 
Environmental  difficulties  1  2  3 
Suitable for adoption  1  1 
Reading  problem  5  5 
Suitable ·vocational  choice  1  1 
Suitable for  cripped  children's room  1  1 
Suitable for sixth grade  placement  2  2 
Neurological  involvement  1  1 
Good  social adjustment  1  1 
Unsuitable for  public  schools  1  1 
Ambidextrous  1  1 
Referral to u.s.  Employment  Office  1 
Incomplete  case  1  1 
Untestable  1  1 
Total  50  50  100 ..  • 
41 
TABLE  XXII 
INCIDENCE  OF  MULTIPLE-PROBLEM  DIAGNOSIS 
Problem 
State of  anxiety,  difficult parents 
Mental  retardation,  cerebral palsy 
Short memory  span,  poor reading habits 
Emotional problems,  poor  teaching 
Low  mentality,  poor motor  co-ordination 
Low  mentality,  poor vision 
Home  difficulties,  reading difficulties, 
writing difficulties 
Fre- Per-
quency  centage 
1  1 
2  2 
1  1 
1  1 
1  1 
2  2 
1  1 TABLE  XXIII 
TYPES  AND  INCIDENCE  OF  CASES  IN  WHICH 
THE  DIAGNOSED  PROBLEM  DID  NOT  .AGREE 
WITH  TirE  REASON  FOR  REFERRAL 
Reason for referral  Diagnosis 
Suspected low mentality  Emotional  problem 
Behavior problem  Low  mentality 
Behavior problem  Reading  problem 
Low  mente_lity  Reading  problem 
Behavior problem  Speech defective 
42 
Frequency 
1 
3 
1 
1 
1 .  · 
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groups  of  50  children used  to make  up  the  100  cases  used for 
the  study were members  of  a  homogenous  group  and  inferences 
drawn  and  conclusions made  on  the  basis  of  100  cases are,  as 
far as  the  100  cases are  concerned,  reliable. 
VI.  EXPLANATION  OF  CERTAIN  RESULTS 
It will  be  noted that in Table  XIX,  page  36,  there is 
a  difference of  approximately 40  I.Q.  points  between  the 
Adult  Wechsler mean  results and  the  mean  results of  the W.I.s.c. 
and  Bine~ scales.  This  discrepancy can  be  explained  on  the 
grounds  that the outpatients given  the .Adult  Wechsler were 
generally referred for reasons  other than low mentality,  e.g. 
vocational advisement,  while  the  outpatients given  the other 
two  scales were  referred for a  variety of  reasons which  in-
cluded  34  cases referred to determine mental ability.5 
The  low Merrill-Palmer Mental Age  was  of note.  This 
scale is used particularly with younger children and  the  dis-. 
crepancy between this figure  and  the  Binet Mental Age  and  the 
mean  chronological age exists because  the  childz·en who  were 
given the  test were all of  much  lower chronological age  to 
begin with  • 
The  California Test  of Personality yielded no  extreme-
ly deviant  percentile ratings;  however,  for  the full test the 
5 See Table  XX,  page  38. '! 
44 
mean  is below the  50th percentile.  School relations were 
noticeable  but  not  significantly low  on  the  39th percentile, 
while  the  highest percentile rating gained was  for  home 
relations and  was  on  the  54th percentile. 
From  the  evidence  presented in Table  XXIII,  page  42, 
it seems  reasonable  to  assume  that the  public  schools were 
not  entirely capable  of  accu~ate educational diagnosis. 
Further,  reasons  for referral fall into  12 main  categories 
while  the  clinic made  diagnoses  involving 19  classifications. 
It should  not  be  inferred that these 19  classifica-
tions represent 19  problems. 
'I 
I 
I 
i 
'I 
I 
! ·. 
CHAPTER  IV 
SUWvlARY,  CONCLUSIONS,  Al'ID  RECOMJ·::ENDATIONS 
I.  SUMMARY 
The  purpose  of  this  study was  ~hree-fold.  (1)  to 
evaluate the  characteristics of  children referred to  the 
Special Education Clinics at Indiana State Teachers  College. 
(2)  to  draw  a  profile  of  the  average  outpatient referred  to 
the  clinics.  (3)  to  evaluate  the  necessity for clinical 
services  to  the  school  systems  of  Indiana. 
The  method  used was  that described as  the  "Case-Study 
Method."!  One  hundred  oases were  selected from  the  clinic 
files and  the  contents were  tabulated and  analyzed.  The 
results were  presented in the  body  of  the  thesis. 
II.  CONCLUSIONS 
The  conclusions  from  the  two  groups  as recorded in 
Chapter III will be  drawn  in light of  the  purposes  of  the 
study as stated on  page  one. 
"(1)  to  evaluate the  characteristics of  children re-
ferred to  the Special Education Clinic at Indiana State 
1  The  Methodolofy ot Educational  Research,  Carter v. 
Good,  A.  ~Barr, Doug  as~. Scates,  (New  York:  Appleton 
Century Crotts,  Inc., 1935),  P•  565. 46 
Teachers  College.  (2)  to  draw a  profile  of  the average out-
patient referred to  the  clinic.  (3}  to  evaluate the necessity 
for clinical service  to  the  school  systems  of  Indiana.n 
(1)  On  the  basis  of  this  study it would  appear that 
the  children seen at the  clinic were  a  significantly deviate 
2 
group.  They were mentally retarded,  educationally retarded, 
and  fell  below the  50th percentile  in adjustment  as measured 
by  the  California Test  of  Personality. 
(2)  A profile is given in Table x!x,  page  36,  and 
relevant  information is recorded in other tables  throughout 
the  study. 
(3}  1.  In view of  the  large number  of  cases referred 
to  the  clinic and  in view of  the fact that these  cases would 
otherwise  go  largely untreated,  it would  seem  reasonable  to 
infer that clinical service is needed for the  children of 
Indiana~  Further,  as many  more  boys  than girls were  seen at 
the  clinic, it is  concluded that  boys were more  prone  to  be 
referred for educational difficulties than girls. 
2.  Since,  as reported in Table  XXIII,  page  42, 
there is evidence  that the  problem suspected by  the  school 
systems is not  the real problem,  it is felt that profession-
al diagnostic services and  treatment are  essential if all 
children are  to  be  given an  adequate  education. 
2  See  Table XIX,  page  36;  Table XX,  page  38;  Table XXI, 
page  40;  and  Table  XXII,  page  41. ·. 
'  .47  I!  , 
3.  Since  such services are provided  by  the clinic, 
it is  concluded that the  services performed  by the  clinic 
at Indiana State Teachers  College are essential to  the  educa-
tional efficiency of the school  systems  of  Indiana. 
III.  RECOMMENDATIONS 
It is  recommended: 
1.  That  further material based  on actual  case records 
be  gathered and  analyzed. 
2.  That  the  physical characteristics of the excep-
tional child  be  analyzed. 
3.  That  this study be  repeated to  add  to  the  body  of 
information about  the characteristics of  the  exceptional 
child. 
I: 
i I 
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KEYSTONE  VISUAL  SURVEY  TESTS 
For Use with Keystone  Visual Survey Telebinocular 
School  Survey Cumulative 
Record  Form  No.  1 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- Sex _______________ _ 
Date.--- ---------------------------~eacher  ____________________________________________________________________________ _ 
Date of birth  . ____________ (, Age  __________ M,  Age  ________ Grade  ________ _ 
yr.  mo.  da.  yr.  mo.  yr.  mo.  Subject  Failures --------------------------
School 
Address-
City  ____ .  ______________________ _ 
·--------------------------------------------Phone  ________ _ 
------------------------------------------
Wearing Glasses: Yes  _______  No _____ _ 
Referred  to  Clinic  by_ ------------------------------------------ ___________ _ 
Snellen  Standard  (if desired) 
With  Glasses:  Right_  ___  Left_  __ _ 
Approved  by-------------------------------------- Examiner----------------
(Principal  or .....•..•..•........  ) 
Without  Glasses:  Right_  ___  Left_  __  . 
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Copyright 1944  , Keystone  View  Co.,  M  earlville,  Penna.  Reproduction  Positively  Forbidden.  Printed  in  U .. S. A. General Instructions 
rrange  the  ~l ide•  m  a  pi e  in  U1c  ordu below.  P Jt  t  ree  or four  sljdcs  in the 1lide hold 
a~  oon  as  any  lidc  has  be~n c  ed  and  removed,  in crt at  the  back of  the  aHde  holtler  th• 
. lid  on  the  pile.  an  thi.  way  keepin  more  than one  lide  m  the  fide  holdrr  until the  compJ,.tion nf  the test.  e 
If the  used  hdes are placed.  fa~e do~  n, 1n  a  p;Jc  as  they ar  removed, they will be in order for •he next test, with the exception ....... 
~htn Te<t  J  1<  completed  th1s  .hde  rnB-Il)  should  be  placed  b  1t  elf for  use in Test 9.  -
Jntarpretation  of  the  Record  Form.  \\hen all  replies  are  checked  m  the  "Pn11  ..  column  (,et  oft'  by  heavy  lines)  visual  perform 
1  considered  to  be  sati  facte>ry  in  so far  a  this test goes.  "ace 
When  all  repheo;  are cherked  within  the  "Pass"  and  "Passable"  column~, furth.er .exammation is  probahly unnccrssary if ther  . 
di  comfort  or  below-normal  reading  ability  However,  a  retest  shoutd be gwen w1thm  days.  e  11  • 
\Vhen one or more  replies  are checked  in  the "Undt'sirablc Tendency"'  columns  a  more  complete  examination  is  probably  in  order 
".  ear  Point,"  "Readmg  Distance,"  and  "2.50"  are  equivalents;  "Far Point" and "00-00" arc equiValents."  ' 
More complete directions are given on the back of each  stereograph.  READ THEM! ~ chools may use only "Minimum  Respon~e~" 
'nte  l 
ESSENTIAL  QUESTIONS  FOR  TESTING 
Set slide holder at IJO..OO  Far Point 
"What  do  you  see?• 
"Is the dog In the  hoop,  Is  he just starting through the hoop, 
or Is  he  through the hoop?" 
a.bove 
large ball?" 
"Is the ball on the right elde or on the  lett !!Ide  of the  little 
mark  In  the  mldd•le  ot  the  green  line?"  (Optional  question. 
No  ch~k mark  needed ) 
"Do you see two  balls,  three balls, or tour  ball~?" 
"What  color  a re  they?" 
It tour  balls  are  seen,  ask,  "Are  the  lltUe  !aces  looking  at 
each  othftr  nr Hway  from  each other?'' 
"Do YCJU  see a  little dot on the right side o!  signboard No.  1 ?" 
'"WherP  is the  dot  In  signboard  No.  2?  In  each  o! the  other 
signboards?"  Should  dot  In  No.  11  be  N!Rd  correctly,  move 
.. !Ide holder  to extreme end ot shaft and  IU!k  the  next  que•-
tlon.  See  Note  1. 
n  tell  me  where 
hould  the patient  not  see dots  In  as many 
TEST  5.  cover  the  left  barrel  a.nd  asl<,  "Now 
any  more  dots?" 
Rome or tlll'  bnllx htll·e  clear hlarl>  llne~-thev ore railed ·'Test 
Rall8'" :  I he  of hl'r" han•  hlurrrd  lines.  ·•Note ·that  .  o.  1  of the 
ri,::-ht -P.I"P  tt•Ht  iH  <"lear  while  XoA.  2  anti  3  are  hlurrt•tl.'"  ron 
oppo~itp pn,::-e  "'r rst Ralls"'  arp numherl'tl ) 
"""'hat  i ~ rl!'ar in  the 2nt1  row.  3tl  row.  PI<' ..  ett•  0  Art>  hlurret1 
"Tt>xr  Rail<  <'OIIlJ•IP!riY  hlurrptl  or  onlv  xli;::-htl.1 ·  illnrret1 ?"" 
Use same test  with  DB-7R a.nd  DB-7L.  Occlull'lon  ot the  eye 
not  beln~r tested  Is  def<irable.  See Note  ll. 
Move  •llde holder  to  2.50  Readinc  Dlatance 
and a.ek  tor clear lines llnd blurred linea In  the ~t  Balls." 
you  see  two  b6.lla,  three  or four  ball!• 
"WI•at  color  are  they?" 
It f  'Ur  bulls  are  seen,  ask.  "Are  the  little  racee  looklq 
ea  ...  ~,  l'thcr or away  from  each  other!" 
slide  holder  to  ()()..()()  or  any  point  favored  .,. 
do  you  l!lee  In the  lower comers ot the !re.me?" 
see 1
~~t2.  floa.t  In  front  ot the card  In  line  1!  In  aJI 
\Yhat  to::urPA  tlll  ynu  ~ee  1n  ea  the  four 
l>ll  I~  \\'hut 
:-.q tHtrtt:-: ': 
tlgourt'~  tlu  you  St'E'  In  en1'll  nf  the  four 
DIRECTIONS  FOR  SCORING 
Put a  check  ma.rK  ( v )  on  the  picture  moat 
1  correspondln•  to  the  reply.  near r 
Both  dog· and  PIK  must  be seen  a.t the  1111.me  time. 
on a 
blurred.  'l'he  "Tellt Balls"  are  the 
DIRECTIONS  FOR  SCORlNG 
PASS SCORE.  Lines clear In all "Tellt Balls" &t  00-00. 
PAS'SABLE  SCORE.  Line•  only  slightly  blui'Jiecl  II 
110me  "Tut Ball•" at 00-00. 
UNDESIRABLE  TENDENCY  stORE.  Line•  com· 
r.
letely blurred In 110me  ''Teat Ba.lls"  (like th089 blu,... 
n  the  card)  and  clear  In  others at fO,tO  or  be~nd. 
For  NM.r  Point  Teet  eet  at  2.60,  Readlns  DlataiiCio 
~  IICOre  aa above. 
a  check  mark  on  the  design  most  nea  Y  com· 
spondlng  to  the  rt>ply.  The  position  of  the  faces~• 
lmportnnt.  The  check  mark  as  determined  by  : 
position of tht>  faees should be on the same sllle of rh 
·•Pau'"  column as the cherli:  mark In  TF.!'l'l'  9. 
eorreN  replleA. 
3  '"Can  you  see the dot In signboard  No.  9?" It the an•wer Ia 
"Nq," move slide holder toward the eyes a.nd  I!III.Y,  "Tell me 
when you  can see the dot In signboard No. 9." Note position 
on  shaft when  seen,  and  record. 
Note  2 
If.  "Test  Balls"  are  clear  at  00-110,  further  lntorm•-::: 
may  be  obtained  b:v  movlnc  the  slide  holder  slowlY  tow 
the end ot the shaft.  (See  b&c!<  of  etereocra~>h . > APPENDIX  B 
TABLE  XXIV 
'  INCIDENCE  OF  TEST  ADMINISTRATION 
Test 
19.37  revision of  the  Binet Scale,  form  L. 
Wechsler  Intelligence Scale for  Children 
(Adult)  Wechsler-Bellevue Scale  of  Intelligence 
Merrill-Palmer Scale  of  Intelligence 
California Test  of Personality  · 
Vineland Social Maturity Scale 
Durrell Analysis  of  Reading  Difficulty 
Keystone  Visual Survey 
Puretone  audiometry 
FRE-
~UENCY 
57 
35 
4 
10 
23 
29 
18 
2.3 
36 
* Note:  The  frequencies  above  do  not  necessarily 
correspond with  the  frequencies  in Chapter III, Section II. 
In some  cases,  although tests were  given,  the  results were 
not adequately recorded. 
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A SPECIAL  EDUCATION  BIBLIOGRAPHY 
A Selection of Titles in  the Library 
of  the 
National  Society  for  Crippled Children  and  Adults 
Revised May  1951 
Compiled  and Distributed by  the. 
Library of the National  Society  for  Crippled Ch.tldren  and  Adults EXPLANATORY  t 
The  publications listed in this bibliography are in the loan collection of  _the 
the National Society for Crippled Children and Adultso  The  library does  not stock  ~vL1~818 
for  saleo  Persons desiring to purchase copies  should order from the publisher or 
their book  dealerso  Publications of the National Society,  including reprints from the 
CRIPPLED  CHILD  now  in stock,.are listed in a  Publications Price  List~ a  free copy of 
will be  sent on  requesto 
This  bibliography on  special education has been compiled for education students and  ~-·-~ 
all others seeking information in the subjecto  The  titles selected were included 
cause  they are basic texts9  or because they are representative of the literature in 
particular aspect of  the subject under which  they are listedo 
Although all titles listed in the bibliography are available for 
individuals in the United States, it is urged that the resources of the local  ~ior•~~,,aa-.-··· 
and  information centers  be  investigated firsto  It is understood that persons borrowing 
from this library will agree to pay shipping charges for  sending the loan literature to. 
them  and for returning it to  the libraryo 
This  bibliography is supplemented by  the  BULLETIN  ON  CURRENT  LITERATUaE,  a  monthly 
ography for workers with  the handicapped,  which  is compiled by  the libraryo 
price is $lo00 a  yearo  A sample  copy will be  sent  on  requesto 
CONTEm'S 
lications are listed by  author and title under  the subject heading by which  the.y are 
cataloged and  filed in the libraryo  The  subject headings are typed .in all-capitalle~ 
terso  The  main  subject headings  are given below with the page  in which  they first &PJPBi~ 
Blind  1 
Cereb-r~al~p-a~l~s-y---------------3 
Deaf  6 
Epilepsy ---- 9 
Homebouna=  11 
Hospital SChools  12 
Mental  defectives---- 15 
Nursery schools  20 
Orthopedics  ---- ----20 
Parent  educat1on  21 
Parents  and  teachers  21 
Physical education  21 
Public health nurs1ng  21 
Rheumatic  fever  22 
School buildings  (See also 
entries listed under Special 
educ~ion--Institutions)  22 
- w.--
Periodicals of Interest to 
Special education (See also 
under specific  disabilities~ 
as Cerebral palsy)  2h  · . 
--Bfbl1ography  24 
-History  -------J:S 
--Institutions (Specific schoo!s 
are listed here)  JS 
--Legislation  37 
--Personnel  J8 
-Programs  0 
-study units and  courses  4l 
--surveys  42 
Speech  correction  43 
Tuberculosis 
1 43 
Typing  44 
Vocational education  44 
Vocational guidance  4S 
Writing  S 
special education teachers  46 
Index to authors  .--.----------~6 - l  -
Lawenfeld,  Berthold,  ed. 
The  blind pre-sch?·>l  child;  a  collection of  po.pers  t;resented at the 
Conference  on  the  I311nd  Pre-school Child,  Barch 13-15  1947  Ne  y  k 
·Foundation for  the  I3lind,  L>47.  148  p.  '  •  w  or 
Ross,  Ishbel 
National 
American 
Journe~.r  into lif
11t, the  sto::-v  oi'  the  education  of  the  blind.  New  York,  Appleton-
Century-Crofk,  cl95L  390  p.·  -%.00. 
The  histor:r  o  ~  the  e(!~1cation  of  the  blinrl  throurh  the  centuries is presented in 
terns  of  the  persons,  blind  and  seeinr  who  made  the  area  test c  -t  · b  t·  ·  1  eli  H  B  ill  J  h  ,,  _  '  u  011  r l  u  1ons--1nc u  ng 
auy,  ra  e,  · o  n  .-.etcal~,  La·:ra  ;~ridcemen, J:a!·ia  von Paradis,  Helen Keller,  Francois 
Huber,  and  Sanuel Gridley  qm.;e.  ~ibliorraphy and  index. 
Galisdorfer,  Lorraine,  comp. 
·  A new  selected bihlior,r:1plw  of literature  on  the  partially see1 · nL·,-.  Ken:  ~r  y 
Th  C 
r::'  :nore,  no  •  ' 
e  ~1piler,  19~1.  119  p. 
Th11  lis"'.ed  '-i tl•Js  are  arr:1nrcd  \mder  ::.he  follorrinc  sections:  The  field of sight 
· conservation;  The  health  o"  the  parti:1lly see  in;-;  o.nd  '.i.':1e  educational and vocational 
guidance  of  the  partially sichted. 
Available  fro:':  t.h•3  co: :piler,  ; :iss Lorraine  Galisdor  fer,  Keru.10re  Public  Schools, 
Kemore,  :r.Y.,  at  ~L)·J a  copy  • 
•  --r  neH  annotated  reaclinc;  cui  de  :or c;1ildren  '1-:i th partial ·1ision.  3uffalo,  Foster 
Stewart  Pub.  Co.,  ( cl950).  94  p. 
"Publications  :-:ave  been lis  ':-cd  i:-:  accor;iance  ui  th certain factors  i!!portant in 
securing na.."<im'm  readability :or stndents with visual  irapediments.  The  following 
features  have  been  considered  in selectinc  s:z i. table  books  for  t.he  guide:  spacing 
between lines,  Hords,  and letters;  paper 'viithout rloss;  clarit·,- of pictures;  ,.,orthHhile, 
interestinG  con':.ent;  and  l.J.rre  ty;Je." 
This  bibliocrn.Jhy  !"1-'17  be  ordered  from  the  COi:lpiler,  :iiss Lorraine Galisdorfer, 
Kernnore  Public  Schools,  Kcnnore,  :J.Y.,  .J.t  ~1.00 a  copy. 
:s--ILLINOIS 
Illinois.  Department  of Public Instruction. 
The  Illinois plan for  special education of 
defective.  (Springfield)  The  Dept.  (1947?) 
Bibliography:  p.  66 
exceptional children: 
66  p. 
the visually 
EDUCATION 
Chatfield,  Alice 
The  broad unit of work.  Outlook  for the  Blind.  Jan.,  195lo  45:1:11-16. 
1-lodern educators realize they must provide  time  for  children to "integrate their 
experiences most effectively through work  on  common  problems  of  an important area 
of experience  - the  broad unit of worlc.  11  The  author restates the  nine  characteristics 
of a  broad unit as  expressed in the philosophy of  the  social science  classes at the 
University of  Ohio  and applies  them  to a  unit  on  transportationo  The  a~thor is first 
gramteacher at the  Ohio  State School for  the  Blind. 
Clunk,  Joseph F. 
Adequacy of secondary schools in the preparation of blind youngsters for adult 
'lifeo  Outlook for the  Blind.  Nov.,  1950.  44:9:245-250.  Reprinto 
Residential secondary schools for  the blind too  often fail to educate adequately for 
ving in a  seeing society.  If the  student is not taught to  compete  socially and 
'"~··.v~.a~ionally with the  sighted,  his  academic  education is worthlesso 
: 
~I 
•.. i.·i  '· 
! B. 
10. 
Gaffney,  Emily Co.  ·  F  19~1·  4~  Home  teaching for  the blind.  Outlook for  the  Bl~nd.  eb.,  /  •  /:2:47-50. 
Reprinted from:  Minnesota Welfare.  Mar.,  1949.  4:9  ... 
A  planation of the role  of the  home  teacher in the education of the newly blind':::· 
Th  ~ e: teacher not  only teaches braille,  typing and handicraft but also acts as an  .~ 
·n:pi~:tion to the blind.  It is her duty to stimulate them to a  social and  intellect'~:<: 
~ife and refer the  "pupil"  to the rehabilitation resources  of the  community to prOVj_<i::·::·, 
him  with employment.  : :-·  }"~  ... 
Galisdorfer,  Lorraine  :::: 
An  emerging program for  improving  reading in sight conservation classes.  J.  of  :.>· 
Exceptional  Children.  Nov.,  1950.  17:2:35-39,  62.  .:'.'-
"This  discussion of an evolving reading  proeram  in the sight conservation field is<·, 
summarized briefly for re-capitulation:  1) Reading activities for partially seeing  .~ 
pupils  are  the  same  as  those  experienced.by normally-seeing pupils,  the  differences  .~· 
being  in the  emphasis  of adaptation only,  according  to  the  kinds  and degrees  of the  ·:~. 
visual impairment  of the  individuals.  2)  Partially sighted children are guided to  ,. 
achieve  in an enjoyable manner,  an  optimum  of reading  erowth in a  minimum  of time 
and amount  of close  eye  work.  3)  The  sieht conservation  tP.-'lCher,  through an understc 
ing  of individual growth needs,  nental  and  reading abilities, interests,  and  environ- •: 
mental  conditions  and backr,rounds,  ~et::>  the  stage  for  an adaptable  reading program sc  ·-
that the pupils achieve  confidence  and success in terns  of their capacities to grow a 
develop." 
Ha thal,ray,  Winifred 
Education and health of the partially seeing child;  rev.  ed.  Nm-1  York,  National 
Society for  the  Prevention  of Blindness,  19L7.  216  p., illus.,  tab. 
Hughes,  Bernice 
Materials  and equipment for  the  partially seeing child.  J.  of Exceptional Childre  ~~ 
Feb.,  1949.  15:5:139-143,  160. 
The  education of the blind and partially seeint; chilu 
instr~Jction, but primarily in need  of special materials 
Author discusses  types  of supplies  and  apparatus  used  i~ 
education. 
Langan,  W. 
differs not in method  of 
equipment,  furniture, etc. 
the  Oregon  program  of  speci~ . 
The  education of  the blind mental  dc~cctive. 
52:3:272-277. 
Am.  J.  of  ._~ental  Deficiency.  Jan., 
13.  Long,  Elinor H. 
tio~r~~pt~~~i~~! ~Yn~~i~~~r~~c~o~~ !~~\~~~tion and its practicability in the  educa· 
Oct.,  1950.  L4:8:217_226.  Davidow.  Outlook  for  The  Blind. 
An  7xplanation of 1-1hat  group  dynamics  is  and  how  it  be  1.  d  educatlonal  technioue  t  d. t.  '  ·  may  app  ~e  as  an inprovec · 
application at the .Ove~~~~okr; hl  llonfal  and  (Jro~res~iv~ school nethods.  Its practical 
c  oo  or  ~he  Bl1nd 1s aescribed. 
14.  Marantz,  R.  Bivkin 
Bestm~i?g the gift of sicht;  how  sight savin  clas 
see.  Hyge~a.  J~lly,  19h8.  26:7:502-50L,  513-5ih.  ses  teach  the  partially blind tc 
l)o  School,  Geraldine 
Some  current problems  ·  d  15:2:45-LB,  55o  ~n e  ucation of  the blind.  J.  of Exceptional Children.  Nov. 
Condensed  from  "The  major  f  t• 
schools  for  the  blind,"·u~publ~~~e~o~s of  :ducat~on applied to residential and daY 
aster  ....  thes~s, Wayne  University,  Detroit, Hichig; - 3  -
ED:.JCA TIO  - CALIFOO  ITA 
C al:lfornia.  Los  An  l es  City  School District, L s  Angeles. 
Sc~ools ard cl sses  o  ~xcc tional  ch:ldren:  the  c1ild with  ·  paired vision.  Los 
A nePles  The  vchool  :1stric  ,  1943.  48  p.,  illus.  (School  publication no.  391). 
--S~CI  TI O --G  T  I~ I 
Great  Scott:1sh  •ducation Dep  rtnent. 
P·1  :1ls  o  r  d  ect.i  v~..  · n  v · sion  ·  a  report of  the Advi sory Council  on  Education in 
Scotland.  Zd)rbu  h  ·•  u Jatio e  f., 1950.  (66)  p.  ls 3d  (35¢). 
'Me  fol)  Wln  Rc  ort  ••  subnitted to the  Secretary of State by  the Advisory Council 
on  Educa  Scotland,  l.S  published i n  o  dcr  t".at it nay be  available to all v1ho  are 
interes  rcc~ cndations  in the  eport have  st:1ll  to be  considered by the  SecretarJ 
of  State  nd  1n  he  . ant  e  he  sho1l  no  be  regarded as in any  Jav  committed  to accept-
lll£  th n. 
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t  e  c  rr1.culum·  ts appl1.cation to  t.he  sight savin  class.  pecial 
June  19 8.  5:  ·6-20. 
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raphy  on  cerebral palsy·  an  author-subject index  to literature 
.ational ::iOCl.ety.  Chicago,  mhe  ociety'  1950.  38  p.  Himeo. 
ree 
SPECIAL  EDUCA  I 
Earl R. 
them  e  ucat1 on~  Crippled Child.  Dec.  1947.  25 :4:4-5,  29-30.  Reprinto 
Fourac e,  a  rice 
.~en teachin  the  cerebral palsied  educate  for  everyday living.  Crippled  Child. 
A pr.  1949.  26:6:16-18,  27.  .  .. . 
The  ed  cat1 on  of cerebral palsied  children should be  scaled to  the:1r  abll1.t1.es  and 
1~1 tat1.ons  1.f  1  is to be  of pract1.cal value.  Academic  education is useless as  such, 
i f  1.t  depri;es  the  cerebral pals:1ed  of an  opportunity to take  his place as  a  useful 
member  of society. 
Hansen,  Ruth  8 
The  three  r  s  of  handwriting.  Training School  Bul.  Har.,  1942.  39:1:2- • 
Leviner,  Jella Gr1.ff1.th 
The  cerebral palsl.ed child goes  to school,  by  Della Griffit h  Leviner and Edith Carey 
Nichols.  Columbus,  ., Ohio  ociety for  Cri  pled Children,  1946.  37  p., illus.  25¢ 
Mcint1.re,  J.  Thomas. 
On  the education of  the  cerebral palsied.  J.  of Educational Research.  Apr.,  1947. 
40:8:561-568.  Reprint. 
Miller, Melba M. 
Special education for  the cerebral palsied child.  Crippled  Child.  Oct.,  1947. 
2Sa3a4-S.  Reprint. '  27o 
- 4-
National Society for_  Crippl~P.. Chi1drep.  and Adul:t§,_  . 
jjrief ·o·u·[j-.Ll.W:l.  ·u.l'  suggestions for setting  Up  a  t.herapeut~C day nursery 
cerebral palsied children.  Chicago,  The  Society (1947).  5  P•  Mimeo. 
Palmer,  Martin F. 
Cerebral palsy as  a  state educational program. 
Children and Adults.  Mar.,  1948.  21:1:3,  12-13. 
;.~~ 
Bul., Hissouri Society for  Crippled<  .  ... 
29 •  Perry'  Virginia  for  the  cerebral palsied child.  Crippled Child.  Oct., 1950.  A.:  Curriculum planning  ·i: 
31o 
28:3:20-21,  29.  _, 
Curriculum planning for  the  cerebral palsied should be realistic so .that it will  ~=:· 
consider  the  assets  as well as  the liabilities of each child.  Training along vocation(: 
lines  should begin at the  fourth grade  to allow time  to determine  the most suitable 
field for  each individual,  but the  child should also be  educated for happiness  and to  ~-· 
take  as  great a  part as possible in social,  cultural and civic activities.  -:\· 
Phelps,  Winthrop Horgan 
The  cerebral palsied child goes  to school,  by Winthrop M.  Phelps with T.  Arthur 
Turner.  Hygeia.  Apr.-Jlay,  1948.  26:4-5.  2 pts. 
Stoelting,  Frances. 
Introducing  the  young  c.  p.  to  the  outside world.  Spastic Rev.  Jan.,  1949. 
10:1:7-8,  11-12,  15. 
A teacher  of a  special class  for young  cerebral palsied children at the  Randall J. 
Condon  School,  Cincinnati,  Ohio,  describes  tho  r:1ethods  she  uses  in her  teaching  progrru.-
0  develop  healthy social instincts and  tendencies  in  her pupils. 
0 
learn through living.  Crippled Child.  Apr.,  1948.  25~6:12-13, 26.  _ 
Describes  the  special class  for  the  cerebral  palsied at the  Condo~ School for  Gripp 
Children,  Cincinnati,  Ohio,  and  the  special  devices  and :·.ethods  of its teacher in 
presenting units  of study. 
33.  Taibl,  Anna  0elle  Crozier 
The  academic  chal:..enros  of  :.::e  ato..xic  child.  J.  of  Exco1.;tional  Children.  Oct.,  19 
16:1:11-14,  32.  -
The  most essential factor in teachinr,  the  ata:xic  child is to  "know  your  child".  In. 
sincere  desire  to  accor~plish this  ent.i  it is necessary to  :1ave  a  coordinated  program, 
taking  into consideration  the  total child--hj_s  physical characteristics,  educational 
potentialities,  and  emotional  neeJs. 
34.  Tudyman,  AL 
A public  school plan for  special cerebral  pnlsy classes.  Crippled Child.  Feb.,  l~ 
26:5:20-22,  29.  Reprint. 
A plan i'or  the  establishment of a  special cerebral  palsy  ed~1cation proeram.  Staff, 
medical  care,  c~assroom facilities,  equipnent,  and  academic  training.are evaluated. 
35.  Whitehouse,  Frederick A. 
When  does  vocational  preparation start?  Cerebral  Palsy  Rev.  Jan.,  1951.  12:1:7-8. 
Reprint. 
_  Preparation  of a  child  for  a  voca  ".ion  begins  at an early age,  almost  from  the  time  1 
lS  born.  Parents  of  cerebral palsied children sho·1ld  b0  raade  to  rt.:!alize  this  even more 
than  others  and  should be  ready to  face,  realistically  t-he  linli ta  tions  of  the  child ar, 
tr~in h~m to  do  the  same.  A child must be  taught to live  and  assume  such responsibili1 
wh1~h Wlll make  him  vocationally acceptable.  So  often  the  "c.p.  personality"  includes 
tra1ts.that present problems  in vocational guidance  and  placement.  "Hany  people  deal 
only Wlth  the physical disability and  do  not appreciate  the  frequently devastating effe 
of  psy~holoGical handicaps.  The  situation requires vigilance  on  the  part of all who  g~ · 
t~e ch1ld to  avoid the  creation of vocational  handicaps  and serious personality devia-
tlons.  WP.  must not lose sight of the fact that we  are  preparing  a  child for life. - 5  -
Whitehouse  ~re erick A.  (contin ed) 
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·  1  L6.  1L:205-212.  teprint 
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sied chil  ~ n .  Cr i~pled Cnil d.  Feb. ,  1944. 
Y •  C ITY 
or  t  ope  ically  landicapped,  ew  York  City. 
r  - school  center  or  cereoral palsied  children.  ew  York, 
ook.  Cr~ pled C1ild.  Au  ., 1950.  28 :2:23  29. 
r aphy  of chil ren's books  is  resented here with  short annotations. 
titles,  tho s  and  names  and  a  dresses  o  publishers. 
11The  aim  of 
to  ve  s~e exru  le of the  type  of book  that  will make  language 
e  ch_ld  nd  part~ c larly the  child who m ay be·having  s 
C DIS  SE--S  ._,C  D CA I 
Berkowi  z  ~ertha 
A pro  ramo· continted  educ~ti on for  che  chronically ill. 
Oct.,  1949.  16:1:15-16  32. 
Dr.  ~lena D.  Gall  riri ated the  plan for  propr am  of  continued education for  the 
chron1callv ill at  ~he Gol  ater l·emor ial t Jspital in  l ew  York  City.  The  program  reaches 
out  t o  hospitalized people  wh > can not parti cipate in t he  usual type  of adult education. 
OORA  HY 
Crosby,  La  ra Lange. 
Books  of hi  h  i nterest and low  vocabulary l evel  t o meet the  needs  of deaf students in 
grades  seven  t~ourh twelve.  Am.  nnals  of  the  Deaf.  Sept.,  1948.  93:4:339-359. 
A bibliography of books  f or  schools  _or  the  deaf.  Books  are starred and  double-
starred accordi n  to  t~eir populari ty at the  isconsin School  for  the  Deaf  in Delavan 
Where  the  author  teaches.  Reprints are available  rom  the  author at 15¢  each. 
Higgins, Prancis  Co 
The  ed·.1cation of  the  deaf;  the  book  mart,  being  a  l ist of  books  on  the  deaf,  speech and 
speech-reading,  the  lanf.uage  of signs,  etc.,  now  in print,  part II.  Am.  Annals  of the 
Dear.  May,  1950.  95:3:315-349. 
---rThe first list was  published in the American  Annals of the  Deaf,  Vol.  92,  N o.  2, 
March  1947,  pp~ 151-168.  The  information for this second list was  collected soon after 
publication of the  first list.  fherefore,  the writer makes  no  claims  that any  or 
ot the books  in the  second list are still available.  It is suggested that the 
:niaCHara vri  te to the  publishers  to determine if the books  can still be  obtained. 
11 - 6 -
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Hac~~~~!d~u~~;~i:  ~;r small deaf children.  Volta Rev.  June,  1950.  52:6:256,292.  :~~~~:·;: 
"The  teacher in charge  of  the  pre-school for  the  deaf at the King  Edward Sc.hool in r,  ~::: 
T  to  offers  a  list  supplementary to the  one  published in the  February 1950  issue  0 '1  ~-.. 
t~~o~ol  ta Review,  of books  for  the pre-school deaf or hard  of hear  in~  ch~ld f:om  three·~.~· 5 : 
to five  years  of age.  These  books  are  al~.o suitable for the deaf chJ.ld  J.n  prJ.mary  <~: 
school who  did not attend nursery schoole  ·  . ·  ~  .;  ~: I  .. · 
National Society for  Crippled Children and  A~ul  ts.  .  .  .,. 
Bibliography on  the  deaf and  hard of hearlng.  ?hJ.cago,  ~he SocJ.ety,  1949.  13  p. Mr· ·-
A selection of titles in the library of the  NatJ.onal  SocJ.ety for  Crippled Children:<: 
Adults.  Single  copies  free.  .-:  .. 
"DEAF--PARENT  EDUCATION 
California.  California School  for  the  Deaf, 
Suggestions  for parents  of the  pre-school 
Berkeley. 
deaf child •. Berkeley,  Calif.,  The  School· . 
1948.  37  p. 
A well-prepared  handbook  for  the  parents 
and  training  of  the  young  deaf child. 
with most  helpful suggestions as  to  the  cc. 
DEAF--PROCrRA!'IS--ILLINOIS 
47.  Illinois.  Illinois  Commission  for  Handicapped  Children,  Chicago. 
Deaf  and  hard  of  hearing  children in Illinois.  (Chicago,  The  Commission,  1947)  5~. 
DEAF--PROCrR.Al·lS--OHIO 
48.  Irwin,  Ruth  Beckey 
Program  for  Ohio's  hard  of hearing  child.  Hearing  News.  Hay,  1947.  15:5:3,8-9. 
DEAF--PRCXJRA!lS--PENNSYLVANIA 
49.  Morley,  D.  E. 
The  auditory outlook  for  the  hard  of  hearing:  Pennsylvania's  school hearing progr1 
three  aspects  of  an  organized plan.  J.  of School  Health.  Apr.,  1947.  17:4:117-121. 
DEAF--SPECIAL  EDUCATION 
50.  DiCarlo,  Louis  M. 
An  educational  pror;raJTl  for  children with  ir 1paireci  :&caring.  Elementary School J. 
Nov.,  1948.  49:3:160-167.  Reprint. 
Presentation of  a  comprehensive  classroom  program  for  the  rehabilitation of  deaf  OJ 
hard  of  hearing  school  children.  Historical  backr.round  and  requisites  for  an educatic 
program  are  given. 
51.  Doctor,  Powrie  V. 
On  teachinr;  the  abstract to the  deaf.  Volta  Rev.  Dec.,  1950.  52:12:547-549,568, 
570,572. 
Observation of lan[uar,e  work at Gallaudet Colleee  shows  that  ti1e  teaching  of  the 
abstract to  t:1e  deaf is  the  most difficult phase  of their education.  The  author sugge 
the  following  methods  of approach:  l)  Teach more  by  comparison,  contrast,  and analysf 
2)  teach more  ideas  and less facts;  3)  do  not  rive all the  answers  in class,  and even 
let some  questions  go  unanswered.  Readine  of plays  and fiction should be  encouraged, 
so that familiarity with speakinr.  vocabularies  be  acquired. 
52.  Elstad,  Leonard H. 
Higher  ~du?ation for  the  deaf.  Am.  Annals  of the  Deaf.  Nov.,  1950.  95:5:449-460. 
A. descrJ.pt~on  ~f Gallaudet  College.  The  author emphasizes  the  academic  program,  tt..., 
testJ.ng  to maJ.ntaJ.n  a  standard of achievement  comparable with colleges for  hearing 
students  and.the  social and  campus  activities at the  college.  There  is a  discussion 
of the  vocatJ.ons  and professions  into which the  students go  and  the  need for  a  c 
solely for  deafened students. - 7  -
tzgerald, Margareto 
Vocabulary development  for  acoustically handicapped  ch"ldr 
Nov.,  1949.  94:5:409-449. 
1 
en.  Am.  Annals  of the  Deaf. 
"A  well-balanced plan of procedures  should result  ·  b  · 
. words  to the  children,  thereby contribntina to every lnh  rlnfging  greater knowledge  of 
kill 
.  ·  to  P  ase  o  their school pro 
Greater  s  1n vocabulary will  serve  also  to prepare  for vital  .  .  .  gram. 
hood  in building  toward greater enjoyment  of reading  and  P  . , .  actlVl  tles. of  adult~ 
:;·:1:  ;  ....•  :::~:;;~~~n~esidential school for  the  deafo  J  .  rovlOlng  an  endurlng  learning 
•  of Exceptional Children.  Hay,  1948. 
14:8:231-234,  253o 
paper  ;;resented before  the  Section on  Problems  of  the  Deaf  t  th 
.  .  '  ·····  ·"•!' 
!  Condensed  from  a 
2Jrd  annual meeting  on  the International Council for  Exceptional Children,  Otta~a, N~  1947 
Herrick,  Helen· 
An  auditory  trainin~.'  ~ro~ram for  nursery schools.  ·v  lt  R  t.'  t·  -~--~· ·Oct.  &  i~ov.,  1950. 
52:10  & 11.  2  pts. 
A description of  an auditory trainint: prot:ram  for  n:trsery school  age  children which 
stresses  teaching  throurh  t~e tac ':.ile  sense  and.  building  confidence  and  interest in the 
deaf  and  hard  of hearing child.  'l'he  object is to salvage  the  hard  of hearing  child from 
; schools  for  the  deaf  w~ere he  is likely not to be  trained in the art of hearingo  Use-
ful games  and activities are  suggestedo 
Lane,  Helen  Schick 
The  educational  program  of congenitally deaf children.  Am.  J.  of Occupational Therapy • 
Oct.,  1947.  1:5:291-293. 
Lassman,  Grace  Harris 
Language  for  the  pre-school deaf child.  New  York,  Grune & Stratton, 1950.  263  P·~ 
illus.  &5.50o  A book  for parents,  students  and  for  teachers  on  the  guidance  of the  young  deaf child. 
It stresses  the  importance  of lanr;nage  in the  dea: cqild
1s  world  and  of the  teaching  of 
this language to the  child.  Emphasis  is placed  on  patience and understanding  of the 
problems  of hard  of  hearing  child and  of each individual case.  Specific instructions 
Excellent bibliograpny. 
+MacDonald,  Nellie V. 
Home-made  sense  training material.  Volta Rev.  Jan.,  1951.  53:1:8-9,  42,  44. 
"This  home-made  sense material ·has  been used in conjunction With  commercially made 
educational  toys  ana  puzzles  ••••  Various  games  can be  initiated with the younger  children. 
Once  a  child can  complete  an  item he  should go  on  to  the  next  ••••  Although  this material 
was  planned especially for very young  deaf children, it is also useful for any  child 
who  needs  a  readiness  program.  I  don't use  any of this long.  It is never used for 
drillo  It is merely a  beginning and it paves  the way  for  the  concentration for all 
other things  a  deaf  child must learno"  A description of the material and  how  it is used 
;is- giveno 
Myklebust,  Helmer  Ro  Remedial  reading  for  children with impaired hearing.  Training School Bul.  Jan.,  1947. 
43:9:170-176.  Reprinto 
Research in the  education and psychology of the  deaf and  hard of hearing.  J.  of 
.• k·Eaucational Research.  Apr.,  1947 o  Po  598-607.  Reprint. 
' 
-·'  . - 8  -
A new  approach to the  education of two  and  three year old deaf children, 
of  the staff of Junior High  School 47.  Volta Rev.  May  & June,  1949, 
by the  membe~~ 
51:5 &  6.  2  p~:: 
·.-
Reprint. 
The  staff of the  Department  of Child Study of Vassar  College  az;d  the staff of Junior·; 
High  School  47  met  in  conferen~~ to  discu~s a  new  method  of teachlng  the pre-school,  . 
deaf child.  Topics  discussed lnclude baslC  teaching philosophy,  equipment and hearing ( 
Pugh,  Gladys 
Recreational  reading  for  deaf children.  Volta Rev.  Sept.,  1949.  51:9:437-440,  48\ 
486
supplementary recreational reading  supplies  the deaf  child with a  broad enrichment ru/ 
contact with large quantities  of materials.  This material aids  the  child in developing.' 
a  feeling  of self-satisfaction and  confidence.  Techniques  for  supervision of the readL 
by  the  teacher are  presented. 
,  .. 
Sheldon,  William. 
Teaching  acoustically handicapped children to read.  J~ of Exceptional Children. 
Hay,  1948.  14:8:235-238. 
Sprunt,  Julie W. 
Auditory deficiency and  academic  achievement,  by Julie W.  Sprunt and  Frank W.  finger· 
J.  of Speech  and  Hearinr,  Disorders.  liar.,  19u9.  lu:l:26-32. 
l1eport  of a  study made  of 692  school  children betHeen  the  grades  of 3-7 in five 
elementary schools  of Louisa  County,  Virr.inia,  to  determine  the  relationship between  _ 
hearing  disability nnd  scholastic profress.  Non-verbal test results  seem  to indicate t  · 
the hard  Qf:hearU1g child will progress more  slowly than the  normal  hearing child. 
) o  Stone,  r·lary  Eo 
Catholic education of  the  deaf  in  the  United Sta  t0s,  1837-191.!8,  by Lary E.  Stone  and 
Joseph P.  Young.  Am.  Annals  of  the  Deaf.  Hov.,  19u8.  93:5:411-510. 
Thesis  in partial fulfillment  for has t·;r  o::  Arts,  Gallaudet  College,  Hay,  1948. 
Thesis  presents  historical developnent  of  the first Catholic school in America  to 
the present day.  Catholic interest in schools  :'or  c.:1c  deaf  and  its work  in behalf  of 
the adult deaf is treated fully. 
~--SPECIAL EDUCATION--cALIFORNIA 
S.  California.  Los  Anceles  City School  District,  Los  Angeles. 
Schools  and  classes  for  exceptional  children:  The  child with  impaired hearing.  Lo: 
Angeles,  The  School  District,  1942.  u7  p.,  illus.  (School  publication no.  380) 
~AF=SPECIAL EDUCATION-GRLAT  BRITAIN 
?.  Great  Britain.  Scottish  ~ducation Department. 
Pupils  who  are  defective  in  hearing;  a  r~port uf  the  Advisorv  Council  on  ~ducation 
in Scotland.  Edinburgh,  H.  h.  Stationery Off.,  1950.  (72)  p.  ~ (Cmd.  7866)  ls 3d  (35¢: 
"The  follo"!ing  report  on  p 1pils  vlhu  are  cie fecti  ve  in  ~earing submitted  to the 
Secretary of utate  by  the  Advisory  Council  on  Education in Scotland,  is published in 
order that it may  be  available  to all whu  are  interested.  The  recommendations  in the 
report  have  still to be o:msidered by  the  Secretary of State,  and  in the  meantime  he 
shou~d not be  rer,arded  in any  way  committed  to accepting  them." 
D1scusses  the  problem  of deafness  and  the  orranization and administration of an 
educational  program.for the  deaf in Scotland. 
~AF--SPECIAL EDUCATION--ILLINOIS 
S.  Illinois.  Department  of Public  IJ1Struction. 
T~e Illinois Plan  for  special education of exceptional children:  those with impairec 
hea;,~~~·  ~Sprinpf~eld)  '1'he  Dept.  (1949)  57  p.  (Circular series  11C 11  no.  12.) 
.  ~s Clrcular  lS  prepared to assist school boards,  administrators and  teachers in 
provldlz;g  :he  essential educational  services  for deaf and hard of hearing children uncle 
the  Ill1n01S  Plan." 
Available  from  T.he  State Superintendent  of Public Instruction,  Springfield,  IllinoiS·~ - 9  ~ 
rBiJ11c:u.•~,  Fred Ho 
r.  Social independence;  ~ secondary school  ~rorram ·for its development in the acoustically 
~··  . handicapped,  by Fred B.  l-1anz  and Elberta E.  Pruitt.  Volta Rev.  Oct.,  1950.  52:10:445-446, 
~~.::  f·  474,  476o 
:·~\ ·  A description of  the  program at Francis W.  i?arker  High  School,  Chicago,  to bring  to 
· '! .. the  deaf and  hard  of hearing students  as  near  to a  normal  social life as  is possible. 
For  the first three years,  these  acoustically handicapped  children have  special teachers 
.  . and  classes,  for  the last year,  they are  in regular  classrooms  to  acquaint them  better  ·.  '-~r with living and working  with the  normally hearing worldo 
,I 
:·~·.::~PECIAL EDUCATION--HEW  YDRK  CITY 
· ,.;·_  l  New  York.  .i3oard  of Education,  Hew  York  City.  Conuni ttee  for  the  Study of the  Care  and 
· .,
1 
i.  Education of Physically Handicapped  Children. 
Acoustically handicapped  childrenc  New  York,  The  Board,  1941.  109  p. 
Report  of  the  Sub·-conuni ttee  on  Acoustically Handicapped  Children. 
I 
~;...SPECIAL !DUCATI ON--OHI 0 
Irwin,  Ruth  Beckey 
Education  of  the  hard  of hearing  child in Ohio.  Hearing  News.  July9  1949.  17:7:5-7. 
A presentation of lerislative provisions  of  Ohio  for  the  deaf and hard-of-hearing 
:t1.  school  child and  of  the  special education program  that has  evolved from  these laws. 
:::~T·  SY  Nervous  Child.  lTan.,  1947.  6:1:·3-114. 
::  !  Title  of issue:  Epilepsy in  childhood. 
::.:..  Entire  issue  devoted to articles  on  the  subject,  includinr;:  Residential schools  for 
'  epileptic children in Enr;land,  by  J.  Taylor  fox. -Tne  care  of the  epileptic child in 
residential schools  in Araerica,  by  iierrnan  Yannet.-The epileptic child in the public 
..  school,  by  Olive  A.  Whildin.-The vocational  problem  of the epileptic child,  by Joan PinansM 
·::rpgy  ....  PROORAMS--ILLINOIS 
;,; ... ·.;  Illinois.  Illinois Commission  for  Handicapped  Children,  Chicago. 
,:;.:  f,  The  epileptic child in Illinois.  (Chicago)  The  Conunission  (1943).  40  p. 
J) 
•'  ,. 
)~' 
:e 
:e: 
in 
e  ~ 
~SY-...SPECIAL EDUCATION 
·  (Bowdi tchj  Henry L.) 
Teaching  the  epileptic child.  Green Lir,ht.  Aug.,  1948.  4:1:1-5. 
l: 
Himler,  Leonard E. 
A follow·-up  study  on  93  college  students with epilepsy,  by  Leonard E.  Himler  and 
Theophile  Rapho.el  Am.  J.  of Psychiatry.  hay,  1945.  101:6:760-763.  Reprint. 
(International Council  on  Exceptional  Children.  Special  Committee  on  Epilepsy.) 
.  "Education for all American  Children, '1  do  we  really mean  it?  (Chicago,  The  Council, 
1949)  (7)  p., illus.  Free. 
Joint publication of the  Council  and  the American Epilepsy League. 
Proposal for educational and medical  program for  the epileptic child,  so that he, 
too,  may  have  equal opportunity in our  democratic  society.  · 
Price, Jerry c. 
The  epileptic child in school.  Ohio  State Med.  J. Aug.,  1950.  46:8:794-805.  Reprint. 
A report of  the  successful epilepsy program in Ohio,  sponsored by  the  Ohio  Society 
for  Crippled Children.  Of  50  school-age  children studied,  40  are in school,  2  receive 
home  instruction,  and 8  are  out of school.  Of  the  40,  28  are  in regular classes and 
12  in ungraded classes.  "The  study indicates that seizures are less bothersome  than 
mental retardation,  malbehavior  and social adjustments  to the  school authorities  •••  Place-
rnent  of children in school is found  to be  largely a  result of cooperation of the  relatives,.: 
_cher  and family physician.  Clinical criteria are  offered with the hope  that, by 
them,  malplacement  of epileptic children in school may  be minjmized."  · 
......  L:,-,...-tributed in reprint form  by the  Ohio  Society for  Crippled Children, 5 W.  Broad St., 
15,  Ohio.  · . - 10-
,, 
SY-=SPECIAL  EDUCATION--CALIFORNIA 
Randall,  Harriett B.  . 
The  program for epileptic children in Los  Angeles  city schoolso· 
Dec.J  1950.  57:12:22-25o  , 
A report  on  the  school  program for epileptics in Los Angeles.  There  are 333 
children in the  school  system,  and 267.  are attending regular classes.  The  remaining 
are in special schools  for  handicapped children.  267  of  the  333  are under treatment, 
and 54  a~e under the  supervision of the School Guidance  Clinic which helps  children an(' 
parents  in their medical,  social and family adjustments.  Wh:n it is advisable for  th~::c:.. 
older student to  discontinue  his  schooling  or  has  completed 1.t,  the Stat.e Rehabilitat.  :·~·ak 
Service assis'ts  i~ guidance  and finding  of employment.  . :  .. ;cr. 
,• 
i~PILEPSY-~SPECIAL EDUCATION--NEW  YORK  CITY  . 
9 o  New  Yorko  Board  of Education,  New  York  City.  Corruu ttee for the  Study of the  Care  and! ::J: 
Education  of Physically Handicapped Children  • 
. Epileptic childreno  Nevl  York,  The  Board,  1941.  61  p. 
Report  of  the  Sub-committee  on Epileptic Children. 
CHILDREN 
American Association for  Gifted Children. 
The  g7fted child,  edited by Paul Witty.  Boston,  D.  C.  Heath  and  Co.  (cl95l). 
338  p.  $l~.oo. 
Th:l s  hooJ.c,  consisting  of papers  by nenbers  of the Association  .•  discusses what we  knc 
bout  gifted children and  their special problems.  :::: 
Contents:  Progress  in the  ehcation of  the  gifted,  by  Paul Witt.v.-Identifying  gift~~:r 
hildren,  by William  H.  Bristow,  Har  j orie  L.  Craig,  Grace  T.  Hallock,  and S.  R.  Laycocl. >: 
The  Stanford studies  of the  gifted children,  by Lewis  H.  Tennan  and Helita H.  Oden.-The•> 
contributions  of Leta  So  Hollineworth  to the  stud~r of eifted children,  by l·Iiriarn  Co  -·· · 
Pritchard.-Some  observations  of  highly rifted children,  by  Harvey  Zorbaugh,  Rhea K. 
Boardman,  and  Paul Sheldon.-The  teacher  of gifted children,  by W.  Carson R.ran,  Ruth Stz':,. 
and Paul Witty.-Hental  hyciene  of rifted childreP,  by  R•1th  Strang.-Comr:mnity recognitic.:::. 
of  the  gifted,  by  Nicholas  Hobbs. -:b  ture  and extent  of educational provisions for  the 
gifted pupil,  by Paul Witty. -A  hi.rh  sch~"ol  of science  for  the gifted students,  by Morrj: ,~· 
Eeister.-Search for talent in science,  by Watson  Davis.-Experiences with children  ... 
talented in  the arts,  b:'  Ann  Lally and  Lou  L.  i3rant. -Adrninistrati  ve  problems  in educat:L: : 
gifted children,  by Louise  Krueger,  W.  L-'aul  Allen,  c..lsa  Ebeling,  and  Robert  H.  Roberts. 
Sumnary and  conclusions,  l~~r  Pa:1l  ·.-Jit:.y.-Annotated bibliofraphy,  compiled by Elise  H.  _. 
liartens. 
~A NDICAPPED--PRCXJRAHS 
!Qo  Lee,  John J. 
Exceptional children,  by John J.  Lee  and Lee  N.  Vincent.  Chicago,  National SocietY)> 
for  the  Study of Education,  1947.  24 p.,  tabo 
Chapter XI  (p.  315-339)  of Early childhood education;  forty-sixth yearbook,  Part II,! 
of the  SocietyG  Chicago,  University of Chicaeo Press,  1947.  ' 
U.  S.  Children's  BureauD 
Facts  about crippled ch1.'ldren.  (Washl.'ngto  Govt  P  •  t  Off  194~)  14  n.  •  r1.n  •  • ,  ::J  •  p. 
(Publication 293) 
White  House  Conference  on Child Health and Protection.  Committee  on National,  State 
Local  Organization for  the  HandicappedD 
Organization for  the  care  of handicapped children;  national,  state, local. 
New  York,  Century Co.  (cl932)G  365p. 
Report  of the  Committee,  Section IV A  • 
. 
-The handicapped child.  •~ew York,  Century  Co.  (cl932).  452p. 
Report  of the  Committee,  Section IV  B. 
··~.: .  ,  .. ·· 
! 
'  . IAL  EDUCATION 
Darlington,  Here  eli th W., 
~ 11 -
Crippled and isolated children,  by Heredith W  Darl"  t  d  R 
Delta  Kappann  Dec.,  1939.  22:4:167-172.  Repri~t..  1ng  on  an  uth E.  Wendell.  Phi 
- Discusses  the administration  f  ·  tend school.  .  o  superv~sed horne  study courses  for  children unable  to 
;i::~'  · Farr,  Huriel 
~;  ··  The  sick  chil~ and  his  schoolwork..  Nat.  Parent-Teacher.  Oct.  1949.  44:2,  20_21. 
It can  be  ser1ous  bus~ness,  t'-.is  heinr  too ill for  school  0n'  h"ld  f  · 
lf  k  t 
.  .  .  .  •  e  c  ~  may  ret h1m-
.se  wea  a  t~e  ~nterrupt1on; another mav  rega-d his  enforced v  t· 
if
t  f  H  E.  ·  ~  ~  ·  aca 10n  as  an unexpected 
.g  ran  e~ven..  1ther  a~titude may  have  troublesome  repercussions.  In this article 
..  ·the  reader w1ll  f1nd  a  sens1ble  approach  to  a  crisis that cannot be  left t  h  d 
·· ')  the  child., n  o  c  ance  an 
· Jean,  Sally Lucas 
.  The  hospital  and  horne  teacher.,  llidland Schools.  J  19c1  6L'  c  tl  an.,  ;.;~  •  ;.;~:;.;~:7,27.  Raprint. 
I  A brief report of  how  school instruction in IO\.ra  is brought to the  child in the 
1
!hospital  or  1n  the  home.,  In  the  Iowa  Department  of Public Instruction a  state super= 
.. '  visor in special education admi:1isters  the work  of 36  field supervisors in special 
·.· ..  •  education,  act1  ve  in helping loral communi ties and  schools  to provide  teaching facilities 
•to the  homebound  and  hospitalized., 
' - .;  l.o. 
..  ·Oettinger,  Katherine  Brownell., 
An  experiment in teaching  uh;rsically handicapped children at home.  Hental  Hygiene. 
Apr.,  1938o  22:2:245-264., 
:  ..  rr.,  A report of a  four-year  project of  the  Scranton Public Schools in the  home  teaching 
~  of physically  handicapped  children,  as made  possible by W.P.A.  funds. 
Parker,  Jessie H. 
·  School  r;oes  to  the child,  by Jessie N.  Parker and  W.  A.  'vJinterStein.  Crippled Child  •. 
Oct.,  1949.  27:):26-27. 
An  explanation of the  School-to-Home  telephonic  communication system,  used in the 
last ten years  in Iowa,  where  approximately 1000  homebound  children have  received 
classroom instruction., 
~· 
:.;  · Sanders,  James  H., 
·  Implementing bedside  science instruction,  by James  H.  Sanders 
,, 
Educational  Press  Bul.  Feb.,,  1951.  42:1:20-23  .. 
Offers useful suggestions  for  aids in teaching science  to the  homebound  and bedfast 
.student.,  11From  the  foregoing suggestions it is evident that unlimited opportunities 
themselves  in teaching bedside  science to those  children who  need stimulus and 
inspiration along with guidance  and a  chance  to do  something  for  themselves where  possible. 
U.,  S.,  Office  of Education 
·;·  . The  school  comes  to the  home-bound  child.,  Washington,  The  Office,  1948.  15  P• 
illus.,  (Education briefs,  No.,  1)). Mimeo., 
Bulletin discusses briefly the extent of school programs  for  the homebound.  Recommends 
adequate  s.tandards  for the administration of home  classes  and ways  of meeting  the problems 
'  .limitations inherent in this type  of instruction.,  Single  copies free  from  the  U.,  S.,  , 
of Education,  Washington 25,  D.  C., 
;;.:_...--:::..._ __  ~~---
Walsh,  Grace  A speech teacher's experiment in college education.  Quarterly J.  of Speech.  Feb.,  1946< 
W·  A brief account of the use  of the  11teach-a-phone
11  equipment at Eau  Claire State College 
~sconsin.,  i 
Willoughb~, 
Education of 
~~habilitation., 
G.,  . 
the physically handicapped homebound  child. 
June,  1948..  27:3:186-190., 
Occupational  Therapy and 
.ru - 12  - ..  ··  ao  ,,  . 
·  clll 
BOUND--SPECIAL  EDUCATION--INDIANA  ~~d 
Indiana.  Hammond  Public Schools,  Hammond.,  scb 
The  homebound  child;  his education and welfare..  Hammond,  the  Schools,  1950.  (14)  l~t5· 
ill  us  0  (  )  ::tJl·= 
"This little booklet aims  to set forth briefly the  Hammond  Indiana  Schools plan  ~~ utj 
of education for  homebound  children.  It is believed that parents  concerned will  find~·.:~~ 
it useful and  that the  general public will be interested in the information presentedt~~ 
Distributed by  the  Hammond  Public  Schools,  Lee  L.  Caldwell,  Superintendent,  Hammon(·:. 
.,HCMEBOUND--SPECIAL  EDUCATION--IOW'A  ti; 
/  ... 
195..  Parker,  Jessie N  .. 
·  Education  r 0r  the  physically handicapped.  Bul.,  Nat'l Assn.  of Secondary-School  r.~·· 
',  ~!: 
0 
I 
Principals.  Apr.,  1941.  25:98:32-34.  Typed. 
Describes  Iowa's  use  of the  telephonic  home-and-school  communication  system. 
• f·-'{, 
i•'' 
~  ... 
1·~  1,.•  ...  ..  .  · 
Winters 
1  S.,  R.,  ,.··. 
School  goes  to  the  handicapped  child..  Hygeia.  July,  1943.  21:7:508,  524  ..  Reprin{·'-· 
A description of  the  use  of  the  telephone  communication system  connecting classro011 
and  home,  as  developed in Iowa  schools.,  ~~:;~ 
':HCMEBOUND-~SPECIAL EDUCATION--NEW  YORK 
i97.  Spielman,  Esther  (and others). 
1  Home  instruction in  New  York 
CITY 
1941.  7:6:21 <: 
I 
City.  J.  of Exceptional  Children.,  Mar., 
a.IEBOUND--SPECIAL  EDUCATION--WSST  VIRGINIA 
Glick,  Sara Lewis 
Educate  for  tomorrow;  WPA  makes  possible  an  educational  program  for  homebound  crip_~:  .:~ 
program.  Crippled Child.  Oct.,  1936.  14:3:67-68. 
!HOSPITAL  SCHOOLS 
99..  Fitzgerald, Hargaret 
Growing  up  to  the first grade  in a  hospital.  Cri;;pled Child.  Oct.,  1939.  17:3:58-t::~· 
Greenberg,  Harold A  .. 
The  emotional  problems  and  education of  hospitalized children.  J.  of Pediatrics. 
Feb.,  1949.  34:2:213-218. 
The  convalescent and  hospitalized child requires  education as  a  part of his normalc 
development.  His  proper  adjustment  to h)spitalization and  new  groups  (staff,  childrer 
etc.) will further  child's  chances  for  emotional  and  educational  growth.  The  teacher 
has  the  responsibility of providing education with methods  and  techniques largely 
original,  since  the  field is still new  and  concrete  pror.rar1s  are  as yet undeveloped. 
Jean,  Sally Lucas 
Hental windows  for  hospitalized children.  Child.  June,  1949.  13:12:182-185, 189. 
Stresses need  for  providing  an  educational  progrru~ for  hospitalized children,  so 
that they will not suffer social and  mental  setbacks because  of their illness.  Progra · 
of various  hospitals are  offered as models. 
Lemler,  Haxine 
Home-like  hospitals.  Crippled Child.  Aug.,  1948.  26:2:10-11. 
An  account  of educational activities for  hospitalized children by  the  elementary 
teacher,  University Hospital School,  Ann  Arbor,  Hich. 
'103.,  Levandowski,  Rhea., 
Attitudes  toward a  school  program  in a  hospital.  cr·  pl d  Ch'ld  A  1939  17:2:40-44..  lP  e  1  •  ug.,  • -·  13  ~ 
•~av~·~y'  Romaine  Po 
Enriching  the  curriculum  of  the  hospitalized child  by Romaine  p  M  k ·  d  ~~ 
ald  J 
f  ~  t· 
1 
Ch'  - '  o  ac  1e  an  dargaret 
Fitzger  o  o  o  _t.xcep  1.ona  1ldreno  Nov.,  1950.  17:2:33~34, 6la·62o 
The  school  curr1cnlum for  the  hospitalized child too  often cons·st  1  1  f  d  ·  ·  W'  .  ~  .  l  S  SO  e  Y 0  aca  emlC 
subJ~cts.  lth sor:e  extra e.:.fort  and  plann1.ng,  art and  dramatics  can be  brought to 
. hosp1.tal-~c~ool  ch1ldr~n.  ~-Ius1:,  ~obbies,  ~lubs.  and.  e~en the  facilities  of the  hospital 
. can  be  ut1.l1.zed  to enr1.ch  t!le  c,r:r1.culum wh1cr  1-nll  nr1nr,  normal  and  happy  growth and 
.-- prevent  the  development  of  negat1.ve  personality t.raits.  · 
1  This  article is adapted  fro;r1  Bulletin 1949,  no.  3, 
11School  in the  Hospital,  ..  prepared 
: by  the  U.  S.  Office  of Educationo 
National  Foundation  for  Infantile Paralysis 
Advancing  the  ecbca  tion o:  L:e  hosp1 tal1zed ch1ld;  (report  of)  a  conference  in Atlantic 
,  City,  N.J.,  Feb.  2b- 27,  1948.  Sponsored by  the  !Jational Foundation for Infantile Paralysis 
New  York,  The  Foundation,  lSJu8.  96  p.  (Publication no.  72). 
The  condensed  proceedinfs  o:,  a  conference  of national leaders in special education and 
· rehabilitation who  met  to  d1scuss  the  vario11s  phases  of  a  cood  program  for  education of 
.·:hospitalized children. 
Tennessee.  Cr1ppled  C~ildren:s Service,  Nashville. 
""ur child 1s  school  <~oes  on ..  ,.!:ashville,  'i.'he  Service,  1°47)  56  p  1·11us  tab  I  \  7  OJ  •'J  o 
U.  S.  Office  of  ~ducation.  ·f  Hosp1 tal schools  1n  the  Un:. ted  .Sta  t·~s,  by  Clele  Lee  !:a theison.  Washington,  Govt. 
Print.  Off.,  lY39.  79  p.  (Bulletin 1939,  no.  17) 
u.  S.  Office  of Education 
j  School  in  the  hL)SPi tal,  by  rtomai.ne  P.  Hackie  and  i·largaret Fitzgerald.  Washine;ton., 
The  Office,  (l9h9).  5h  p.,  iltus.  (BuL  l':lu9,  no,  3) 
11This  bulle'tin  \~as  been  i]repared  in  t!1e  hope  that it 1-1ill  stimulate  school  superinten= 
dents,  hospital  aeministrators,  p:-trents,  .l.nd  laymen  Lo  work  for  an educational program 
in every hospital where  there  are  ch1ldren  of  school age."  Offers  ruidance  in the 
organization and  administration  of  a  hospital school  and  the  adaptation of  the  school 
program  and  curr1culun1 
Available  from  Uc  S  ..  Superintendent  of Documents,  Washington  25,  D. C,,,  at 20¢  a  copy. 
SCHOOLS~·GREAT BRITAIN 
Moore ,  Hary F  o 
Hospitals  and  hospital schools.  Crippled  Child.  Apr.,  1938.  15:6:155~158. 
SCHOOLSu~·  ILLINOIS 
Boyles,  Iva Field  • 
.  Hospital classes  and homebound  instruction in Illinois.  J.  of Exceptional  Children. 
Dec.,  1947.  14:3:79=80,  96.  Reprint. 
Eddy,  Richard  An  Illinois resource  for physically handicapped children.  Social Service Rev. 
June,  1950.  24:2:237-246.  Reprint. 
11The  widespread interest in the  care  of  crippled children has  led to many  inquiries 
from  different parts  of the  country about  the  •Children's Hospital-School,'  which has 
been in operation for nearly four years •••  A unit in the State Department  of Public  Wel~ 
fare, it is a  residential  center offering facilities for physical rehabilitation,  an 
educational program  and experience in group living for educable  children with physical 
handicaps  so speciaiized and  severe that other resources  are unsuited to their needs.
11 
Illinoiso  Illinois Children1s  Hospital  School~ Chicago 
Fifth annual  report~ July 1,  1949-June 30,  l950o  (Chicago)  The  Hospital-School,  1950. 
50  Po  Mimeo.  detailed report of the year's accomplishmentso  Distributed by the  Hospital-School, 
.North  Clark St., ~hicago, Illo - 14-
Roe,  F&  Hall 
Their right to learn.  Hygeia.  Hay,  1948. 
nHow  one  state provides both hospital care 
institution for  severely handicapped children 
Chicago). 11 
26:5:348-349,  369-370. 
and special tPaching in a  single 
(Illinois Children's Hospital-School, 
I!OSPITAL  SCHOOLS--ICWA 
114o  Iowa.  Iowa  Hospital  School  for Severely Disabled Children,  Iowa  City  ~ 
Iowa  Hospital  School  for  Severely Disabled Children,  State University of Iowa,  Iowa-:. 
City,  Io-vm&  Iowa  City,  The  School  (1950).  (18)  p., illus.  . 
nThis  brochure  tells the  story of  the  Hospital-School since its beginning· in 1946. ·.: 
You '11  find explained here  the  services which  have  been developed in limited space  as  -: 
well  as  increased services  to be  provided with completion of the  new  school.  The  scho·:~ 
has  three  aims:  to assure expert diagnosis  and  evaluation for all handicapped childre:  ·, 
in Iowa  so  proper planning  can be  initiated;  to provide  the best of  care,  education an .. · 
treatment  to children who  are  educable  and  can  be  admitted;  and  to provide practical  ~­
training  to teachers,  technicians,  nurses,  physicians  and workers  in the field to bett  :  .. 
prepare  them  to serve  the  handicapped in their respective  corrununities.
11 
.. 
Available  from  the  Hospital-School,  University  of Iowa,  IoHa  City,  Iowa. 
AL  SCHOOLS--HASSACHUSETTS 
Brayton,  Hargaret R. 
Handicaps  take  a  hack  seat at the  hospital school.  Crippled Child.  Feb.,  1949. 
26:5:8-10. 
11Hiss  Brayton •.•  is an  advocate  of segregation of physically handicapped children 
during  their period  of training.  She  believes  that  the  handicapped  child can later 
make  an easier adjustment  to  normal  ways  of living if he  is a  product  of the  hospital 
schooL  This  article presents  her viewpoint.  11 
HOSPITAL  SCHOOLS--HICHIGAN 
116o  HcComb,  Ellen 
To  learn  to  laugh;  use  of visual  and  auditory materials  in story telling.  Recreati 
Apro,  1943.  42:1:27-29. 
Describes  the  educational  :1nd  recreational program  for  sick children in the  Univer-
sity Hospital  School,  University of Michigan,  Ann  Arbor. 
117.  Walton,  Hildred  H. 
A hospital school.  Am.  J.  of  Nursing.  Jan.,  1951.  51:1:23-24. 
The  play and  school  program  at the  University  of Hichigan  Hospital  carried out by 
hospital  teachers,  student nurses,  :1nd  trained recreation workers,  is'  described. 
HOSPITAL  SCHOOLS--NEW  YORK  CITY 
118.  New  York.  Soard  of Education,  New  York  City.  Committee  for  the  Study  of the  Care  and·· 
Education  of Physically Handicapped  Children. 
The  education  of  children in hospitals  and  convalescent  homes.  New  York,  The  Board, 
1941.  57  Po 
Report  of  the  Sub-committee  on  the  Educa~ion of Children in Hospitals  and 
Convalescent  Homes. 
'HOSPITAL  SCHOOLS--DESIGNS  AliD  PLANS 
119.  Schoenbohm,  W.  B. 
Plannin~ a.hospital  sch?ol.  Cripp~ed Child.  Dec.,  1950.  30:4:21-23,  29.  ~ 
A descrlptlon,  accompanled  by  drawlngs,  of  the  new  building for  the  Iowa  Hospital-
School_ for Severely Handicapped  Children  to be  constructed at the  University of Iowa,  ·. 
Iowa  Clty. - 1.5  -
SCHOOLS--PERSONNEL 
sachusetts.  Massachusetts  Hospital School,  Canton. 
,  Welcome  to  the Hassachusetts  Hospital School.  (Canton)  The  School  (19.50?) ..  (24)  Po 
:.nlus. 
An  orie~ta~~ton  t ~anu~l fordemployees  of  the Hassachusetts Hospital School,  Canton, 
Mass.,  an  1~s 1  u  10n aevote  to the  corrective,  restorative,  and educational care  of 
·crippled  children~ 
~;~,  TIONAL  CONFERENCE  OF  EXPERTS  ON  THE  EDUCATION  OF  ORTHOPEDICALLY  HANDICAPPED 
--PROCEEDINGS • 
.: ·: · ' Lee,  John J. 
:;.:;~  t  Resolutions  and recommendations  on education of crippled children adopted at the 
~~~  !Geneva  Conference.  J.  of Exceptional Children.  Hay,  19.50.  16:8:229-232  2.53. 
:  :·  .  ~·- "At the last session the  conference  adopted these  resolutions  and  reco~endations 
:1 :  ~which will be  transmitted to  UNESCO  and  the  United Nations  Organization and  through thosa 
~~  organizations  to the  respective governments  and  free  peoples  of  the world as  appropriate 
:::  ·  .. ibasic policy and procedure  for  findinc  their crippled children and meeting  their needs 
···.for care,  treatment,  education and vocational rehabilitation." 
laRy  SERVICE  r· Hethven,  Hildred L. 
Books  and  our  children;  a  librarian looks at an  important need of the  children in 
:.- our institutions.  Survey Hidmonthly.  July,  1948.  84:7:229-231. 
Discusses  the  need  of special library services  to institutionalized children handi-
capped mentally or physically. 
DEFECTIVES 
Doll,  Edgar A. 
Hental  deficiency due  to l;irth in,iuries,  by Edgar A  •  .i.Joll,  Winthrop U.  Phelps  and 
Ruth  Taylor Helcher.  New  York,  Hacmillan,  1932.  289  p.,  pl. 
Bibliography:  p.  277-281, 
Kirk,  Samuel  A. 
An  evaluation of the  study  ••• entitled "Changes  in personal,  social  and  intellectual 
'!:>ehavior  of children originally classified as  feebleminded,"  by Bernadine A;  Sc;hmidt. 
•Psychological  Bul.  July,  1948.  4.5:4:321-333. 
·  A reply,  by  Bernardine  G.  Schmidt,  p.  334-343.  Dr.  Schmidt's  study,  a  doctoral 
. dissertation, was  published in Psychological Nonofraphs,  1946  (60:.5 :1-144),  and 
L.condensed  in J.  of Exceptional Children.  Dec.,  151  7  (14:3:67-72,94),  under  the title, 
o·;:  f'  11Changes  in Behav: or  of Originally Feebleminded Children. 
11 
~··  ' 
DEFECTIVES--INSTITUTIONS 
Engberg,  Ed-vmrd  J. 
A survey of papers presented to the  Association of Hental Deficiency in the  past  ~en 
years  dealing with administration.  Am.  J.  of Nental Deficiency.  July,  1948 •  .53:24-46o 
Abstracts  of selected papers  published in the  Journal since 1938. 
In the  same  issue are  the  followinf!  articles of special interest:  "Resume  of papers 
published in the American Journal  of Mental Deficiency on  social problems  dealing with 
the·mentally deficient,  15138-1949, 11  by Helen F.  Hill,  pp.  67-7.5; 
11A world survey  of 
facilities for the institutional care  of mental  defectives,
11  by Benjamin Nalsberg, 
pp.  119-127;  "A  decade  of psychology;  a  review based  on  reports  in the American Journal 
of Ivlental  Deficiency," by Harry  IJ.  Bice,  pp •  .57-66 • 
. DEFECTIVES--HEDICAL  TREATMENT 
, Waelsch,  Heinrich. 
· ·.  A biochemical  consideration o.( mental deficiency:  the role  of glutamic  acid. 
Am.  J.  of Mental Deficiencz  •. Apr.,  1948.  .52:4:30.5-313. 
! ,, I 
··129., 
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DEFECTIVES-~IENTAL HYGIENE 
Michal-Smith,  Harold 
Personality training in vocational education for  the retarded child.  J.  of Excepti~ 
Children.  Jan.,  1951.  17:4:108-110.  '~. 
"Vocational guidance directors  should select students  for the various  classes  care-~ 
fully,  so  that they may  receive  the best  trai~ng that t~ey are  capa?le  of  assimulati~ 
Personal attractiveness is necessary only for JObs  that  ~nvolve meet~ng the public buf't 
physical normality is necessary for all workers.  Deficients who  are not cautious  may~: 
trained for  certain social types  of work if they fill all other requirements;  but 
cautiousness is an  essential for work  in the  other three  job areas.  An  even  dispositf;. 
is highly important for social,  repetitive,  and  machine  operative  types  of work,  and ;:l 
less important for manual.  Responsibility,  as well as  the lack of a  tendency to ques( 
orders,  is of major  importance  only for manual  and repetitive work.  Low  levels of  ':. 
fatigability is acceptable  only for social jobs.  The  manual  laborer may  be  forgetful 
but not the machinist  or  the repetitive type  of worker.  The  repetitive worker and  th~::, 
machinist cannot afford to be  clumsy.  The  ability to look after one's  own  health is  r-== 
great importance  only to  the manual  laborer,  and  a  feeling  of loyalty only for the  80 ,~·: 
type  of worker.  The  other characteristics are not considered vital for  any  of the wo0 
areas.,  Consideration of emotional as well as mechanical aptitudes will result in the~ 
better training  of the mental deficient to fit specific  jobs in industry." 
DEFECTIVES--PARENT  EDUCATION 
Canada.  Department  of National  Health and Welfare. 
The  backward  child.  Ottawa,  The  Dept.  (1949).  60  p.,  illus. 
The  purpose  of this attractive booklet is to help parents in the  care and  training  · 
of the  backward  or mentally retarded  child in the  home. 
Available  from  the  Supervisor  of Government  Publications,  Department  of Public 
Printing and  Stationery,  Ottawa,  Canada,  at 25¢  a  copy. 
Cian~ Vicentz 
A program  for  the  home  trainine  of mentally retarded children.  Training School  Bu_; 
June,  1948.  45:4:63-68. 
130.,  Minnesota.  Division of Public Institutions 
Teach me;  a  guide  for  parents  and  others  who  have  the  care  of subnormal  children  •.. 
St.  Paul, Minn.,  The  Division,  1945.  31 p. 
Available  from  the  Di.vision at 25¢  a  copy. 
MENTAL  DEFECTIVES--PROORAHS 
131.,  Haskell,  Robert  H. 
Hental  deficiency  over  a  hundred years· 
field.  Am.  J.  of Psychiatry.  Apr.,  1944: 
MENTAL  DEFECTIVES--PROGRAHS--ILLI t\ OIS 
a  brief historical sketch  of  trends in thi 
100:6:107-118.  Reprint. 
132.,  Illinois.  Commission  for  Handicapped  Children 
The  educable mentally handicapped child in Illinois·  2nd  ed.  (Springfield)  The 
Commission,  1946.  37  p.  ' 
Bibliography:  p.  36-37. 
,MENTAL  DEFECTIVES--SPECIAL  EDUCATION 
:133.  Birch,  Jack w. 
The  public  school approach to mental  deficiency.  Am.  J.  of Hental Deficiency.  A.F 
1949.  53:4:572-576.  --
A review  of the manner  in which mental  deficiency is handled in the  Pittsburgh pub  ·' 
school  system.  Type  of education  offered to educable  group and procedures  followed i' 
-cases  of uneducability are  given. .  :::-::. 
~'  ·~ 
t,·,  ..... :·· 
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ca,  Frank  (and  others) 
A workshop.i~ developing lessons  for  retarded adolescents in a  program  of  occupa-
. tional educat1on,  by Frank  Barreca and  others.  Am.  J.  of Mental  Deficiency.  July, 
1950.  55:1:23-59. 
Eight  cu:ricul~ cores  compr~se the  program  of occupational  educatio~ developed for 
retarded ch1ldren 1n  New  York  C1ty.  One  year is devoted to each core.  The  general form 
of  the lesson plans are presented including the  standard aim,  motivation,  development, 
application,  and  summary. 
Buchan,  Dorothy 
- State practices  and procedures in the licensing  of private  schools for mental  defective~ 
by Dorothy  Buchan  and Florentine  Hackbusch.  Am.  J.  of Hental Deficiency.  Jan.,  1948. 
52:3:278-291.  Reprint  • 
Cianci,  Vincentz 
A new  approach to understanding  the  problem  of the  deviate  child;  the  home  teacher. 
Welfare  Reporter,  N.  J.  Department  of Institutions and  Agencies.  June,  1950.  5:2:9-10,11. 
1>1iss  Cianci is su;;ervisor of  home  teaching,  working  out  of the  North Jersey Training 
School  at Totowa.  The  type  of retarded child she  works  with is that sometimes  labeled 
"institutional11  and  not  acceptable in the public school.  Working  with the parent and 
the  mentally deficient child in the  home,  the  home  teacher  can  be  most  helpful in creating 
better  h~e and  family  adjustments  and  a  better community  understanding  of  the  problem 
of mental  deficiency. 
This  type  of  home  training program,  begun first in Hassachusetts where  it was  con-
ducted  by  trained social workers, is beine  developed in New  Jersey by  a  person trained 
in education,  psychology,  and  guidance. 
Featherstone,  W.  B. 
Teaching  the  slow learner.  New  York,  Teachers  Cullege,  Columbia  University  (cl94l). 
100  p.  (Practical suggestions for  teachers,  no.  1). 
This monograph,  covering both theoretic and  practical considerations,  has  been 
reprinted five  times. 
Contents:  I.  The  slow  learner--who he  is  and  what  he  is like.-II.  How  to locate the 
slow  learner.-III.  How  to  organize  for  teaching  the  slow learner.-IV.  How  to guide  the 
activities of  slow learners.-V.  How  to teach the  11Fundamental processes.
11-VI.  How  to 
help  the  slow learner with his  personal problems. 
Available  from  Bureau  of Publications,  Teachers  College,  Columbia  University, 
525  W.  120th St.,  New  York  27,  N.Y.  at 75¢  each. 
Goldstein,  Irwin 
An  occupational vocabulary for  retarded adolescents,  by  Irwin Goldstein and  Horace 
Mann.  Am.  J.  of Hental Deficiency.  July,  1949.  54:1:38-55. 
An  overview of  the instructional cores  for retarded adolescents in the  New  York 
public schools.  The  cores  described are intended to acquaint the child.wit?  ty~es of 
employment  open  to him  and  of the social skills he  needs  in order to ma1nta1n  h1mself 
in the work-day-worldo 
Harms,  Ernest. 
Sociology of education of  the mentally disadvantaged child. 
Oct.  25,  1947.  66:1713:305-307. 
School  and  S~ciety. 
Hollinshead, Merrill To  d  ·  1  'n the 
,  , Selective techniques in the placement of mentally retarded b 53 o~4:  a 562 -~6~.  s 
1 
·secondary school.  Am.  J.  of Mental Deficiencz.  Apr.,  l949.  .  ·  mentall 
..  ap '·~'.·~iscussion and eval\].ation of the  me~hod used in Newark,  N.J:'  ln s~;~~~~~~nal  scho~l 
· ~~tar,deq, students for  scpooling at the h1gh  school level,  follow1ng  pre 
· ;~JP,.~rJ.~nces. - 18  - -(, 
Illinois.  University.  College  of Education  1'~;c 
Education of mentally handicapped children;  selected annotated bibliography,  by  ~~:1 
Samuel  A.  Kirk  and Robert L.  Erdman.  Urbana,  The  College,  1948.  47  p.  (University  ,/~ 
Illinois Bulletin,  Sept.,  1948)  25¢  /' 
"The  references in this publication are  confined primarily to educational article'P 
or to articles which  have  a  direct application to educational procedures.  Purely  :::€ 
medical  or psychological literature has  not been included.
11 
:(: 
).J. 
Johnson,  G.  Orvj,lle  ::~ 
Are  mentally-handicapped children segregated in the regular grades?  by G.  Orville> 
Johnson and  Samuel A.  Kirk.  J.  of Exceptional Children.  Dec.,  19fiO.  17:3:65-68,87~;:: 
Varying  opinions were  expressed  :in the;pane1 discussion on segregation versus  nonseg~ 
tion at the 1946 annual meeting  of the International Council  of Exceptional  Children~. 
although no  supporting evidence  other than personal experience  and  observation was  ~;:: 
offered.  A survey of  the literature failed to  show  that any  comprehensive,  scientifi~' 
study  has  been made.  To  obtain  some  concrete facts,  the  authors at the  University  ot:~ 
Illinois made  a  series  of studies to determine  the  social position of mentally handi-::; 
capped  children in regular grades  of school  systems  that  do  not  have  special  classes.::· 
In 25  classes,  grades  1  to 5,  containing at least one  mentally  handicapped  child, it 
was  found that 69.23%  of  the mentally handicapped  children were  isolates and  46.15% 
were  rejectees as  compared with 39%  and  4.10%  respectively of  the  typical  group.  The:·.: 
reasons  given by  children for segregating the  other children in their midst were  on  t<: 
basis  of undesirable personality traits rather than  bec.:::mse  of mental  slowness in the.-·. 
classroom.  The  authors  state that it must not,  therefore,  be  assumed that these 
findings  support  a  policy of segregation in special classes. 
----,.-• 
A study of  the  social position of mentally handicapped children in  the  regular gra 
Am.  J.  of Nental  Deficiency.  July,  1950.  55:1:60-89. 
"This  study was  designed to determine  the  social  position of  the mentally-handicap· 
child in the  regular grade.  It was  conducted  in  two  co:nmunities  in which  there were  .. 
special  classes  for  the  mentally  handicapped." 
Results  from  tests and  investigation  sh0111  that the  mentally  handicapped  children a  · 
compared with children in the  typical group were  raore  rejected,  less accepted.  Reaso __ 
given for  their rejection were  their unacceptable  be!1avior  and apparent inability or. 
desire  to  conform  to group  standard of behavior.  '1'he~r  a<·e  or  socio-economic  status  · 
not  determine  their social status as  m'lch  as  their  lack  of mentality.  The  author  · 
believes  that the  regular  classes are  not meeting  the  needs  of the  mentally-handicapp 
children,  but that other  s t;Jdies  of  special classes,  r:1odified  curricula  :md  social  l'::.; 
adjustment in the  conmunity  and  home  are  needed.  52  references.  ' 
L44.  Nash,  Alice Morrison. 
An  educational guide  sugeested  for  use  with mentally deficient children.  Training 
School  Bul.  Har.-Apr.,  1948.  45:1-2.  2  pts. 
New  York.  Association for  i·lew  York  City Teachers  of Special Education. 
Job  area analysis for  occupational education.  New  York,  The  Assn.  (cl948)  46  P• 
Planographed. 
Reprints  frow  the  magazine:  Occupational Education. 
Contents:  Job  area analysis,  by Willia F.  Peach·  Job  area observations  by Commit  : 
on  Job  Area Requirements  of  New  York  City;  Auto and'garage  service  trade.  by Louis  .... 
Scharf;  W~en  Is  garment industry'  by  LO~lis Scharf;  Food  preparation and service' by 
James  A.  G1ggleman,  and  others;  Hotor vehicle  operation and maintenance  by Rosalynde 
Vail.  ' 
Th' 
.  lS  P~phlet, together with the  two  listed below  and  four  issues  of 
which  outl1ne  sequences in social,  arithmetic,  and language-art skills, 
as  a  packet at  ~3.65 from  the Association for  New  York  City Teachers  of 
tion,  224 E.  28th St.,  New  York  16,  New  York. 
the magazine 
is available 
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, ~losphy  of  Occupational education.  New  York,  The  Assn.  (1948).  46  p  ·.t  Reprints  from  the magazine:  Occupational Education  p.  lanographed  • 
.  Contents:  Looking  ahead  for  problem children  by wi111 ·am  Ja  Th  R  ·  d  H  '  nsen;  e  non-academic 
,. ·.pupil,  by  1char  •  Hu~gerford, and  others;  Dev~lopment of special education for  the 
.  mentally  retarded~ by R1chard  H.  Hungerford and  Louis  E.  Rosenweig;  Present status  of 
:the pr?gram,  b~ R1chard  H.  Huneerford  and  Chris  J.  De  Prospo;  The  next step in special 
educat1on  by  R1chard  H.  Hungerford  and Chris  J.  De  Prospo·  Enrichment thr  h  d"ff  R"  had H  H  f  d  G  "d  '  oug  l  erence, 
by  d~c  rft  •  dungder  to:  ;  AUl  ance  and  the  classroom  teacher,  by Richard H.  Hungerford; 
..  Han  1cra  s  an  e  ~ca 1on;  complete  social program for  the mentally retarded,  by Chris 
. i  J.  De  Prospo  and  R1chard  H.  Hungerford;  Occupational education and  the  curriculum,  by 
Richard  H.  Hungerford and  Chris J.  De  Prospo;  Bibliography  • 
. '1 
• 
'  -"Realistic guidance  in occu  ational education.  New  York,  The  Assn.  (cl949)  46  Po 
· 1 Planographed. 
Reprints  from  the magazine:  Occupational Education. 
Contains  sections  on  pupil analysis,  special education,  educational guidance, 
vocational  euidance,  and  social guidance. 
Ohio.  Division  of  Special Sducation,  Columbus. 
Let us  look at slow  learnint:;  children;  suggestions  for  identification,  setting up 
special  education prograns,  orr,anizing  curriculum materials,  and  teaching  slow  learning 
children,  by  Amy  A.  Allen.  Columbus,  Ohio,  State  Dept.  of Education,  1947.  3.5  p. 
--ret us  teach slow  learning children;  some  sugeestions  for  teaching  slow learning 
children,  by  Amy  A.  Allen.  (Columbus)  The  Div.,  (19.50).  84  p. 
"This manual  is writ  ten  for  classroom  teachers  working  1vi th slow learners in the 
schools  of Ohio."  Offers  practical  tnformation  concerning  teacher attitudes,  educational 
goals,  and  the  methods  and  subject content  of  the  academic  program. 
Distributed by  the  Division of Special Education,  State Department  of Education,  State 
Office  Bldg.,  Columbus,  Ohio. 
Pennsylvania.  Department  of  P11blic  Instruction. 
Meeting  the  needs  of  the mentally retarded,  by  Lester K.  Ade.  Harrisburg,  The  Dept., 
1939.  1.58  p.,  illus.  (Bulletin no.  420) 
Rosermreig 11  Louis E. 
Present and future  of special education,  by  Louis E.  Rosenweig  and  Charles I. 
Am.  J.  of Hental Deficiency.  Oct.,  1949 •  .54:2:192-197. 
The  present and  future  status  of education in the  field of mental deficiency is 
built on  the  following  principles:  1)  Contribution to society is the motivating factor; 
2)  the  retarded constitute a  heterogeneous  group;  3)  the retarded need special  develop~ 
mental programs;  4)  the majority of retarded can be  trained to work  in the unskilled 
employment  areas. 
Stevens,  Harvey A. 
·The  administrator's responsibility in the  education of the mentally handicapped 
child.  Am.  J.  of Mental Deficiency.  July,  1947 •  .52:1:71-77. 
Strauss,  Alfred A. 
Psychopathology and education of the brain-injured child,  by Alfred A.  Strauss  and 
Laura E.  Lehtinen.  New  York,  Grune  & Stratton,  1947.  206  p., illus. - 20  -
U.  S.  Office  of Educationo  .  . 
Curriculum adjustments  for  the mentally retarded;  a  gu1de  for elementary and sec 
schools,  rev.  by Elise  H.  Hartens;  2nd  ed.  Washington,  The  Office,  1950.  100 p.,  . 
illus.  (Bulletin 1950,  no.  2)  ..  ~~~s 
This bulletin "does  not offer a  curriculum ready-made,  nor ev:en  part of a  curricu]:~~~  . 
Rather its purpose is to present the fundamental  principles involved,  to point out  ~~\ile· 
desirable bases  for  the  selection of  curriculum content,  to suggest a  variety of  ·~:~~ 
activities in keeping with these bases  of selection,  and to illustrate how  such  acti~ 1 s~ri~ 
can be  coordinated into units  of experience  o 
11  '·U ~~~ 
Available  from  the  U  o  s.  Superintendent of Documents,  Washington 25,  D. C.,  at 35¢  ::_:·;.~" 
. n: 
·(.;J  I 
~-:::s 
Teachers 1  problems with excepti  anal  children:  III. Hen tally retarded children, by.,,::· 
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Pennsylvania"  Woods  Schools.  Child  Research Clinics. 
; ... 
Proceedings  of  the ••• Institute.  Langhorne,  Pa.,  The  Schools,  1934-
Read at the  annual  insti  t'..:tes  sponsored by  the  Schools  are  papers  on  the  education; ..... 
psychological~ and  social  problems  •l"-'  t.he  exce;Jtional  child  - the  slow  child,  the  -~· 
problem child with reading  and  speech difficulties,  and  .:.he  J:lentally defective child. ·:  :: 
--pr:oceedings  of  the  ...  S:;rinr,  C.mfcrence.  Lanc:wrne,  .r'a.,  The  Schools,  1935  -
Published annually. 
.. ~ . 
~15.  Rautman,  Arthur  L. 
Special  class placerwnt.  ,J.  uf  ..:::·:cc;Jtional  Children.  F'eb.,  1944.  10:5:99-102. 
A discussion of  the  principles  to  be  considered in assignin[,  children to  the  specia"' 
classroom. 
Reeves,  Edith 
C~re and  education of crippled children in  the  United States;  introduction by 
Ilashngs  H.  Hart.  Hew  York,  Survey Associates,  1914.  252  p.,  front.,  illus.  (Russell 
Sace  Foundation) 
'17 o  Shands,  A.,  R. 
A physician's  suggestions  to  the  classroom teacher.  Crippled Childo  Aug.,  19)0. 
28~2:4~5,  28. 
"~t· is inevitable  that the  teacher  can be  truly effective  only if she  understands tt:. 
physlc~l needs  of  the  child and  can  help  !1im  toward the  best use  of his abilities.· It  ~~ 
lS  thelr. duty  to  know  what  to  do,  or  to  seek  help if the  solution is not  known  and to  :, 
bteh  certaln that everything possible  is  done  for  the physically handicapped chiidren in ':. 
eir classroomo  11  • 
. A talk given before  a  meeting  of  classroom  teachers  at a  conference  on  the  handicappt~. 
chlld at the  Florida Education Association Annual Neeting,  Hiami,  April 14,  1950.  ... - 27  -
'§heridan,  Jennie  Ao 
Principles  governing the education of crippled children.  Chicago,  The  Author. 
1940o  132  p.  Typed.  ~ 
Thesis  for Master  of Arts,  University of Chicago,  August,  1940.  Unpublished. 
Special education of exceptional children.  Special Education.  Dec.,  1945.  8:2:3-27. 
Contentso-A progress  repo~t on  the preparation of teachers for  exceptional children, 
by  Rose  Eo  Parker.-The  funct1on  of a  psychological  clinic in special education  by 
Stanley So  Marzolf~-An individual~zed program  for the  slow learner,  by Rose  Bu;gess 
Buehler.-The  relat1on of the  publ1c  school nurse  to the  teacher  of special education 
by  Grace  R.  Shea.-Physical education for  the exceptional child  by  Clifford E.  Horta~ -
·'  Nutriti?n education in the  spe~ial education program,  by Mary  E.  Buell.-The  speech  o 
correct1on teacher in the  publ1c  school  program  of  special education,by Dorothy Ecklemann. 
Strauss,  Harian 
A plan of individual instruction in high school  classes  for  crippled children. 
Crippled Child.  Apro,  1931.  8:6:182-183,  185. 
Tenny,  John Wo 
Adjustment  of special  class pupils  to regular classes.  J.  of Exceptional  Childreno 
Mar.,  1944.  10:6:139-145,  160o 
Suggestions  for  the regular  classroom  teacher in helping  the  exceptional child to 
adjust to the regular school  program. 
Understanding  the  child.  Octo,  1949.  18:4:97-116. 
Title  of issue:  Special Education 
Partial contents:  Freeing  the  handicapped  for  a  free  society,by E.  B.  Whitten; 
1  Education for  emotional  and  economic  security,  by  Edward  H.  Stulken;  Educational needs 
of exceptional  children,  by Elizabeth NcCain;  The  hard-of-hearing  child at home  and in 
school,  by Hary Hartin;  Organizing  a  special class  for  slow-learning  children,  by Mary 
Maude  Birmingham. 
J- U.  S.  Office  of Education 
Crippled children in school,  by Romaine  P.  Mackie.  Washington,  The  Office,  1948. 
37  p., illus.  (Bulletin,  1948,  No.  5).  25¢ 
An  important pamphlet that deals with all phases  of a  program for  the  handicapped 
school child.  Written especially for  teachers  of  special classes and  those who  have 
crippled children in their regular class.  Bibliographyo 
Teachers'  problems with exceptional children:  Vo  Crippled children by  Beatrice 
McLeod.  Washington,  Govt.  Print.  Off.,  1934.  18  Po  (Pamphlet  noo  55) 
0 
---r9achers'  problems with exceptional children:  VI.  Children of lowered vitality, 
by Beatrice McLeod.  Washington,  Govt.  Print.  Off.,  1934.  16 p.  (Pamphlet  no.  56) 
Wallace,  Cora  Jeanette. 
Educational  opportunities for crippled children in England,  France,  Germany  and 
the  United States.  Cincinnati,  Ohio,  The  AuthDr,  1933.  155  ~o  T~ed.  . 
Thesis  for Master  of Arts in Education,  University of Cinc1nnat1,  1933.  Unpubl1shedo 
Wallin,  J.  E.  Wallace 
Children with mental  and physical  handicapso  New  York,  Prentice-Hall,  Inc., 1949. 
549  Po  $6o6.5 o  t  h 
"This book  attempts  to supply the  need for  an up-to-date reference.book  fo~  e 
·· . intelligent lay reader and particularly for the professional workers  1n the fleld of 
' special education,  handicapped children, mental defect,  clinical and abnormal 
.Ps;rchology,  and pediatricso 11 
,,,., . 228. 
229. 
- 28-
White  House.Conference  on Child  Health and  Protection  • 
Special education:  The  handicapped  and  the gifted. 
604  p., pl. 
Report of the  Committee,  Section III  F. 
.  - ~~ 
I 
Committee  on Special C.laS.sSro: 
New  York,  Century Co.,  (clSI 
:il 
• 
Wishik,  Samuel Mo  ·.~ 
Adjustment  of  the  school program for  the physically handicapped  child,  by  Samue~• 
Wishik and  Romaine  P.  Mackie.  Ain.  J.  of  Public Health.  Aug.,  1949.  39:8:992-998  •  .j~ 1 
A panel discussion presented at the  76th annual meeting of the American Public  ··~::a 
Health Association,  Nov.  11,  19L8,  between the Chief of the Program Planning Sectiat: 
Health Services,  of  the  U.  S.  Children's  Bureau  and  the Specialist for Schools  for:li 
Physically Handicapped,  of  the  u.  S.  Office  of Education.  Clarifies the  administra:) 
principles  involved  in planning  a  public school program for the  handicapped  childo  ~: 
SPECIAL  EDUCATION--CALIFORNIA  Jr 
1  230.  California.  Los  Angeles  City School District,  Los  Angeles. 
Education of  the nhysically handicapped.  Los  Angeles,  The  School District,  193~~ 
I 
~ . 
231. 
35  p.  (School publication,  no.  281.)  ::: 
-Scrwols and  classes  for  exceptional  children:  the  child with a  problem. 
The  School District,  1938.  24  p.  (School publication  no.  315). 
··-= 
Los  Ar::: 
.  ..  .  : .  .. 
~· 
232.  California.  State  Departr:~ent of E.ducation,  ::>acramento  ., 
State apportionments  for  the  education of  physically  handicapped  children in CaJ:; 
nia;  (rev.  ed.).  Sacramento,  Calif.,  The  Dept.,  1939.  36 p.  (Bulletin no.  9,  1935 · 
SPECIAL  EDLJCATION----COl~NECTJCUT 
233.  Connecticuto  Board  of  Education:~  Greenwich  ':.:: 
Meeting special needs  of  the  inc ividual child;  handbook  for all elementary and  ... 
secondary school  teachers.  Gree!1wich)  Conn.,  The  Board,  19Ll.  66  p.  Mimeo.  ':: 
Connecticuto  State Department  of Ed1cation,  Hrtrtford 
"Unto  one  of  the  least of  these";  a  report  on  the  education of  the  handicapped  c'-
Hartford5  Conn.,  The  Dent.,  1942,  53  D.  (Bulletin 22,  l.1arch,  1942) 
SPECIAL  EDUCATION--DELAYfARE 
235.  Delaware.  Department  of  Public  Instruction 
Delaware  1 s  nrogram for  spec i::ll  education of  exceptional children.  (Dover)  The  :·: 
1948.  (59)  p.  lliimeoQ  " 
Bibliography:  pp.  1-11 at end  of  namphlet. 
Lgy;s  pertainj_ng  to  the  education of  handjcanped  children,  pp.  22-23. 
A  C:es crlption of present educational facilities  ava Hable  to exceptional childr•.: 
Delaware  schools  and  a  pronosal for  an extended  program to meet  the  needs  of speci1:.;· 
education for  such  children.  ·· 
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Procedures  for  the  reporting  of  hanc icapned  children,  for psycho-educational an·_, 
audiometric  exammations  ~  and  for  the  establishment of special classes,  by J.  W.  W  .: 
Wallin.  WilmingtonJ  DeL 9  The  Dept.,  1942.  65  p.  Mimeo.  ·  .. 
SPECIAL  EDUCATION->-DlSTRlCT  OF  COLUMBIA 
237.  District of Columbia.  Board  of Education,  Washington. 
(Repor~ of the  Advisory Comr:littee  on  Handicapped Children, appointed  hy the Boa.··· 
of Educatlon,  Sept.  21,  1939)  Washington,  D.C.,  The  Board,  1940.  Unpagedo  Mimeo.  .....,; - 29-
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~ EDUCATION-EUROPE 
Brosse,  Therese 
War-handicapped  children;  report on  the  European situationo  (Pa  i  u N  Ed  · 
Scientific and  Cultural Organization,  1950)  142  P.  (UNESCO  Pub  n~ s439)  •  ucatlonal9 
"At the Second Session of  ~he Genera_l  Conference  held  in .Mexi~o city in November 
1947,  Unesco  was  made  respons1ble  for  the  survey with which  the  present  e  t  d  ls 
l  t 
·  d  f ·  ·  ·  r  por  ea  o 
The  reso  u  1on  e  Jnlng  1t runs  as  follows: •••  The  Director-General is  instructed· T 
draw  ~p a  plan of  ~tudy_and action_on  the  ed~cational problems  of war-handicapped  c~ild­
ren,  1n  collaborat1on w1th  the  nat1onal and  mternational organizations  concerned·  to 
obtain from  experts  in different countries  information and  factual reports  and  to' 
institute a  field  survey of  the  most  significant experiments  made  in that  ~onnection·  '  to analyse  the  documents  and  draft a  report." 
Types  of  children surveyed  include  displaced  children,  orphans  and  homeless  children 
children deprived  of schooling,  and  children with physical,  emotional,  and  ideological ' 
handicaps. 
Available  from  Columbia  University Press,  29CfJ  Broadway,  New  York  27,  N.Y.  at 50¢  each 
.L  EDUCATION-FLORIDA 
Florida.  State Department  of Education 
Developing  a  program  for  education  of  exceptional children in Florida.  Tallahassee, 
The  Depto,  1948.  136  p.,  illus.  (Bul.  no.  55) 
The  State  of Florida  in 1947  amended  the Florida School Code  covering general 
education and  embodied  in it further legislation relating to exceptional children.  This 
bulletin is designed  to  internret  the  state  lawo  It provides  an administrative  guide 
to  the  program  of  special education for exceptional children. 
Available  from  the State Department of Education,  Tallahassee, Florida. 
~L EDUCATION--ILLINOIS 
Illinois.  Chjcago  Public Schools 
C~cago's program for  exceptionql children,  prepared  by  the Department  of Special 
Educationo  Chicago,  The  Schools  (1950).  (20)  p.,  illus. 
A brochure with  illustrations  and  brief text describing Chicago's  public education· 
facilities  for physically and  mentally  handicapped  children, _and  for  t~e  ment~lly giftedo 
Available  from Assistant Superintendent in Charge  of Speclal Educat1on,  Ch1cago 
Public Schools,  228  N.  La  Salle Street, Chicago,  Illinois. 
Illinois.  Department  of  Public  Instruction. 
The  Illinois plan for special education of exceptional children:  the physically  hand~ 
cappec  (exclusive  of  children who  are blind  or visually defective and  deaf  or hard  of  .0 ~,~~'·" 
hearing).  (Springfield)  The  Dept.,  (1947?)  48  P• 
Bibliography:  Po  47-48. 
Illinois  Division of Education for Exceptional Children. 
A pla~ for us·  the Illinois plan for exceptional children. 
Div.  1951.  Folder,  ill;.Is.  (Special education leaflet no.  ~)  .  .  f 
This  second  leaflet of a  series  is  intended  for general  dl8t~lbut~on to  pa~enis 
0 
handicapped  children  informing  them of  the  special needs  of thelr children an  ° 
facilities  in Illinois providing services.  1 . 
Available from  the Division of Education for Exceptional Children,  Office  of Pub  lC 
Instruction, Springfield,  Illinois. 
Illinoiso  Office  of Public Instruction  .  1950)  The  Illinois plan for  children who  are  except1onal.  (Springfield,  The  Office,  • 
Folder  (Special education leaflet noo  l)  .  .  t.  ·  · 
An  illustrated leaflet with brief text designed  fo~  genera~ dl~trlbU 
10~
0 
's 
Available  from  the State Office  of Public  Instruct1on, Sprlngfleld,  IlllllOl • - 30  -
SPECIAL  EDUCATION=~INDIANA  .  .  .  , . es 
244.  Hoosier  News,  Indiana SocJ.ety for  ~rJ.pfled Gl?-ldreno  ·Feb., 1949..  · ·f'·  crs 
Title  of issueg  Special  educatJ.o~ J.s~ue.  .  . ,  ,  .  .  .:;,;  te·su 
Partial  contents~  Special educatJ.on J.n  actJ.on,  by Dale  V.  Swansono-EditorJ.al,  .  ~ 
Jeanette Riker.  Servic?s for  handicapped  p~rsons at Indiana  U~versity, by Robert:.\.  TI 
Milisen.=Special educatJ.on at Ball·State Teachers  College,  MuncJ.e,  by Allen Wo  1,f1CA 
Huckleberry.-Special education at. I~dia~ State Teachers  Colle~e, by. Rut?erford  B~:!~g~t 
Porter.-Special education-Purdue  UmversJ.ty,  by Mo  J;).  Steer.-PJ.oneerJ.ng  J.n  pre- ..  )lUCil 
school programs,  by  V.  Jones.  ;., 
S  th B  d  -~~·  Indiana.  Board  of Education,  ou  en  o  ;.o 
Special education in South Bend;  a  handbook for parents  and  teachers.  South Bend:-lP~S 
The  Board,  1949.  49  Po  .9  illus.  ·'  7 
The  function  of this booklet is to explain the methods  followed in South Bend in . 
ing children who  have  physical, visual,  auditory or speech handicaps.  Among  points (,,A 
upon are:  location of the  schools in question;  facilities and equipment;  transportat)S'.lf'i'' 
methods  of administration within the  building;  samples  of forms  used;  therapy; resvl·c.:er 
Booklet available  from  Superintendent  of Schools,  School  City of South Bend,  Soutr::s:s 
Indiana.  Free. 
Indiana.  State Dept.  of Public Instruction,  Indianapolis. 
Symposium  on special education in Indiana in preparation for  a 
1948 by Governor Ralph Gates  and  Dale  V.  Swanson.  (Indianapolis, 
22  p.  Himeo. 
'J~a. 
conference called :::::a: 
Ind.,  The  Dept.,  lS:  :~.e 
Public Welfare  in Indiana.  June,  1948.  58:6.  ~r:, 
Entire issue  devoted  to special education and  the  Indiana program  for  the  physica>:~:· 
handir.::appedo  ::  ::; 
Contents.~Status of education for  handicapped children in Indiana,  by Dale  V.  SwaJ::::: 
The  physically handicapped and  the  school health and physical education program,  by I 
Yoho.-Public welfare services for  crippled children,  by Carl  F~  King.-Special  educatt!~: 
facilitiesJ  by Alan W.,  Hucklcberry.-What is available  through vocational rehabilitati·::-!, 
by  Ort L.  Walter.-Results  of survey  on physically handicapped  children1  by Aaron Andr:::• 
SPECIAL  EDUCATION-~,  I &A 
~~::  248.  Iowa.  Department  of  Public InstructJ.on.  .  .. 
Special education in Iowa  schools,  1949 •••  as provided for  under  Laws  of  Iowa,  cha~ 
281  ~  Code  of 1946 and Departmental appropriation.  Des  Haines,  The  Dept.,,  1949..  56  J:.  :J 
Mimeo. 
....:..··::  Bibliographies at end  of each chapter.  ~,. 
Hanual for  teachers  in special education g1v1ng  Iowa's  provisions for  special educ · ... 
Lists specific  teaching methods  and  techniques  to  cover  the  following  handicapped chi. 
the  maladjusted child,  the  mentally retarded child,  the educationally retarded child.9 ..  ~­
child with speech difficulties,  the  child with hearing difficulties and  the visually  < 
handicapped  childo  ·:  : 
SPECIAL  EDUCATION--KENTUCKY  - .. 
249.  Kentucky.  Department  of Education.  .....  ·~.  ·-:... 
A state plan for the education of exceptional children.  Educational Bul.,  Kentuck.. 
State  Board  of Education.  Dec.,  1948.,  16:10:713-757. 
"This bulletin has  been prepared for  the  use  of local school administrators in  , .. : 
deve~oping and supervising special education facilities for exceptional children who  l~; 
physJ.cally or mentally handicapped.  It includes  a  copy  of  the  1948 Act for  the  Educai~. 
of Handicapped Children and  a  statement of policies and standards as  adopted,  SeptembE'!  ~ 
l948J  by the  State  Board  of Education.u 
SPECIAL  EDUCATION~=f~INE 
250.  Maine.  State Department  of Education,  Augusta. 
The  classroom teacher helps  the  handicapped  child.,  Augusta_,  The  Dept  a·'  1948o  36  P 
Free. - 31  -
~  EDUCATION--MAINE  (continued) 
"The  following bulletin suggests ways  of  detecting childr  h  . 
Fz:vices  of the·  division.  The  various  agencies that assist  ~~ ~h  o are  entltl~d to the 
papters  are  included on the  crippled child  the  child  'th.  .e work  are llsted. 
ith visual handicaps  and the  one  with  spee~h defects.  11Wl  llllpalred hearing,  the  child 
. EDUCATION--MICHIGAN 
ichigan.  Board  of Education,  Detroit. 
Education of the  handicapped in Detroit public schools.  Detroit, The  Board,  1937o 
3 p., illus. 
[chigan.  Superintendent of Public Instruction. 
·  Helping  the  exceptional  child in the  regular  classroom. 
.941.  55  p.  (Bulletin no.  315) 
Lansing, Mich.,  The  Supt., 
)chert,  Alice  Bolding. 
~  A survey  of the  crippled children enrolled in the  orthopedic rooms  in Michigan from 
)eptemb7r  1942  to June  1943.  (Ann  Arbor,  Hich.),  Tre  Author,  1945.  (51)  p.  Typed. 
TheslS  for Haster  of Arts,  University of Michigan,  August,  1945.  Unpublished. 
L EDUCATION--NEBRASKA 
Nebraska.  Dept.  of Public Instruction, Lincoln. 
- Special education;  meeting  the  needs  of handicapped children in Nebraska•  prepared 
under  the  supervision of R.  L.  Fredstrom and  LeRoy  T.  Laase.  Lincoln,  Neb.:  The  Dept., 
1947.  94  p., illus. 
1 EDUCATION--NEW  JERSEY 
New  Jersey.  Department  of Education,  Trenton. 
The  classroom  teacher  can help  the  handicapped child.  Trenton,  The  Dept.~ 1947.  62  Po. 
(School bulletin,  no.  12) 
~  EDUCATION--NEW  YORK  CITY 
New  York.  Board  of Education,  New  York  City. 
Handicapped  and underprivileged children;  special schools  and special 
in homes  and hospitals.  New  York,  The  Board,  1934.  287  p., illus. 
A special report submitted with the thirty-sixth annual report of  the  superintendent 
of  schools,  City of  New  York,  school year 1933-34. 
-----.  Committee  for  the  Study of  the  Care  and Education of Physically Handicapped 
Children.  Open  air classes and the  care  of below par children.  New  York,  The  Board,  1941.  83  Po 
-----0  ----- Orthopedi~ally handicapped children.  New  York,  The  Board,  1941.  141  P• 
Report  of the  Sub-committee  on  Orthopedically Handicapped  Children+ 
-----o  -----o  Ebysically handicapped children in New  York  City.  New  York,  The  Board,  1941.  91  P• 
liAL  EDUCATION--NORTH  CAROLINA 
1
;  Medlin,  Luther R.  ,- ,  .  !\....  •  • ·'  •  ·  An  investiga~on in the educational opportunitles for crlpp1ed children lll North 
Carolina.  Chape)....Hill,  N.  c., The  Author,  1942.  (131) .P•  Typed. 
Thesis  for Master  of Arts,  University of  North Carollna, 1942.  Unpublished. - 32  -
SPECIAL  EDUCATION--NORTH  CAROLINA  ( coptinued) 
26lo  North Carolina.  Division of Special EO.ucation. 
Proceedings  of the first annual special education conference.  (Raleigh) 
102  Po  Mimeoo  January 20  and 21,  1950o  .  . 
Contents~  Special education in North Carolina,  Dr.  Clyde A.  Erwino-Plans for 
training program at the  North Carolina Cerebral Palsy Hospital, Edna Mo  _!31UII).~nt~., t for 
Fitting the  curriculum to meet  the  needs  of.exceptional  chil~en, D:"·.J·  Henry Higlia' 
This  thing called intelligence,  Dr.  R.  Mo. F1nk.-A. mental hyg1en7  cl1m.~  .demonstratic'lf.!Tl( 
Leslie  B.  Hohmano-The  education of except1onal ch1ldren, Dr.  El1se  Martenso-Demonst~-~, 
School-to-home electrical teaching  device,  Southern Bell Telephone  Co.-Our  common.p~ti 
Dro  Ellen Winstono-Problem  of light and  color in classroom, William F  o  Credle.-Speecfu~aol 
correctiong  problems  of diagnosis and therapy,  Marcus  Boulware.-The education of  chi~lP. 
with retarded mental development,  Dr.  Richard  ~·  Hungerford.-Organiz~ng a  program of,  r: 
special education in rural schools,  Fred A.  Sm1 th.  -Problems  of teaching speech defee"1' 
children  Betty Lou  HcClureo-Problems  of teaching  the  hard  of hearing  child,  Ben  Hof~tf:t 
.Problems j  of teaching visually defective children,  Glen Ward.  ~ 
Available  from Felix s.  Barker,  Director,  Division of Special Education, State  1:!?
0
' 
Department  of Public Instruction,  Raleigh,  North Carolina.  ~ssee 
r;~:on 
262.  North Carolina.  State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Raleigh. 
Areport  on special education,  prepared by Annie  Ho  Cherry.  Raleigh,  N.  c.,  The  s~ssee 
4  (  )  '•!e  a  19 1.  100 p.  Bulletin no.  233  • 
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I  SPECIAL  EDUCATION-~OHIO 
'  263.  Hadley,  Hazel  C.  !ssee 
Columbus,  Ohio,  F.  J. Heefeac 
·::t  ~ 
Educating crippled children;  presenting the  Ohio  plan. 
Print Co.,  1927.  134 p., illus., map. 
~~i~ 
264.  Ohio.  Cincinnati Public Schools. 
Opportunities for the  handicapped in the  special schools  and  classes; .xeport of  tJ!SSe~ 
Superintendent,  1947-1948.  Cincinnati,  Cincinnati Public Schools,  1948o  40 p., illtir:o: 
An  attractive brochure  describing with text and illustrations the  special  provisi<~s 
in the Cincinnati public schools for  the various kinds  of handicapped childreno  Avaf:a.~:: 
from  Office  of the  Superintendent,  216 E.  Ninth St., Cincinnati 2,  Ohio.  ·:1:: 
265.  Ohio.  Department  of Education. 
The  open doors.  Columbus  (The  Dept.)  1944.  37  p., illus. 
Describes  the  special education program in Ohio  as  provided Qy  state statutes.  . .  :::::: 
SPECIAL  EDUCATION--OREGON  ~::: 
266.  Lundberg,  Ruth W.  n•-
267. 
268o 
~.:.~ 
A survey of the  physically handicapped  children taught in the  disabled department 
the  Portland Public schools,  1924-1934.  (Eugene,  Ore.)  The  Author,  1936.  92  Po  TY.Jl: 
Thesis for Master  of Arts,  University of  Oregon,  July,  1936.  Unpublished.  ~. 
'  .~~:. 
Oregon.  State Department  of.Education,  Salem.  · 
Special education;  your question answered.  (Salem,  The  Dept.,  1948)  (24)  p.  Miint., 
Pamphlet  designed to inform school personnel  and parents with the  nature  of the  :, 
D?partment 
2 s  work  and the facilities available to help  the  handicapped child.  Appendl~ 
l1sts  Oregon state laws  concerning the education of handicapped childreno  ~. 
0  •  ~-
T:ud· rd biennial report  of the  program for the  education of  handicapped children as  :~. 
provl ed for by Chapter 480,  Oregon Laws  1941  and  amended in 1943  and 1945  to the  ~ 
Forty-Fi~th Legislative Assembly.  (Salem,  The  Dept.,  1949)  34 p., tables:  Mimeo.  ~:: 
Des?r1ption of program between 1947-1949,  proposed budget for 1949-1951  and  rec~- ~~ 
mendat1ons for a  more  adequate  programo  ~· 
~ 
·~ 
~  ..........  __________________________ ._ - 33  ~ 
r 
!EDUCATION--PENNSYLVANIA 
er, Louis  P" 
· Services to the  orthopedically handicapped,  by Louis  P.,  Hoyer  and  Charles 
Schools)  1942..  115  Po  Ko  Hay.,  · !adelphia,  (Office  of  Supt  ..  of 
Bibliography:  p.,  lll-112., 
. A  report  of  a  study made  under 
, hOOl  for Crippled  C hi.ldren and 
e  iedner Nemorial  the  auspices  of the  trustees  of th  W 
the  Board  of Public Education., 
UCATION--TENNESSEE 
Le]Jnann,  Dortha Heador  J  and  others., 
(Knoxville,  Tenn  .. ,  Tennessee  Division 
!
.  Education for  crippled children in Tennessee., 
~Crippled Children)  1942n  53  p.,,  illus., 
· ssery,  Florence  V" 
~ · Welfare,  health and  education work  tor:;ether  to meet  the  needs  of children..  Tennessee 
~blic Welfare  Recordo  Decn,  1948~  11:12:214-220., 
A  report  on the  l9G8  cooperative workshop  held June  1!!-July 12  and  sponsored by the 
Tennessee  Departments  of Education,  Public  Health and Public Welfare with the  College  of 
Education  of the  Gniversity of Tennessee  .. 
Tennessee..  Tennessee  Congress  of  Parents  and Teachers,  Nashville  .. 
Care  and  educatlon for  exceptional  children in Tennessee;  special education project 
report  of progress 
1  1939-1942 n  ( Hashvllle,  Tenn  .. ,  The  Congress,  1943)  299  p.,,  illus., 
Tennessee.,  Tennessee  Society for  Crippled Children,  Nashville., 
A teaching task for Tennessee;  a  report to the  state  of special 
for  the education of physically handicapped  children in Tennessee  .. 
The  Society,  1945o  35  pn,  lllus., 
provision and needs 
Nashville,  Tenn., 9 
Marion County Workshop  ..  Knoxville,  Tenn.,  The  Univ  .. ,  (1947) ..  113  p .. ,  illus  ..  Mimeo., 
- "This publication is the  first report  on a  broad program  of special education for 
)
Tennessee..  University.,  College  of Education  .. 
.  the  handicapped carried back  to  a  rural  county in Tennessee  and put into practice in 
• the  training  of  teachersn o nin harion County,  the  superintendent,  supervisor,  and  teachers 
f·  joined together in a  four weeks 1  workshop in the  summer  of 1946 to  study their  own  prob~ 
'lems in connection with the  education of handicapped children and to set up  a  program in 
! public education that would  help  the  teachers  do  a  better job with this group  .. 
11 
f  Partial contentsn·-Neeting the  needs  of physically handicapped children discovered by 
, the  state census  .... ·Exploring  the  community for better understanding  of  needs  and resources 
'inMarion County.-Relating school needs  of  children and  their community.-Evaluating the 
: workshop activities  .. 
EDUCATION--TEXAS 
Texas..  Department  of Education,  Austin  ..  Teacher's guide  to special education for exceptional children.  Austin, Tex.,  The 
Dept.,,  (1946).,  117  Po 
Texas.,  University of Texas,  Austin  ..  Handbook  for teachers  of exceptional children;  a  workshop project;  edited by James 
Knight.  Austin, Tex.,  The  Univ., 1947.  174  p., tab.  (No.  4707,  Feb.  15,  1947). 
EDUCATION--WASHINGTON  Seattle Public Schools..  Oct  .. ,  1949..  3:1:1-12  .. 
of issue:  Special education  .. 
Entire issue  devoted to articles on the  subject..  .  .  . 
Partial contents:  The  curriculum department today,  by W.  ~~rg>l Sm>th.t  ~he  s:~t;i~ 
program  of special education, by Roy  Howard.  Teaching  the ch:Lld who  cann~  ~~  d  ' 
1 
by Sara Gardner.  Hard to handle?  Or  hard of hearing?,  by  Ire~ KellY•  .pec~a  an  1, 
. regular teachers  cooperate  to save  sight, by May  Johnson..  Hosp~tal  teach~ng  sp~eds up  j,  ·  A  d  p  ·1  '11 at home  keep  up with classmates,  by  Al~ce Douglas.\ 
o!ery,  by Ang~e  n  erson.  up~ s  ~  . - 34 -
SPECIAL  EDUCATION--WASHINGTON  (continued)  ~r 
Special  care  needed by the  cerebral palsied,  by  ~usan Braz~er:  We  ca~l it educatiol.l art 
therapy,  by Bessie-Jean Glaster.  Th~ slow-learmng child  ~s  ~nterest~ng~ by Rose  ..  ,.q~P  s 
Responsible  citizens aim of  prevocat~onal program,  by Lela  Haugeno  Help~ng each c.JiPhY
8 
b  Al.  1\,r  d"ll  ,.,ck  to normal  speech,  y  ~ce 1·1e  ~  "  .tm;i;l 
'·  ';ons •  SPECIAL  EDUCATION--WEST  VIRGINIA 
278o  West  Virginiao  Department  of  E~ucatio~,  Charle~to~". 
Education for handicapped  ch~ldren ~n West  V~rg~ma, prepared by Fo 
Marvin Ro  Barkero  (Charleston,  Wo  Va.,)  The  Dept.,,  l940o  32  Po 
SPECIAL  EDUCATION-~ADMINISTRATION 
279o  Strauss, Marian 
Rapid  turnover is goal  of Elias Hichael  school.,  Bul.,  Missouri Society for CripF-:nna 
r::'  4  3  lr::'  ~ent  Childreno  Maro,  19:Jlo  2  :1:  ;  :Jo  . , 
IISome  special schools  keep  their pupils  a  long  timeo  Others,  such as  the Elias  ·'  ~. 
Hichael School in Sto  Louis~  have  a  policy of early return to the child  1 s  home  distr .. 
and  consequent  comparatively small  school population"  The  Nichael and Turner  School~:so. 
· are  the  oldest special schools  serving the  orthopedically crippled child in Missourft h: 
This  article,  by  one  of  the  most  experienced teachers at Hichael,  gives  the philosopl·;th 
under which Hichael  operateso  11  ·~;:: 
SPECIAL  EDUCATION--BIBLIOGRAPHY 
280o  Lindenau,  Dorotheao 
28L 
283o 
Guide  to the literature on the  handicapped child, 
Alexander"  Jo  of Exceptional Children.  Nov.,  1938o 
by Dorothea Lindenau and  Carter~:;s: 
5:2:31-37,  45. 
Lord,  Francis Eo 
.-·,-·  ..  \ .. 
Sources  of research literature in special education.  J o  of Exceptional  Childre:~:;-.s 
May,  1945o  11:8:240-247"  Reprinto 
A guide  to sources  of information,  as bibliographies,  abstract journals,  and 
periodicals  a 
,,  . ·. 
Robinson,  Helen Mo  · · 
Selected references  from the literature  on exceptional children, by Helen M.  Robiz::~:~ 
and Christine  P.  Ingramo  Elementary Schools.  Hay-June,  1949.  49:9-10:544-554o  ·  · 
An  annotated list of titles published in 1948.  A bibliography on special educati< 
appears  annually in the Hay issue  of  the  Journalo  · ·· 
Uo  So  Office  of Educationo 
An  annotated bibliography on  the  education and  psychology of exceptional 
Elise  Ho  Martens  and Florence  Eo  Reynolds.  Washington,  Govt.  Print.  Off., 
(Pamphlet  noo  71,  Uo  So  Office  of Education)o 
0 
children,::.:-: 
1937o  42 
,. 
'·· 
Selected references:  Education of exceptional children and youtho  Washington,  D.~. 
The  Office,  l939o-1-1imeoo 
A series irregularly issued to supplement Pamphlet  71,  u.  s.  Office  of Education, 
published in 1937  o  ~ 
SPECIAL  EDUCATION~~DIRECTORIES--GREAT BRITAIN 
285o  Great Britaino  Hinistry of Education. 
L~st  ~f b~arding and hospital special schools,  boarding homes  for 
and  ~nstltUtlons for further education and training disabled persons 
London,  Ho  No  Stationery Offo :~  1949o 
23  Po  (List 42,  1949)  6d  (15¢) 
handicapped pupil: 
in England and We.:: 
.. 
~ ~ 
,  EDUCATION--DIRECTORIES~·~·GREAT BRITAIN  (continued)  . 
·.  ~·  A dir~ctory of  boar~ing spec1al schools for blind and partially sighted pupils~ deaf 
.  part7ally deaf  pup1ls,  educat1onally sub=normal  pupils~ epileptic pupils, delicate 
d phys1cally handlcapped pup1ls,  maladjustment pupils, pupils suffering from  speech 
~fec~and board1ng  homes  for  hand1capped  pupils attending  ordinary schools;  hospital 
~cial schools  and  1nst1tut1ons for  the  further  education and  training  of disabled 
;ersons .. 
j  EDUCATION~wHISTORY 
L decade  of progress 1n spec1al education.,  ~-of Exceptional Children..  May,  1944  .. 
10~8~197~·216, 
Contents  .. ~Behanor problems~ by  J.,  Harold Williams  .. ~The  blind~ by RichardS.,  Frencho-
Partially see1ng  ch1ldren,  by  Winlfred Hathawayo ··The  deaf,  by  Helen  S.,  Lane  and  S.,  Richard 
SUverman.,·"The  ep1lept1c.,  by  Carlotta  lhleso~ifted children, by Carol Froelichq  and  others 
rhe  mentally retarded.,  by  Richard  H  ..  Hungerford  and  Louis  E  ..  Rosenzweig  .. =Speech. defective, 
'by' D  ..  W  ..  Norriso  and  otherso·Crlppled childrenJ  by T  ..  Arthur Turner., 
lonaldson~ Alice  Anna.,  ,  The  history of  the  public  educat1on  of  crippled children in the  United States..  Chicago~ 
The  Author~ l94L  ll..J2  p.,  Typed~ 
Thesis  for  Master  of Arts,  Un1vers1ty  of  ChicagoJ  Julyj  1941..  Unpublished  .. 
Wallin~  J.,  E  ..  Wallace  Twent1eth  Century m1lestones  1n the  public  school education of the  handicapped and 
~maladjusted.,  Tr~~~-Sc!:!~L~.,  Nov  ..  J  1946  ..  43s7gl29·-l40.  Reprint  .. 
AL  EDUCATION·-·~·  I NSTI TU1 IONS 
Mayfield,  Fay  C.,  :  · ·  Provis1ons  for  the  education of  phys1cally hand1capped  children in selected public 
...  school  systems  ..  St  ..  Lou1s,  Mo ..  :>  The  Author,  1944  ..  123  p  ..  Typed  .. 
·  Thesis for Naster  of Arts  in Education,  George  Washington University9  May  313  1944., 
Unpublished  .. 
Uo  S..  Office  of Education.,  Residential schools for  handicapped children, by Elise  Ho  Martens..  Washington.~ Govt  .. 
Print.,  Off  .. ,  1940  ..  103  p .. ,  illus.,  (Bulletin 1939,  no ..  9) 
EDUCATION==INSTITUTIONS~~CALIFORNIA  Los  Angeles builds a  school for the  crippled  ..  Architectural Record.,  Novoj  1937  .. 
82~5:30~31..  Reprint  .. 
WashingtC?n  Boulevard Orthopaedic School. 9  Los  Angeles  .. 
Mullany~ George  C., 
0 
0  San Francisco completes sixty new  school bu1ld1ngs..  Am ..  School Board  Jo 
Jan  .. ,  1937..  96~7~43=46..  Reprint.. 
0 
Sunshine  School for Crippled Children,  San Franc1sco  .. 
San Francisco Public  Schools  Bul  ..  Feb.,  27,  1949o  20g23A~l~6., 
0 
Title of  issue~  The  education of exceptional  chi~dren in. san Franc~s:o~  oes 
A brief description of the various special  educat~on se~ces and  fac~l~t~ 
available to the handicapped school child in San Francisco..  Bulletin w~~ ~re= 
pared for distribution at the annual meeting  of the International  Counc~  or 
. Exceptional Children  .. 
EDUCATION==INSTITUTIONS--ILLINOIS 
Chica~o Schools  J..  May,  1949..  30:9:226=272"  o  th  sto  of 
. Ti le of  issue~  Life more  abundant for  cripple~ ch~~dren;  Ri~hard~  Page 
Chicagovs  orthopedic schools, told in picture and  ~n pr~nt by  "  " 
\  ' - 36-
SPECIAL  EDU~TION~-INSTITUTIONS--INDIANA 
''I 
r>:1! ;' 
295o  Evans,  William Ao  .  Am.  School Board J.  The-James  E-o  Roberts School;  a  umque  organization. 
Jano 1  1937o  96:·7:51-56o  Reprinto  '·t~i. '  I 
SPECIAL  EDUCATION--INSTITUTIONS--IOWA  . 
296o  Iowao  Des  Moines  Public  Schools,  Des  Mo1nes. 
Hope  is  our  strongholdo  Des  Moines,  Ia., The  Dept., 1948.  (64 p.) illus., 
port.so  . 
A very attractive brochure,  ~stribu~ed at the  ann~al convent1on.of the 
International Council  of Except1onal Children,  Des  Mo1nes,  Iowa,  wh1ch  des-
cribes in text and  pictures the  special education facilities of the Des  Moines 
public schoolso 
SPECIAL  EDUCATION--INSTITUTIONS--}UffiYLAND 
297.  Latshaw,  Harry Fo 
Haw  Baltimore provides  for the physically handicapped.  Nation's Schools. 
June.  1934.  13:6:44~48o  Reprinto 
William S.  Barr School.  Baltimore. 
In the  same  issue~  Architectural features  of the school,  by John  K~ Cross. 
SPECIAL  EDUCA'I'ION--INSTITUTIONS--HICHIGAN 
98o  Childs,  Frank A. 
Where  special class and  normal  pupils  go  to school together.  Nation's 
Schoolso  Deco,  1929.  4:6~37-44o  Reprint. 
Pearl School,  Jackson,  Hichigan. 
299.  Dunning,  Neal  M. 
Two  new  schools widen educational activities  of Michigan cities.  Nation's 
Schools~  June,  1929.  3:6:58-62o  Reprint. 
Charles  Ho  Oakman  School,  Detroit;  Robert Trombley  School,  Grosse  Pointe. 
300.  Kahn,  Albert 
A  school based  on  the  ideal of the White  House  Conference;  at the Ann  J. 
Kellogg  School,  Battle  Creek,  Hich.,  exceptional children are  given every op-
portunity to develop in proportion to their abilities and  in spite of physical 
handieaps.  Nation
1s  Schools.  Hay,  1932.  9:5:33-38.  Reprint. 
301.  Koepfgen,  Beatrice  Eo 
Serving and  saving  handicapped children:  The  harold Upjohn  School,  Kalamazoo. 
~o School  Board  Jo  July,  1940,  101;1;45-48.  Reprint. 
302.  Hichigan.  Department  of Public  Instruction,  Lansing. 
Adjustment  services in Hichigan for  exceptional children·  a  directory. 
Lansing_,  l1ich._,  The  Dept.,  1940.  40  p.  (Bulletin no.  312)~ 
303o  Putting the White  House  Conference  ideals into effect;  the building and program 
of the Ann  J.  Kellogg  School.  Am.  School  Board  J~  Aug.,  1932.  85:2:35-37. 
Reprint  • 
.  ~PECIAL EDUCATION-~INSTITUTIONS=-NISSOURI 
,J04.  Miller~ Nadine 
Kansas  City cares for its crippled children.  Am.  School  Board J.  Oct., 1941. 
103 ~4d8~  39.  Reprint. 
R.  J.  Delano  School,  Kansas  Cityo 
:• 
;· 
•' 
:. ' 
,, 
=  37  ~ 
f'  Scott,  James  Ao 
The  Turner  school idea sets national pattern  Bul  ·  ·  . 
for Crippled Chilct:'en and Adults"  'Haro,  195L  o  24:l:-4:  ~~;~ourJ. SocJ.ety 
The  address delJ.vered  on  the  25th anniversary of th  f  d.  Ch  1  H  T  s  e  oun  lng  of the 
by
a~hesDie~  ur~e~l cho~l for Physically Handicapped Children in Sto  Louis 
T 
e  S  hrec
1
or  o  emen  ary Education and for five years Principal of  ~ 
urner  c  oo  o 
In the  same  issue 
driver at Turner for 
for  25  years  o 
are  two  brief articles in tribute to George  Owens  bus 
25  years·"  and Hiss  Beatrice  Sydnor  :J  physical  ther~pist 
. CIAL  EDUCATION~·-INSTITUTIONS·-~NEW YORK 
·  Dignay 3  Beryl Irene  (Ray) o 
A follow~up of school leavers  and  graduates  of Percy Mo  Hughes  High  School for 
Handicapped  Children,  Syracuse  .'1  No  Yo  Syracuse!'  No  Yo,  The  Author,  194L 114  Po 
Type do 
Thesis  for Haster  of  Science  in Education,  Syracuse  University, August,  194L 
.;;  Unpublishedo 
EDUCATION·-·.,INSTITUTIONS-~NORTH DAKarA 
North  Dakotao  Crippled Children:s School,  Jamestowno 
The  Crippled Children:s School.  Jamestown,  (Jamestown,  No  Dako 3  The  School, 
1946?)  Unpageds  illuso  . 
EDUCATI ON-·u·INSTITUTI ONS-·-OHI 0 
Hannaford 9  Ho  Eldridgeo 
Where  crippled children are  taught to lead normal  liveso  Nation's  Schoolso 
Septo 9  1930o  6~3:65~68o  Reprinto 
William So  Barr Schooly  Cincinnati,  Ohioo 
EDUCATION·~~INSTITUTIONS~~WISCONSIN 
Bauer  11  Alexander  Ho 
The  Gaenslen school for the  physically handicappedo  Amo  School  Board  Jo 
July.9  1940o  10l~ld8~44o  Reprinto 
Denman,  Go  Eo 
Green Bay  devotes  special attention to special departments,  by  Go  Eo  Denman 
'and  No  Co  Kreutero  Amo  School Board Jo  July9  194lo  103:lg29-32,  69o  Reprinto 
EDUCATION~=INSTITUTIONS~~DIRECTORIES 
Mackie 3  Romaine  Prioro  ·. 
Directory of schools  and classes for crippled children in the  United States., 
New  York,  Columbia  Univo,  194lo  65  Po 
EDUCATION~=LEGISLATION 
Martens, Elise  Ho 
State legislation for the education of exceptional children;  some  basic 
Principleso  Jo  of Exceptional Childreno  May,  1946o  12:8:225-230o 
Uo  So  Congresso  Senateo  Committee  on  Labor  and Public Welfareo 
Hearings before  a  Subcommittee  of theoooEighty=first Congress3  Second 
·.··session$  on  So3102.~~  a  bill to enable. the sto.tes to make  more  adequate 
. Provision for special services required for the education of physically 
handicapped children of school age,  and for  other purposes, May  16.~~  17  and 
18, 1950o  Washington.~~  Do  Co,  Govto  Printo  Off o,  1950o  148  Po  · ' 
Title of bill&  Pnysically handicapped children's education act of 1950o 
This  document  contains the  statements  of persons who  spoke  before the 38 
Subcommittee  in the  consideration of the bill sponsored by the  N~tio~L 
Society for  Crippled Children and Adultso  Many  of the  presentat~ons g~v~n 
are valuable in that they offer basic data on the educational needs  or. 
exceptional children in the  U~ted  St~tes&  .  . 
For a  copy  of this  publicat~on, wr~te to Senator  L~ster H~ll, u.  s. 
Senate~ Washington 25,  Do  C., 
'·  ·I·  UG  S.,  Office  of Educationo 
State legislation for education of exceptional children,  by Elise H.  Martens •...  · 
(Washington)  Govto  Printo  Offo,  1949o  61  Po  (Bulo  1949,  no.  2) 
The  purpose  of this bulletin is to present the highlights  of state legislative 
provisions for the education of exceptional children,  to analyze  and interpret 
~  and  to suggest basic elements  that should be  included in any state legisla-
ive program  of this typeo 
Available  from  Uo  So  Superintendent  of Documents,  Washington 25,  Do  C., at 20¢ 
eacho 
SPECIAL  EDUCATION-~LEGISLATION--NEW JERSEY 
315o  New  Jersey.,  State Dept.  of Institutions and Agencies,  Trentono 
A digest  of  New  Jersey statutes concerning special education, 
and  other provisionso  Trenton,  No  Jo,  The  Depto,  1948o  (10)  Po 
special classes 
Mimeoo 
SPECIAL  EDUCATION--LEGISLATION~-OHIO 
316o  Ohioo  Division of Special Education. 
Ohio  laws  governing  special education under the state  subsidy for handicap-
ped  childreno  Columbus,  The  Bureau,  1949o  10  Po 
A compilation of state laws  specifically covering education of exceptional 
children.,  Pamphlet  available  from  Hazel  Co  Mcintire, Director, Division of 
Special Education,  State Department  of Education,  Columbus,  Ohio. 
SPECIAL  EDUCATION~=PERSONNEL 
31?.,  Angove~ Percyo 
. 318., 
I 
IJ19o 
320o 
Prerequisites  and  special training needs  for a  teacher of crippled childreno 
.~d  Chi!s!  ..  Hay-June,  1924o  2:5:6-?o 
DeRidder3  Lawrence  l·L, 
Education for  teachers  of  handicapped childreno  Elementasr School J. May,  1950. 
50 ~·9 ~.521=529  0 
This article discusses  the  growth and trends  of teacher-training programs,  the 
impetus  received from  public  schools  and  from  the White  House  Conference,  the 
co=operative relationships between collegiate institutions and residential schools 
for a  particular type  of  handicapped  childo  35  referenceso 
I.ord~ F  o  Eo 
Recruitment  of special education teachers,  by Fo  Eo  Lord and Merry Maude 
Wallaceo  J.,  of Exceptional Childreno  Haro,  1949o  15:6:171-173o 
Report  of a  questionnaire  submitted to teachers  of special education. 
Replies  indicated that the majority were  satisfied with their work  and  had 
become  interested in the field because  a  relative  or friend was  either ex-
ceptional or employed  in the field  of special education. 
National Society for  Crippled Children and Adultso 
Opportunities for the preparation of teachers  ~f exceptional childreno  (Chicago) 
NSCCA9  1949o  99  p., 
A cooperative  study sponsored by  NSCGA  and  Uo  So  Office  of Education., 
This booklet serves as  a  directory of teacher-education institutions in the  Uo  So 
offering work  in the  education of exceptional children and as a  guide to students 
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ac~  ~  ~es are  avai.Jableo  Contains  sections listing b;v  who  wish to know  where  such f  '1' t. 
state the colleges and universities offering a  general  J 
courses  in one  or more  of the  following  areas·  th  b  . course  or  a  sequence  of 
deaf  and  )lard of hearing,  the  crippled  the  d~lic ~  l~~d and partially seeing, the 
tic, the mentally  defici~nt. the  gifted  and  the a  e~ lle speech defective,  epilep-
j  t  d  Br
.  f  ·  '  soc~a  v  or emotionally  1  d 
us  e  o  ~e  course  descriptions  are  given.,  J  ma  a  -
Available  from  the  National Society for Crippled Child  d  ~lle St., Chicago 3, Illinois, at 50¢  a  copy.  ren an  Adults, ll s.  La 
Parker,  Rose  E., 
~  Undergraduate  preparation for  teachers  of exceptional 
:':"  National  Society  fo~ the  Prevention of  Blindness  (1948)., 
Reprinted  from  ~~ght-Saving Rev.,  18:2., 
children.  New  Yorkq 
8  p.  (Publication.483) 
The  need for  qual~fied canru"d'a'tes  and  special educational training for 
::  ~achers of exceptional children is stressed.  Pamphlet  available from  the 
National  Society for  the  Prevention  of  Blindness,  1790  Broadway,  New  York  19. 
N.  Y.,,  at 5¢.,  ~ 
Schleier,  Louis  H.,  _,  Problems in the  training of certain special-class teachers.  New  York, 
Columbia  Univ~, 1931.,  138  p.  (Teachers  College,  Columbia  University con-
tributions to education,  no.,  475) 
Bibliography:  p.,  79-91., 
Wilson,  Charles  c., 
:
1 
Preparation of teachers for  the  education of the  exceptional.  J.,  of  Ex~ 
ceptional Children.,  Oct.,,  1946.,  13:1:17-18, 30. 
_:;. 
EDUCATION--PERSONNEL--CALIFORNIA 
California.,  State Department  of Education,  Sacramento., 
Teacher  personnel and  enrollment in special schools  and  classes for excep-
tional children in California public  schools.,  (Sacramento,  Calif., The  Dept.,) 
1938.,  28  p.,  (Bulletin no.,  6,  June  15, 1938) 
EDUCATION--PERSONNEL-~  ILLINOIS 
-.p.linois.,  Department  of Public Instruction., 
•  (Kit of information on career opportunities in special education.  Spring-
f~eld, Ill.,, The  Dept.,~ 1949)  1  envelope.,  Contents~  Herevs  a  job for your future  (pamphlet,  26  p.,);  Suggestions to 
for using career material;  Occupational briefs,  no.,  51:  Teachers  of 
~~ceptional children;  6  posters.,  A kit of publicity materials  developed to recruit students for  a  career in 
the  teaching of handicapped children.,  Available  from the Department  of Public Instruction, Springfield, Illinois., 
Illinois.,  Illinois State  Normal  University,  Normal., 
Education of teachers of exceptional children.  Normal,  The  Univ., 1948. 
•  35  p.,  (Teacher Education,  V.,  11,  no.,  2)  ·  Contents:  An  open letter to school administrators, by Rose  E.,  Parker.,-
Institutional services for children, by John A.,  Kinneman.,-The  reading labora-
. cry,  b.1  Waneta s. Carey.-The psychological counseling center,  by Stanley s. 
··  olf.-The primary special aid room,  by Winifred FarlowG-The  speech re=edu-
on clinic, by Dorothy Ecke]Jnann.-s.-er school -teaching in special education 
· "lllinois State Normal University, by John w.  Carrington.-Professional activi-
of.the faculty., 
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SPECIAL  EDUCATION==PERSONNEL==WYOMING 
327  Wyomingo  Wyoming  Society for Crippled Children and Adults. 
'  o  Report to all those who  helped make  possible the workshop  on  education and' 
care  of handicapped children at the  University of Wyoming,  Laramie, wyoming, 
July 24  =  Augo  25,  1950  (Education 797).  Caspers  The  Society, 1950.  36 Po 
Mimeoo 
Included in this report are  an account  of the planning,  the resources used, 
and  the  summaries  of the lectures presenteda 
Available  from  the Wyoming  Society for Crippled Children and Adults,  P.  0. 
Box  1443 9  Casper 51  Wyomingo 
SPECIAL  EDUCATION~=PROGRAMS 
328o  Channing9  Aliceo 
329o 
330o 
33lo 
332o 
Student studies  of state programs  for crippled children.  Crippled Child. 
Junes  1943o  20d~·8=9 9  26. 
(International Union for Child Welfare) 
Education as part oft  he  total plan for the  orthopedically handicapped child,; 
Conference  of Experts  convened in Geneva  Februar,y 20-25,  1950o  International 
Child Welfare Rev.  1950.  4:2:52-66o 
The  International Conference  of Experts  on  the Educational Problems  of Ortho-
pedically Handicapped  Children,  convened in Geneva  Februar,y 20-25, 1950, under 
the auspices  of and  in co~operation with UNESCO.  The  conference was  attended b,y 
6.5  experts from  17  countries9  as well as by representatives from 10 inter-govern-
mental and voluntary international organizations. 
This  issue  summarizes  the work  of the  Conference  reporting its conclusions, and 
reprints the following  papers presented:  Psychological and moral needs  of war-crip-
pled children, by Brother Beniamino9  Milan;  Education and medical treatment, their 
co=ordination, by Miss  Mo  }1.  Lindsay9  London;  and A comprensive  program  of services 
for the  handicapped9  by Lawrence  J.  Linck,  Chicago. 
Jacobs . 9  Eveline  B. 
Special education projects of state units  of the  National Society for 
Crippled ChildrenJ  by  Eveline  B.  Jacobs  and  Jayne  Shover.  Bul., Missouri 
Society for Crippled Children and  Adults.  Mar.,  1948o  21:1:7, 13. 
Martens 9  Elise  H. 
Toward  life adjustment through "special education. 11  School Life. 
Jano 51  195L  33 ~4  62~54. 
A discussion of the  needs  for  special education facilities for the 
mentally9  emotionally and physically handicapped high school age  student. 
Dro  Martens  relates what is being  done  for these students in various high 
schools throughout the  country and  reports the project of the  San Francisco 
State College for  the mentally retardedo  In spite of the advances which 
have  been made  i~ special education at the high school level, there is a 
need for the  development  of a  12  year school program directed toward life 
adjustment for every youtho 
Where  does  your state stand?  Crippled Child.  Febo,  1948.  25:5:10-113  28=30o  Reprint 
33.3o  National Association of State Directors  of Special Education. 
Special education and its general implications,  prepared b,y  Felix So  Barkero 
Raleigh9  Divo  of Special Education,  1950o  21  Po  Mimeo. 
'
1The  purpose  of this report is to attempt to show  the  nature and  purpose  of 
Special  Educatio~ as it is related to the focus  of the Midcentury Wbtte  House 
Conference  on  Children and Youth.  The  information contained in this report has 
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been assembled from  the reports  submitted by the 18  of the 35  states having  a 
supervisory program  of special educationooon 
Distributed by Felix So  BarkerJ  Director9  Division of Special Education  State 
Department  of Public Instruction 9  Raleigh,  North Carolinao  ' 
Uo  So  Office  of Educationo 
C::~ordination of effort for the  education of exceptional children·  report of 
a  conference  called by  the  Office  of Educationi  compiled by  Elise  H~  Martenso 
Washington,  Govto  Pr1nto  OfL J  l935o  82  Po  (Bulletin 1935.9  nco  7) 
Education of  crippled children,  by  Arch  Oo  Hecko  Washington,  Govto  Printo 
Off" 7  1930o  57  Po  (Bulletin 1930  J  noo  ll) 
_.._~e-·•--'""o 
Education of  crippled children in the  United States 9  by Romaine  Po  Mackieo 
(Washington)  The  Off1ce:,  (l949L  12  Po 9  illuso  (Leaflet nco  80) 
This  publicat1on was  first presented as  a  paper at the Inter American  Con-
ference  on  the  Rehabilitation of  the  Crippled and  Disabled which was  held in 
Nexico  C1ty
9  July 18  to 24"  1948.,  11The  public  schools in the  United States 
through  spec1al educat1on try to serve  the  crippled child where  ever he  is=-in 
day  schools."  hospital and  convalescent  home  classes,  or in his  own  homeo
11 
Available  from  the  UoSo  Superintendent  of Documents,  Washington  25,  Do  Co, 
at 10¢  a  copyo 
0 
Needs  of  except1onal  children;  planning  schools for  tomorrow~ by Elise  Ho 
Hartens o  (Washington9  Govt  ..  Print"  OfL:  1944)  20  Po  (Leaflet noo  7  4) 
0  Organization for  exceptional  children within state departments  of education9 
by Elise  Ho  Hartenso  Washlngt.on~ Govto  Printo  Off o  9  l933o  35  Po  (Pamphlet 
noo  42) 
Organization for exceptional children within state departments  of educatiom 
Supplementso  WashingtonJ  Govto  Printo  OffoJ  1934~1936o  noPo  Mimeoo 
Supplement-s  ~1=8 
0  Public  school education for atypical children9  by  Robert Wo  Kunzigo  Wash= 
ington_
9  Govto  Printo  Off  o  :>  193L  160  Po  (Bulletin 1931.1'  noo  10) 
C31c:oc;:,eo:>c:ao 
Public school classes for  cripp~ed children, by Edith Reeves  Solenbergero 
Washington.9  Govto  Printo  Offo~ 1918o  5c Po,  illUSo  (Bulletin 1918.1'  noo  10) 
"  State supervisory programs  for the education of exceptional children,  by 
Elise  Ho  Martens,  (Washington9  Govto  Print,  Off, 9  1940)  92  Po  (Bulletin 
19409  noo  6,  Monograph  nco  10) 
EDUCATION==STUDY  UNITS  AND  COURSES 
Athearn9  Clarence  Ro  •  Syllabus  on curriculum construction for the  handicapp?d"  New  York.9  Columb~a 
Univ, 
9 
cl938,  152  Po  (Problems in curriculum construct1.on for the  handicapped, 
Education 335  cu),  Mimeoo Bryne;;  May  Eo  .  . 
Curriculum planning for except1onal  childreno  Jo  of Exceptional Childreno 
May9  1946o  12:8~231~234o 
Discusses  how  curriculum planning for the special school and classroom is 
different from  that for the  general school and  classroomo  Indicates by wham it 
should be  done  and how  best implementedo 
Kelly9  Elizabeth Mo  . 
Curriculum planning for except1onal childreno 
Febo 9  1948o  l4g)~l30=133s 1)2o 
Jo  of Exceptional ChildrenQ  . 
Lee . 9  Grace  Eo 
Development  of a  study 
I.ee  and Lillian Rosenson., 
10)=108."  120o 
guide for children of lowered  vitality~ qy  Grace  Eo 
Jo  of Exceptional Childreno  Jan.,,  1947.,  13:4: 
J47o  M:::A.li.stero  Gl.adyso  4r:::'  4  r:::' 
PJ.ann1ng  the  school programo  _Crippl~d Child.  Oct.,,  19  ;;>o  23:3:7  -7;;>o 
348o  Manfredi"  Lenore  Ao 
How  we  traveL  Crippl~~-£hiJ:~o  Augo,  1947o  25:2:12-13,  29.  Reprint. 
SPECIAL  EDUCATION~~SURVEYS 
Uo  So  Office  of Education., 
Statistics of  special  schools  and  classes, for  exceptional children, 1939-
1940~  Volume  IIo  chapter  Vo  by Elise  H.,  Hartens  and Emery Ho  Foster.  (Wash-
ington"  Govto  Print..,  Off o  5  i942)  199  p..,  (Biennial survey of education in the 
United  Stateso  1938.,1940) 
SPECIAL  EDUCATION·,·=·SURVEYS~·~·NEW YORK 
350o  Cruickshank"  W1lliam  Ho 
A survey  of exceptional  children in three  school districts of  Onondaga 
County~  New  York  State,,  1nclud~ng a  study  of exception status  of  children re-
ported not  in schoolo  by W1lliam  Eo  Cruickshank  and Elfleda Spragueo  Syracuse~ 
Syracuse  Un~versity,. 1948.,  (50)  p., 
A study undertaken to ascertain the  number  and  distribution of exceptional 
children in a  g1ven  county 9  and  to deterrnne  the  number  of these  children who 
l.egally do  or  do  not attend school.?  and  the  conditions  permitting either statuso 
SPECIAL  EDUCATI ON-~~~SURVEYS·-·=TEXAS 
J5lo  Texaso  State Department  of Educationo 
Spec1al education for  exceptional  ch1ldren in Texas,  1948o  (Austin
9  Tex.,) 
The  Dept.O"  l948o  (160)  Pu 
11This  study of  special  education for  exceptional children in Texas was 
chosen in order to ascertain the  scope  of the educational needs  of  handicapped 
children in the  stateo  to determine  to what  extent the  needs  are being met,  and 
to formulate  specific sugr,estions for  organizing  and  providing special class-
room  assistance for  such handicapped children.,"  A survey conducted and report 
submitted by  Ho  Eo  Robinsono  State Director  of Special Education for Exceptional 
Childreno 
A program  of special classroom assistance  recommended  for the following 
handicaps  g  defici.ent  vision~ deficient hearing,  orthopedic  handicaps,  lowered 
vitali.ty.9  speech disorderso  and  nervous  clisorderso 
SOCIAL  SERVICE==CASEWORK 
352 o  PooJ 9  Florence 
The  social workeras  contribution to 
teacher  o  .<I':_ of  ~~ce;e,t~~~! Childreno 
the  problems  of the  classroom 
Deco,  19)0o  17:3:73-77,  87o 
~. 
·.·J' 
C: 
,. 
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Children  ~ndicapped physically9  mentally or emotionally generally 
require  spec1al help to overcome  their problemso  Often even an understand= 
ing  teacher cann?t give  the  help and  support  needed~ and the  school social 
worker plays  a  V1tal parto  In addition to working with the child and his 
paren~s, she  must establish rapport with the  teacher  and the  two  must 
coord1n~te their programso  "~chools which are using the  service recognize 
that ch1ldren can be  helped W1th  social and emotional problems which mi  ht 
otherwise  seriously handicap  them  in their educational experienceon  ~ 
CORRECT! ON=u· BI BLI OORAPHY 
National Society for Crippled Children and Adults 
A speech correction bibliography;  a  selection of titles in the libraryo 
Chicago_.  The  Society.~ 1950o  33  Po  Hirneoo 
Distributed by  the  Librar~·~  National Society for  Crippled Children and 
Adultso  Single  copies freeo 
CORRECT! ON·~=PROORAHS·~~·ILLINOIS 
Illinoiso  Department  of  Publ1c  Instruction?  Springfieldo 
The  Illinois plan for  special education of exceptional childreng  the  speech 
defectiveo  Springfield~ The  Depto J  no  do  40  Po 
CORRECTION~~PROORAHSc-~.:NEW YORK  CITY 
New  Yorko  Board  of Education9  New  York  Cityo  Committee  for the  Study of the 
Care  and Education of  Physically Handicapped  Childreno 
Children with speech defectso  New  York~ The  Board~ l94lo  61  Po 
CORRECT I ON~~PROORAHS·-uOHI  0 
Ohioo  Division of Special Education,  Columbuso 
Special education for  children W1th  speech and  hearing  disorders~ by  Ruth 
Beckey  Irwino  (Columbus)  Ohio~ The  Division,  l948o  (65)  Po 
"This bulletinooohas been written to serve the  following  purposes;  1) To 
assist school administrators in organizing special services for children with 
speech and hearing disorders;  2)  To  show  how  the  speech and  hearing program 
may  supplement present educational procedures;  3)  To  assist speech and  hearing 
therapists in developing satisfactory programs;  4)  To  acquaint classroom 
teachers  and  others  of the facilities for the  special education of children 
with speech and hearing disorders;  5)  To  serve  as  a  reference for public school 
therapists in training at university centers;  6)  To  function as  a  reference 
manual  for  classroom teacherso 11  Bibliographyo 
o  Sanderson9  Virginia Somes 
What  should I  know  about  speech defects?;  a  handbook  for the  classroom 
teachero  Columbus,  Oo~  Ohio  State  Univo 9  1946o  38  Po 
....... .-u.uOSIS==SPECI.AL  EDUCATION 
Gordon,  Edward Eo  Educational therapy in the rehabilitation of the tuberculous,  by Edward  E  ..  Gordon 
and Estelle  Co  Phillipso  Archives  of Physical Medicineo  Sept  .. ,  1950o  31:9t595-~99o 
19At whatever educational level or with whatever complexity of purpose work  act1vity 
be  administered  the educational therapy unit9  as  an integral part of the rehabili= 
tation program, 9provides a  therapeutic means  of aiding in the prevention of relapseo 
It assists the patient to restore himself to that degree  of complete personal and 
economic  security which will be within the limits  of his physical capacityo  It 
enables  him to attain through achievement that self-confidence which  mak~for a  use= 
ful and q.ctive life..  In short, to paraphrase  Plato,~~  his disease may  uprove  an un= 
expected benefitB if the lesion in his lung  compels  him to reorganize his lifeo
11 - 44  -
TUBERCULOSIS==SPECIALdED~C~~IO~~~:w ~~~  y~;~y  City.  Committee  for the Study of the 
359,  New  Yorko  Boar  o  uc  '  11  H  a· c  pped Children  i·  care  and  Education of Pnysica  Y  an  ~ a  .  •  4l 
·a  ti  f  children with  tuberculos~s.  New  York,  The  Board, 19  o  17 Po  The  e  uca  on  °  ·  with T b  u1  i  Report  of the Sub-committee  on  the  Educat~on of Children  u  ere  os s. 
TYPING 
360o  Dvorak~ August 
A one=hand  keyboard for one-handerso  2:1:2-3. 
362, 
Haas 9  Louis  J o  t  48 
Typewriting with one  hand,  Occupational Therapy & Rehabilita ion.  Apr., 19  o 
27 g'2 d21=12Jo 
Describes  an adaptation of a  standard typewriter by the addition of a  knee 
lever for  spacing and for the  capital shift and  by an adjustment  of the  keys 
for a  one=handed  touch systemo 
Richardson,  Nina  K, 
Teaching  typewriting for  one  hand, 
l))o  Mimeoo 
Balance Sheet.  Dec.,  1933.  15:4:.153-
Type  with one  hando  Chicago,  South-western Publishing Co.,  cl946.  15 p. 
(DISABLED)==SPECIAL  EDUCATION 
Boyle 9  Robert Wo 
The  role  of educational therapy in rehabilitation.  Occupational Therapy 
and  Rehabilitation.  Feb., 1949o  28:1:31-32. 
Education can make  a  valuable contribution to the mental health of a  patient 
by  helping  him  overcome  a  feeling  of social inferiority and  by developing 
other talents. 
365,  Heldberg,  Loren A. 
The  counseling  program for rehabilitation veterans at the  University 
of Minnesota.  School and  Society.  Dec.  23,  1950.  72:1879:421-424. 
A report  of the policies and procedures  observed by the  Bureau  of 
Veterans Affairs,  University of Minnesota,  in counseling 1100 students at 
the  University in 1948~49, enrolled under Public  Law  16.  The  counseling 
program  outlined here  suggests  a  way  of conducting a  similar program for 
other students that requires  cooperation among  the university,  outside 
agencies  and  the  individual student. 
366o  Van  Schoick9  Joseph  Ho 
Their hospital time  can be  learning time.  J.  of Rehabilitation.  Feb.,  1949. 
l)~l~ll=l)o 
A summary  of the  VA  educational therapy program started in 1946 as  a  part of 
medical therapyo  The  educational  opportunities and facilities available under 
this program  are described.  Case  histories  of rehabilitation are given. 
VDCATIONAL  EDUCATION 
367o  Delawareo  Nemours  Foundation,  Wilmingtono 
Report  of a  conference  on  the  academic  and vocational education of physi-
~ally handicapped childreno  Wilmington,  Delo,  The  Foundation,  1939.  53  Po 
(Bulletin noo  1, 1939)  ' 
;  368~  El"bon9  Frederick  G~ 
VlOcational Training for  the crippled;; the methods  by which vocational training of 
t~e handicapped is adapted to the· needs  and potentialities· of the individual are 
discussed by a  specialist in this field.  Public ,Health Nursing.  Oct., 1940. 
41&10..  4 Po  Reprint., 
1
•,, 
•' 
,, 
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_  _,..,.. _  __,o 
Work  therapy;  a  medical-vocational rehabilitation service. 
Rehabilitation Committee,  1948o  30  p.  $1.00. 
New  York,  American 
U.  $.  Office  of Education 
.  Occupationa~ experiences  for  handicapped adolescents in day  schools b  Elise 
Martenso  Wash1ngton,  Do  C.,  Govt.  Print.  Off.  (1938?)  6  y  Ho  hOo  30)  '  •  1  Po,  illus.  (Bulletin 1937, 
ONAL  GUIDANCE 
Boylan,  Laurence  Co 
Counseling  the  physically handicapped.  Progressive  Physical Educator, May,  1948o 
30t2~53-SS.  Reprinto 
A brief  ~utline of the  objectives  and procedures  of a  guidance  counselor  as presented 
by the  Guidance  Director,  Public Schools,  Gloversville,  N.Y. 
Gange,  Harold 
Vocational  guidance  of the  physically handicapped.  (Detroit)  The  Author,  1942o 
125  Po  Typed. 
Thesis  for Master  of Arts, Wayne  ·University,  1942.  Unpublished. 
Martens,  Elise  Ho 
Life adjustment for  the  seriously disabled.  J.  of Exceptional Children.  Jan.,  1947. 
13:4:109-113,  128o 
Thompson,  Caroline  Goss 
Prevocational activities for  the physically handicapped.  Am.  J.  of  Occupational 
Therapy.  June,  1947.  1:3:152-154o 
U.  S.  War 11-anpower  ~mmission 
Physical  demands  analysis  and physical capacities appraisal. 
1944.  SO  Po 
Whitehouse,  Frederick Ao 
Should a  CoP•  go  to college?  Cerebral Palsy Rev.  Sept.,  1950.  11:9:4-5, 16-17. 
Probably no  group  of handicapped persons  needs  more  counseling before undertaking a 
college  career than the  CoPo  He  must learn to face realistically his problems  and 
limitationso  College  should be  the  place where  he  learns to face life independently 
and  prepares for lifeo  If he  can not take  notes,  recite in class  or make  reports,  he 
is not ready for  collegeo  A well-trained vocational counselor familiar with cerebral 
palsy should advise  and direct him  and his  parents in choosing  a  college  and  a  vocation. 
Gardner,  Warren  Ho  A manual  of instructions for left handed writing;  prepared for  use  in psychological 
and  speech clinics and for penmanship  teachers.  (Bloomington,  Ind.,  Indiana University 
Bookstore)o  cl936.  25  Po  Mimeo.  60¢ Periodicals of Interest to Special Education Teachers 
AMERICAN  ANNALS  OF  THE  DEAFo  Gallaudet College, Washington  2~  D.,C.,  $2.,00  a  year 
)0¢  a  copy.,  Bi=monthly (5  issues) o  0  ••  • 
AMERICAN  JOURNAL  OF  MENTAL  DEFICIENCYo  American Association on Mental Deficiency,  1 :t,_H: 
224  E.,  28th Sto  9  New  York 16
09  New  York.,  $7  .,00  a  year.,  $2.,00  a  copy.,  Quarterly.,  ~er~~ 
AMERICAN  JOURNAL  OF  OCCUPATIONAL  THERAPY.,  American Occupational. Therapy Association~  ~l~ 
1313  Eo  Elmdale Court9  Milwaukee  11.!1  Wise.,  $).,00  a  year.,  $1.,00  a  copy.,  Bi-monthly.,~rlc' 
BULLETIN  aN  CURRENT  LITERATURE9  a  Monthly Bibliography for Workers with the Handicapped.,  ;$J1e: 
National Society for Crippled Children and Adults,  11 So  LaSalle St.,,  Chicago  3.9  ;:O• 
0 
Illo  $lo00  a  year.,  Monthly.,.  gdl; 
CEREBRAL  PALSY  REVIEWa  2400  Jardine  Drive~ Wichita~ Kan.,  $2.,00  a  year;  25¢  a  copy.,  ~~~n 
Monthly.,  (Formerly called Spastic Review)  J~' 
THE  CHILDo  U.,  So  Children  us  Bureau, Washington,  25,  Do Co  $1.,00  a  year;  10¢  a  copy.,  ;::=; 
10 issues  (Order from U  .,S.,  Superintendent of Documents)  ~!c1 
CHILD  DEVELOPMENT  ABSTRAC'l'Sa  Dr.,  Samuel So  Herman,  Federal Security Agency~ Public  ;:~0. 
Health Serviceq  Room  J062(South) !'  Washington  259  D., C.,  $5.,00  a  year.,  6  issues.,  ::::: 
CRIPPLED  CHILDa  National Society for Crippled Children and Adults,  11 S. LaSalle St., 9  :,::. 
Chicago  3 09  Ill.,  $2.,00  a  year;  35¢  a  copyo  Bi~monthly.,  :D 
HEARING  NEWSo  American Hearing  Society.~  817  Fourteenth St.,J>  N.,W.,oS~  Washington  79  DoCo  1 :::. 
$3o00  a  year;  25¢  a  copyo  Monthly.,  /J 
OURNAL  OF  EXCEPTIONAL  CHILDREN o  International Coune:ll for Exceptional Children9  :::: 
1201 16th S'tao  NoWo 9  Washingtons  DaCo  $4.,00  a  year;  SO¢  a  copy.,  8  issues., 
OF  REHABILITATIONo  National Rehabilitation Association,  Arlington Bldg., 
1025  Vermont Aveo :·'  N  oWo  .<  Washington,  5 9  Do Co  $2.,00  a  year.,  Bi-monthly., 
JOURNAL  OF  SPEECH  AND  HEARING  DISORDERSo  American Speech  and Hearing  Association~ 
Dept.,  of  Speech~ Wayne  UniversltYs  Detroit~ M1ch.,  $J.,SO  a  year;  $1.,00  a  copy., 
Quarterlyo 
NERVOUS  CHILDo 
Quarterly  a 
Ch1ld  Care  Publlcatlonso  30 W.,  58th Sto 9  New  York.9  NoYo  $5.,00  a  year., 
OUTLOOK  FOR  THE  BLIND  AND  THE  TEACHERS  FORIDAo  American Foundation for  the Blind., 
15.  W.,  16th Sta .'  New  York 115  N  "Y.,  $2.,00  a  year;  25¢  a  copy.,  10  issues., 
PHYSICAL  THERAPY  REVIEWo  American  Phys1cal  Therapy Association,  1790  Broadway)! 
0,/,o  ...... 
......... 
:...-•· 
..  -:.· 
:.:: 
New  York3  N.,  Y.,  $6.,00  a  year,  75¢  a  copy"  Monthly.,  ---
PSYCHOLOGICAL  ABSTRACTS a  Un1versny of Illinois, 1209 Wo  Illinois Sto  .9  Urbana,  ill.,  .... 
$7 o 00  a  year  o  Monthly  o  ··'' 
SCHOOL  LIFEo  UoSo  Off1ce of  Educat10n:~ Washington  2SJ  DoCo  $1.,00  a  year;  10¢  a  copy.,  _, 
.10  .issues  o  (Order from  U  oS.,  Superintendent of Documents)  -.. 
SPECIAL  SCHOOLS  JOURNALa  The  Spec1al Schools Association.,  Published by  John Wadsworth,:_:. 
Lt:do 0  The  Rydal  Press.'  Keighley!'  England.,  1  pound  ( approxo  $4o50)  a  yearo  Quarterly~ 
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